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Veteran's . Day Weekend 
S,ki &;, 59-owb arnd Super · Sale 






this weekend! . ,.". , 
Ski Packages ~ • $ ! 
Ro&trignoi. Salomon, Atomic. K2, E 
Rm~signol V2C (com})lete })kg.) $249 
Atomic l\legaCarvX (complete pkg.) $299 
Rossignol 4S (comple~ pkg.) $479 
Junior Ski Packages starting@ $170 
Junior Trade-Ins! 
. Junior Helmets starting. $7Q 
SNOWBOARDS ,_ 
Burton, l\lorrow, ~88ignol 
Oxygen. Simq -
l\lorrow l\lodel T w/Bindings $349! 
Buton A Board $289 
Burton Customs Board $399 
K2 Ifathoh Board $349 
Super Sidecut Skis 
TheYre in and All on e!· 
K2 }'our,-RoAAignol ~ut, 'alOin 
axendo, Atomic l\[ega(:arvX 
X-Colmtry Ski ,Packages starting" $16O! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~ Stone Grind Time-Up 
: ' $9.99 . 
• • • • 
(reg. $25.00) 
: Joe Jones Exp.11/31/96 
•..................................... ~ 
Friday Nov~mber 8 -
Sunday November 1 0 
Ski & Snowboard technology " 
is improving rapidly. Come 
see what the new gear can do 
for your FUN this winter! 't 
Ski Boots starting @ $99! 
... -..-. R ssignol. Nonlica, Lange, Salomon, Alpina 
Nordica GP Overlap $189 
Lange XR6 $199 
Rossignol Energy S $239 
Salomon Evolution $169 
Bindings starting @ $691 
l\larker, Salomon, Rossignol 
Selected '94 " '95 
.:J~' "Boots at 50% off! 
Professional 
Sales & Service 
Your Ski & Snowboard Superstore 
S · 
Payne Rd. Plaza • Opposite Walmart • Scarborough • 885·5635/885·JOEJ 
A CONVERSATION WITH 
NOVEMBER 7. 1996 3 
DOT GOOGINS 
·tolle 
--It's a wonderful break from the 
real world. ~ 
Gandhi is said to have 
remarked that everyone should 
spin for at least two hours a day 
because it "levels a person out." 
Dot Googins of Cumberland 
quite agrees. She is a longtime 
member ofR and R Spinners, 
who meet on Tuesdays at the 
West Cumberland Fire Bam. 
There they sit in a sunny room 
with great baskets and bags of 
wool at their feet and spin on 
small flyer wheels. Dot has been 
spinning since 1979, when she 
first saw an exhibition of the craft 
at the Common Ground Fair. 
Spinners to her left and right 
are working with black bear, coy-
ote, dog and sheep wool. The 
hum of a flyer wheel and one's 
foot movement - back and forth , 
back and forth on the pedal- are 
gentle sounds. There is a rhythm 
there, a slowing-down. 
Conversation here is quiet and 
easy. 
Is spinning relaxing for you? 
Yes. This is my time. We've all 
got something, or we'd never 
make it - some private relaxing 
hobby that rejuvenates us for that 
other life we have to live. It '~ a 
good problem-solving time. When 
I spin, I find the simple and direct 
approach to anything that needs 
sorting out. 
What are you spinning? 
I've been working on a 
keeshond - a Dutch breed of 
dog. It will be plied with sheep 
wool to make a jacket. 
Why would anyone want any-
thing made from a dog? 
It's a way of immortalizing a 
pet. This way. you can have 
moments that outlive the animal. 
This is the undercoat, collected 
over a few years' time whenever 
the animal was groomed. What 
I'm doing here is actually the 
[least 1 palatable part, because at 
this point, it smells rather like a 
dirty dog. When it's spun and 
washeci, it will be a superior wool. 
My first project was a beautiful 
caramel-colored sweater from a 
shelty. 
What can you make from a 
black bear? 
Socks, mittens. We use the 
soft, fluffy undercoat. Cougar also 
makes a good pair of mittens. 
Most all animals have wool if 
they live in a cold climate. 
There's no hurting the animal. 
We use what the animal drops 
when they shed. 
Will you spin forever? . 
, Always. In ancient times, 
women were buried with their 
drop spindles. 
Interview by Deb Dalfonso; photo by 
Tonee Harbert 
, , 
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: The Tiny Rascals Gang got tinier Oct. : 
- 31. A judge sentenced gang member • 
: Bunly J. Phok to two years in prison : 
· - for a meat-c:leaver attack on a teenag- • 
: er in the West End in May. Two other : 
- Rascals had earlier been sent to the Maine • 
a Youth Center for the same crime. Phok faces • • • 
• 
deportation to Cambodia a 
upon completion of his : 
sentence, even though his _ 
lawyer claims he'll be killed : 
there because he's an _ 
American sympathizer. : 
With sympathizers like _ 
Phok, who needs enemies1 : 
-: • The DeCoster "Dream Team" got : 
• decreased on Oct. 30 when attorney Harold • 
• • • Pachios quit, citing differences with egg mag- a 
• nate Jack DeCoster. The rest of the business • 
: leaders DeCoster hired to mend his evil : 
• image are stili considering whether • 
• • a to resign. Buzz Fitzgerald, Dana Connors a 
• and Alan Caron are said to be concerned a 
• • • DeCoster is not following through on an * 
• agreement he made to put new independent • 
• • • management in charge of the Turner farm, * 
• which was hit with record OSHA fines for its • 
• • hellish treatment of workers. 
• 
• • • 
: • The number of bidders for the Pineland : 
• Center in New Gloucester isn't small, it's • 
• • _ nonexistent. Nobody tried to buy the former • 
a state facility for the mentally retarded by the • 
• • • October deadline, apparently because of • 
• environmental problems with the site and • 
- . • conditions the state placed on the how the • Here are a few of your favorite things: Winning candidates (clockwise from bottom left): Peter Feeney, Carol Kontos, Jeff Butland, Joel Abromson, Ron Usher, Christopher Muse, Dick Farnsworth, Jean Ginn Marvin, Mike Saxl (center) 
• property could be used. Bidders for the 280 • - . • acres and numerous buildings would have to • 
• demonstrate how they'd use Pineland to cre- • 
- * • ate jobs and how they'd clean up asbestos. • Bridge under construction 
• Maybe a condo in the West End would be • 
• • • simpler. • How Greater Portland voted 
• • • LAURA CONAWAY 
• • I • • The number of kids using health clln- . Before democracy in Maine cou d 
• Ics at Portland and Deering high schools was - cross President Clinton's bridge to the • • • already so small it was hardly worth mention- • 21st century, it first had to leap across the 
* ing. Fortunately, the Portland School • moat of human error. 
: Committee was set to vote Nov. 6 on a plan : In Portland's St. Patrick' s polling 
• to allow a few more students access to med- • place, an unfortunate ward clerk handed 
forced to count the ballots by hand. 
Incumbent state Rep. Mike Saxl, a 
Democrat, had little reason to fret as 
results trickled in. He pounded 
Republican challenger Frank Akers, gar-
nering 80 percent of the West End, Old . 
Port and waterfront vote. Sax! intends to • • • ical and (gasp) birth control services. Until • out the wrong ballots to 189 voters in the run for assistant majority leader in the 
• now, only low-income kids with parental per- - state Senate District 27 race. That left House if the Democrats gain control of 
. : mission could use the facilities. The rule : people who would have been voting for i that body. At press time, the breakdown 
• change calls for any student with mom or - either incumbent Republican Joel of Republican and Democratic seats was · -• dad's OK to receive aspirins or condoms. _ Abromson or Democratic challenger ! still not clear. 
• • Boyd Marley holding ballots intended for ! Democrat Richard Farnsworth scored • • • • Annette Hoglund's debt to the city of • another district. 
• Portland got a little smaller Nov. I. Hoglund, · According to City Manager Bob · -• who was running for the state Legislature, • Ganley, the clerk hadn't been able to find 
• finally paid more than $2,000 in overdue • the white ballots, so instead she handed ' · -
a 60 percent margin over Republican 
Dick Harris in the House race to repre-
sent the Western Prom, Libby town and 
Stroudwater. Democrat Michael Quint 
inherited Herb Adams' seat, winning 80 • property tax bills. Hoglund and her husband _ out blue ones. "She felt bad," Ganley 
• Peter still owe more than $25,000 in back • said. "Next thing you know, everybody's · -• taxes, making them one of the clty's • yelling and the lawyers are in it." 
• biggest deadbeats. When C8W ran a - Marley got a court order allowing any-
• • _ story last spring on her debts, Hoglund _ one who'd been given the wrong ballot to 
• claimed the unpaid bills were the result of a - be called back for a second vote. While • • • misunderstanding, and that she no longer • Marley eked out a victory in Portland, he 
• owned the properties in question. She - lost to Abromson by nearly 2,000 votes in • • • offered to prOVide documentation, but never • Falmouth. Exhausted at the end of elec-
• did. Instead, the Hoglunds agreed to a month- - tion night, Marley conceded, accepting • • • Iy payment plan to clear up their arrears, but • the clerk's error as "an honest mistake." 
• failed ' to send checks for two months in a - Vote counting in Greater Portland was • • • row. Just before the Nov. 5 election. they got • delayed because the fluoride ballots were 
• back on schedule. Probably just a coinci- - one-quarter inch too big to fit in the opti-• • _ dence. caw • cal scanning machines . Clerks were 
• • 
; percent of the vote against invisible GOP 
! candidate Paul Feldhaus in Parkside. 
Democrat Mike Brennan kept his East 
Deering House seat, defeating 
Republican Tom Wheatley with 75 per-
cent of the vote. 
Republican Tom Gieringer, who won 
, a second term in a close contest against 
Democrat Annette Hoglund, prevented a 
Democrat sweep of Portland's state 
House delegation, where he remains the 
lone Republican. 
Young Peter Feeney, a 22-year-old 
Democrat, appears to have beaten 
Republican incumbent Lyle Cramer in 
the race for Cumberland County 
Commissioner. Feeney posted over 1,000 
votes in every South Portland district, 
nearly tripling some of Cramer's scores. 
Bob Fisk, a Falmouth RepUblican, 
squeaked past Democrat Gerald Davis to 
win the Cumberland/Falmouth house 
seat by 28 votes., 
Senate President Jeff Butland of 
Cumberland, a Republican, kept his 
District 26 seat, but at press time it looked 
like his party had lost control of the 
Senate. Butland collected 70 percent of 
the vote to beat Democrat Frederick 
Williams. Joe Taylor, a Republican 
incumbent, won a third term in the state 
House from the Cumberland/North 
Yarmouth district , defeating Democrat 
David Perkins. Yet another GOP incum-
bent, Republican John Buck of 
Yarmouth, beat back Democratic chal-
lenger Jennifer Willard by a 900-vote 
margin to retain his District 44 seat. 
Despite a 400-vote victory by 
Democratic opponent John Portela in 
Brunswick, Republican Philip Harriman 
kept his state Senate seat by winning big 
in Freeport and Yarmouth. 
RepUblicans won three of five Cape 
Elizabeth/Sou th Portland seats. 
Incumbent GOP Rep. Jean Ginn Marvin 
won a second House term, beating Dem 
Pam McNally by just over 1,000 votes. 
Newcomer Republican Peter Cianchette 
defeated Democrat Nadine Byram by 92 
votes. Senator Jane Amero, a GOP veter-
an, sent Democrat Andrew Kosinksi 
packing with a victory of more than 5,000 
votes. 
Democrats Christopher Muse and 
Alton Morgan captured the remaining 
South Portland House slots. Muse defeat-
ed GOP tax foe Judy Carpenter, while 
Morgan overcame James Brewster. 
Conservatives on the South Portland 
City Council appear to be stuck with their 
3-4 minority position. City Councilor 
Susan Avery handily defeated conserva-
tive John Low to keep her seat, and was 
joined in victory by current Mayor Linda 
Boudreau, who left Ray Lee and Skip 
Lucarelli in the dust. Boudreau earned at 
least 1,000 votes in every precinct, while 
neither Lee nor Lucarelli earned 500 
votes in any precinct. Former state Rep. 
Birger Johnson also defeated his conserv-
ative council opponents, Lawrence Albert 
and Tom Brown. 
South Portlanders voted to spend 
$520,000 on new snow removal equip-
ment, agreed to shell out $750,000 on a 
public safety building and moved to ban 
new oil tank farms. 
Clifton Foster, RepUblican, took a 62-
vote squeaker over Democratic hopeful 
Ann Thaxter in the Gray /N ew 
Gloucester district. Likewise, Republican 
Joe Bruno won the Raymond/Windham 
House seat in a close contest with 
Democrat Tom Tyler. 
In Windham's House District 39, 
Democratic incumbent Carol Kontos 
won by nearly 2-1 over Republican Ralph 
Johnston, and said that if the Democrats 
control the House, she'll run for majority 
leader. 
A strong win in Westbrook padded 
Democrat Bill O'Gara's close margins in 
Standish and Gorham to earn him the 
District 29 House seat. O'Gara defeated 
GOP challenger Keith Hillock. Ron 
Usher, a Democrat, crushed independent 
Richard Eaton to secure Westbrook's 
other House seat . 
Republican incumbent Bob Pendleton 
beat Democrat Edward Needham by 
nearly 500 votes to retain his 
Gorham/Scarborough House seat. GOP 
incumbent Janice Labrecque kept her 
Gorham House position despite winning 
less than half the vote to best Democratic 
challenger Joseph Shortill and indepen-
dent Philip Dugas. 
A boost from perpetual candidate 
Plato Truman, who ran as an indepen-
dent this time, seemed to help 
Democratic challenger Peggy Pendleton 
shove heavily favored Republican Joan 
Pen dexter out of her Scarborough-area 
Senate chair. Pendleton garnered 55 per-
cent of the District 31 vote. Republican 
incumbent Glenys Lovett held onto her 
Scarborough House post, scoring a 3-2 
win over Democrat Michael Carleton. 
Statewide, voters said yes to almost 
everything. Maine will con.tend with 
$40.5 million in newly bonded debt, 
implementing campaign finance reform 
and possible judicial war over Question 1, 
which calls for a candidate's opposition 
to term limits to appear on the ballot. 
Option 2B, the so-called forest com-
pact, was the top vote-getter on Question 
2, gaining 47 percent . But because it 
failed to earn a 50 percent majority, 2B 
will now have to win a straight up-or-
down vote in a special election before it 
can become law. Option 2A, the Ban 
Clearcutting initiative, proved popular in 
Portland, but gained only 30 percent of 
the vote statewide. Option 2C gathered 
support from 23 percent of voters. 
After years of failure, at press time the 
proposal to add fluoride to Greater 
Portland's drinking water appeared ready 
to win voter approval. 
Maine voters created a split-personali-
ty congressional delegation. Susan 
Collins, a Republican, defeated 
Democrat Joe Brennan in a nail-biter race 
for the Senate . Collins joins fellow 
Republican Olympia Snowe in the 
Senate. Meanwhile, voters tossed GOP 
Rep. Jim Longley out of the U.S. House, 
replacing him with Democrat Tom Allen. 
Allen joins fellow Democrat John 
Baldacci. 
School committee 
Adams VS. Richard 
Two Portland activists square 
off in special election 
State Rep. Herb Adams and youth 
and gay activist Erik Richard have fLIed 
nominating petitions for a vacant seat on 
the Portland School Committee. The seat 
was left empty when committee member 
Michael Riff resigned to take a job in 
New Jersey. 
The city council originally set a spe-
cial election for Nov. 5, but failed to 
attract a qualified candidate. Adams had 
fLIed for the November election, but fell 
short of the required 75 valid voter signa-
tures. The council then set a new election 
for Dec. 10. 
Adams explained some of his rejected 
signatures came from voters who had 
once lived in his district, and who trav-
eled back to sign his petition. Those vot-
ers thought "they were doing me a 
favor," Adams said, "but that was no 
favor. It sort of makes you wring your 
hands." 
Adams said he wants to concentrate 
on getting more state funding for 
Portland schools. 
Richard said he's busy studying issues 
in Portland schools, including the "learn-
ing results" program, which seeks to set 
standards for what students should 
know. Even facing Adams, a four-term 
legislator who's considered one of 
Portland ' s most popular politicians, 
Richard expressed confidence. 
"I think I'm going to win. That's a no-
brainer," he said. "My message is going 
over very big - talking to people about 
having young people who bring a voice 
to the committee." 
LAURA CONAWAY 
NOVEMBER 7, 1996 5 
(j . . expan your vIsion · 
A small city by the sea, a rigorous academic program an~ studios 
open 24 hours a day ... the Maine College of Art offers you the 
chance 10 grow as an artist in a creative and challenging setting. 
We offer a four-year BFA program in seven intensive studio majors, 
plus a self-designed studio major, and a minor in art history. 
Small classes in big spaces, an inspiring location and an intimate 
faculty help expand your vision. 
Maine CoiIege 
97 Spling Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
(BOO) 639-4808 I ........ '''' se mester. 
(207) 775-3052 
http://www.meca.edu/gdmeca 
R E s T A u R A N T 
Gold Medal Winner - Portland Dining Guide Survey 1996 
A~'~W~-D~ 
~. 
MONDAY NOVEMBER t 8, 7PM 
6 COURSES OF ITALIAN CUISINE 
SKILLFULLY MATCHED WITH 
ESTATE SELECTIONS FROM BANFI IMPORTS. 
.~.~.~. 
SIXTY-FIVE DOLLARS PER PERSON 
(NOT INCLUDING TAX AND GRATUITY) • PLEASE, NO COUPONS OR DISCOUNTS 
SEATING IS LIMITED. 
RESERVATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR 
THIS EVENT ONLY. THIS DINNER IS A COLLABORATION 
WITH THE WHIP AND SPOON . 
RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION· 780-8966 
WATCH FOR OUR UPCOMING LATE FALUEARLY WINTER 
WINE LIST. MAINE'S PREMIER COLLECTION OF WINES , 
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~he Center of 
~ative Art 
In~ian Art b Craft::> 
JUST BACK FROM NEW MEXICO 
LOTS OF NEW STUFF 
STOREWIDE ' .'C(;( 
EARLY RISER SALE 1Itit.:oJ 
... EA,/tl 
30% OFF . 
6AM-l0AM lO%OFF 
10AM-6PM 
SATURDAY NOV 9 
·.·.·".· ... ·•·.· ... ·•·•·•·•·•· ..... · ... v 
BRUNCH SO TASTY IT'LL MAKE 
YOU WANNA LICK YOUR PLATE 
T 001'" Cornh!P H..h • Almond CIU5I')1 funch T "'" 
• Bowl ~talian Vub • ~ "lnu. P,""",,, 
• Lisa', &ked ~ • cn.d< 5001 Foo.l ·",.rmer', Omel",. 
THuRSDAY THRu SATIJRDAY NlTE 
• Sesam¢Salmon-fresh grilled filet of salmon w/i<!. carrot, 
.... jek.,ginger burter sauce wi sesame nood~ 
• CoJ&t!kl Salmon-a cornbread crusted fil ofialmon 
served wi gri nions & a tomato bp il mayonnaise 
ed wi a roasted~~pper picame 
• Hot Turkey Dinner-be'*:r than mom used to make! 
• Hot AooIe Pie - w/cinnamon ice cream 
The Good Table Restaurant 
Opl'n ,,",un ~. 3, d""l'd MunJa\.., 
T u,,,ln II .9. Sa' ~.q 
Rtt' j; . tapt' l:h:ahl'lh • iqq.(;OOD 
:M::lI1e1r"1EIl-•• 
1fjjjH-~er 
We must reduce our inventory before 
Thanksgiving to make room for new 
Christmas stock! 
A..1I 1.'teIDJ!!!iI •• 0 'Up • 
30 ""0 o:rfl 
RDAN & PAT'S P OCKSHO 
837 Ocean Ave. CRt. 9) 774-1738 
Open Thurs. - Sun., 11-S 
:.' . A 'l Maharani's 
- - -,' 40's & sf f~~i~~S 





578 Congress St. 
Portland 
We Accept Visa & Mast."Ci'lrtl 
Open Tues-Sat 
Fecal matte,. 
If I leave a few key words out .of this 
week's column (like its point), you'll 
have to excuse me, but I'm sick. 
People have been very sympathetic. 
Everyone tells me it's "The Cold," but I 
don't believe them. There's always a 
"The Cold" around. Can you remember 
the last time you said that you felt like 
you were coming down with or had 
something and someone didn't say, "Oh, 
that's going around," or "I had that"? 
People get competitive abo,ut how bad 
their The Cold is, was or will be. I don't 
join their reindeer games, though, 
because I'm a Yankee, and Yankees 
aren't' supposed to get sick - unless it's 
The Big Cold, and if it's The Big Cold, 
you might as well not waste your money 
on Nyquil, if you know what I mean. 
Besides, I can tell what I have is no ordi-
nary malady. 
Truth be told, I think I have contract-
ed poop water disease. (By poop water, I 
mean drinking water tainted with fecal 
coliform contaminants, such as was 
spewing from Greater Portland's pipes 
Oct. 22-24.) And the worst part of it is, I 
have no one but myself to blame. 
It began on the morning of Oct. 22, 
the day after the Big Rain. I arose at an 
early hour, turned on the tap to brush 
my teeth and was met with a dry belch 
from the faucet. My first reaction was 
that the problem was isolated to my 
water and I was somehow responsible. 
So I did what I normally do when I 
break something: I stood and stared. 
Eventually realizing my concerned look 
was not effecting any results, I went to 
the kitchen and tried that faucet. More 
stares, but still no luck. It then dawned 
on me I might not be alone in my plight. 
I consulted the radio, and sure enough 
- all of Portland was arid. The next 
course of action was to find a way to get 
clean. I had meetings to attend. I needed 
a hair wash. Oh, to be 14 again and have 
a can of PSSSSSSSST in the medicine 
cabinet. 
Thankfully, because Princess (that 
would be me) is too good for even fecal-
free tap water, I always have plenty of 
Poland Spring on hand. I also had the 
good fortune to have a full teapot on the 
stove, so I put together a Laura Ingall's 
beauty buffet and performed my morn-
ing toilette a la "Little House on the 
Prairie." I even considered skipping 
down to the East End Beach with a 
bucket to fetch water with which to 
flush, but thought better of it when I 
considered what foreign agents might be 
introduced into my home by such an 
act. At this point, the ordeal was still 
somewhat entertaining. It was 7:15. 
Truth be told, I think 
I have contracted 
poop water disease. 
By 3 p.m., I thought if! did not have 
a shower I would go insane. I began to 
feel my hair crawl around on my scalp. I 
had sponge-bathed almost all my skin 
off. The tea kettle water was gone. I 
actually longed to do my dishes, which 
had already accumulated prior to the 
water outage. I thought of packing them 
and myself up and driving to my moth-
er's house in Bath for a quick wash. 
But then the water returned - albeit 
at a trickle. All right, I confess. I bathed. 
I couldn't help myself. After all, it's not 
like I took a bath. It's not like I soaked in 
it. I had a quick scrub, and, aside from a 
few splashes, I kept the water away from 
my face, lest a drop might ricochet off a 
tooth and down my throat. I felt 
renewed. I prepared fecal water-free left-
overs and went to bed, dreaming of once 
again laving with impunity. 
Wednesday came, but the boil-water 
order persisted. I ran into a friend at the 
gym. "Boiled water or not," she said, 
looking around surreptitiously, "I'm 
showering when I get home." I had to 
fess up. "Actually, I showered yester-
day." She made an "eww" face, but 
tried to make me feel better by assuring 
me others must've washed as welL 
Except that I couldn't find any. I was 
sure I was the only one. Sitting at my 
desk, mulling all this over, I noticed a 
small red bump on my wrist. It was 
teeny, but I began poking at it until it 
became inflamed. Then I noticed anoth-
er red spot, which mayor may not have 
been a bump, but I poked at it anyway. 
"Buboes!" I thought, harking back to the 
plagues of the Middle Ages. Before long, 
I was convinced microbes were burrow-
ing their way beneath my skin. I started 
having combo "The Fly" and "Alien" 
paranoid fantasies. I paced the room, 
waiting for body parts to fall off or 
something unlovely to spring forth from 
my abdomen. I was not getting a lot of 
work done. 
By Thursday, I ~s nutty. I called a 
level-headed friend for comfort. "You 
what?" he said. "I showered." "When?" 
"Well, Tuesday. But I feel fine ." He 
paused . "You know, they say it might 
take up to a week for the symptoms to 
show." He went on to read me a list of 
potential ailments published in the Press 
Herald: bad diarrhea (as opposed to 
good?), vomiting, abdominal cramps, 
chills and fever. For an entire week, 
every time my stomach gurgled, I 
braced myself in a doorjamb. 
So, seven days later, evidencing none 
of the official symptoms but plenty of 
my own, I must conclude I have con-
tracted a disease of my making. It may 
be The Big Cold. It may be something 
equally fatal, but less well known. 
Whatever it is, I'm sure there'll be some-
one at the sanatorium who already has 
my personal disease better than L 
That is, unless I can drop a body part 
first. 
Elizabeth Peavey, whose column runs biweekly, 
feels fonny. Please give her a wide berth. 
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Lonely sinking leeling 
It shouldn't have been a surprise. Back 
in June, when Joe Brennan won the Demo-
Jim Longley by near-landslide totals in the 
1st District. Democrats took control of the 
cratic U.S. Senate primary, every expert got state Senate by a surprising margin, and 
it right: Brennan, a narrow loser m the were battling for a majority of the state 
last two gubernatorial races, .................. _ ........... ... _...... House, a chamber that just a 
would never convince more month ago appeared almost 
than 45 percent of the elec- certain to fall to the GOP. 
torate to support him. In the midst of Democra-
It shouldn't have been a and other mistakes tic triumphs on nearly every 
surprise. Maine voters had 
already made it clear they 
were no longer interested in 
having Brennan represent 
them. 
It shouldn't have been a 
surprise. Brennan, being old, 
male and from blue-collar 
roots, was just the kind of 
candidate guaranteed to turn 
off young, female and yup-
front, Joe Brennan spent 
election night sliding toward 
a disaster he should have 
anticipated. He refused to 
concede until the following 
day, apparently believing, as 
he did in '94, that a miracle 
would occur to salvage his 
career and the credibility of 
public radio polling. 
pie voters. Brennan, being a • A L D I A M 0 N 
clumsy campaigner, was sus-
During those dark hours, 
the Brennan loyalists began 
blaming somebody else for 
the loss. "Clinton just didn't have any coat-
tails in Maine," said one. "If he'd given Joe 
another four or five percent, he'd have 
ceptible to sneak attacks, such as the alleged 
private investigator non-scandal. Brennan, 
having a tendency to coast for the final two 
weeks of campaigns, was unlikely to come won." 
from behind, which was the position in In fact, Clinton had enormous coattails, 
which he found himself at the start of the helping to lift Baldacci, Allen and legisla-
campaign. tive candidates to larger-than-expected 
But campaigns are designed to obscure wins. Polls showed an October presidential 
the obvious. So naturally Brennan's nar- visit to Portland buoyed all the major candi-
row, but decisive, loss to Republican Susan dates, adding as many as seven points to 
Collins on Tuesday came as a complete their standings. What the Brennanites 
shock to his supporters. failed to understand is that by the time elec-
Shortly after the polls closed, the Maine tion day rolled around, their boy had 
ch~ter of the Sierra Club rushed out a already gotten all the presidential poll 
press release headlined, "Environment padding he was going to get. Without Clin-
plays key role in Maine House and Senate ton, Brennan would have had trouble 
races." It quoted the organization's political attracting even 40 percent of an electorate 
chair, Nadine Shere, as saying, "Susan that was just plain tired of him. 
Collin's [sic] avoidance of the environment If the 1990, 1994 and 1996 elections 
as an important factor might have cost her 
the victory in this tight contest. Joe Bren-
nan was able to tout his Sierra Club 
endorsement because of his excellent voting 
record in Congress. " 
The Sierra Club, apparently, was fooled 
into making this premature ejaculation by a 
Maine Public Radio exit poll that showed 
Brennan winning the race by five points. 
Lost in the shuffle were two other exit polls 
and a WCSH .. TV Bullet Poll showing'Bren-
nan losing by a similar margin. But that sin .. 
gle erroneous indicator was sufficient to 
lead the Democratic hardcore astray. While 
the actual tally persisted in showing Collins 
with a small, but steady, lead, the Brennan 
faithful found those numbers easy to dis-
miss. "The Bullet Poll calls up a hundred 
people who didn't even vote," said one 
diehard awaiting the victory celebration-
that-never-came. "Mal Leary [of Maine 
Public Radio] talked to 1,700 people who 
had just voted. Of course, he's right." 
No matter how many voters one talked 
to, it was obvious this Brennan loss was far 
more decisive than the previous two. 
Unlike voters in the '90 and '94 elections, 
Mainers in 1996 were fully prepared to cast 
ballots for Democrats. Congressman John 
Baldacci won a landslide victory in the 2nd 
District. Former Portland city councilor 
Tom Allen defeated Republican incumbent 
have taught this hard lesson to all but the 
innermost of the Brennan inner circle, those 
three defeats should also serve as warnings 
to anyone who believes they've absolutely, 
positively seen the last of Candidate Bren-
nan. He was supposed to be washed up 
after losing to Jock McKernan. He was cer-
tainly fmished after being defeated by 
Angus King. He's clearly all done 'after 
being left in Susan Collins' red dust. 
So it shouldn't be much of a surprise if 
Brennan - and a fair number of his easily 
surprised followers - puts us through this 
same torture again in 1998. 
Fashion nugget 
When Brennan brought in actress Lau-
ren Hutton in the campaign's final days, his 
staff put out a release stating Hutton "is best 
known. as a Revlon model .. . [who has] also 
taken an active role in promoting goo caus-
es." 
Politics is' a slippery business, but most 
campaigns aren't quite so willing to admit 
it. 
Oh boy! Fresh meat! Send us the sizzle care of 
CBW, 561 Congress St., Portland 04101. Trim 
the fat by faxing 775-1615. Or e-mail ish-
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A soup-to-nuts survey of our 
slightly-behind-the-times town, including our 
very own King of 1980s Portland 
• SCOTT SUTHERLAND 
M ark Twain once supposedly said, "If the world was going 
to end tomorrow I'd move to 
Cincinnati, because it'd be another 10 
years before it happened there." 
Tempting as it may be to spend a few 
moments tweaking the city that 
produced Marge Schott and the 
Mapplethorpe brouhaha, it's probably 
just as well to move on to our 
examination of another safe haven in the 
event of imminent global extinction -
namely our own fair (if somewhat 
developmentally challenged) burg, our 
Forest City, our little arts district by the 
sea, our Portland. 
Not so! you cry, livid at the mere 
suggestion, looking around for the 
blissfully wallowing in great beer and 
fresh lobster while other cities duke it 
out for bragging rights to the latest fads, 
fashions and fetishes. 
And here's the punchline: We like it 
that way. 
Keep your TriBeCa, New York . 
Don't go waving Newbury Street in our 
faces, Boston. We Portlanders are quite 
content to be living in 1985, or 
thereabouts. The great thing about being 
a decade off the pace, after all, is that 
everybody else gets to make the mistakes 
for us. We'll do the '80s our way, thank 
you very much. 
Herewith , a culture hog's guide to 
modern-day Portland - stuck in the '80s 
and lovin' it. Thompson Twins sound-
track not included. 
Moral minority: Carolyn Cosby PHOTO/TONEE HARBERT 
nearest tabletop upon which to slam 
your bottle of Geary's Hampshire Ale. 
Sad, but true; with the exception of our 
absurdly robust and trendsetting 
microbrew scene, Bob Ludwig's tony 
Gateway Mastering Studios and a 
handful of Portland's other prized, 
cutting-edge possessions that we can't 
think of right this moment, our beloved 
city is a wee bit, shall we say, behind the 
times . Actually, scratch that "wee bit" 
stuff; in a lot of ways , we 're a full, 
double-barreled decade behind the curve, 
DrIver 8 
What better way to measure our 
collective eightiesness than by the 
growth of the local limousine business? 
According to Troy Andrews, general 
manager of limousine service at Custom 
Coach & Limousine, the local biz is 
experiencing "phenomenal" growth, to 
the tune of more than 20 percent a year. 
"When I fIrst started with this company 
four years ago, there were less than 10 
employees. Now there are 28, " Andrews 
says. He chalks up the growth largely to 
a thriving local corporate culture, which 
accounts for roughly 80 percent of 
Custom's business. Weddings and proms 
account for another 15 
Back to the '80s, In style. PHOTO/ COLIN MALAKIE , 
percent of business, with celebrity work 
and other hires (the occasional pre-
Black-Monday-style, all-night joy ride, 
for example) filling in the remainder. 
Speaking of joy rides: Custom's hourly 
rate is $60, plus a 20 percent gratuity. To 
do it up in proper 1985 style , it's 
recommended that you relegate the tab 
to your gold card. 
Every breath you take 
Carolyn Cosby is one '80s kind of gal. 
Cosby, founder and head of the anti-gay 
rights group Concerned Maine Families 
(CMF), has proven herself a worthy 
successor to the zealous spirit that fueled 
the prince of '80s morality , Jerry 
Falwell, aJld his so-called Moral 
Majority. Swept into prominence on 
Ronald Reagan's furry coattails, Falwell 
became the face of right-wing 
conservatism, '80s style; brash, smug as 
hell and not afraid to use the Bible to 
deflect any and all criticism, he delighted 
in baiting liberals by essentially telling 
non-WASP America to take a hike. 
Cosby, with similar can-do aplomb, 
got her anti-gay rights initiative on last 
November's statewide ballot, but lost in 
a close vote . Cosby promptly charged 
voter fraud , but after a lot of huffing and 
puffing failed to produce anything in the 
way of hard evidence. Now she's back, 
I 
fighting to outlaw gay marriage and 
spearheading CMF's efforts to collect 
the necessary signatures to put the 
proposal out to referendum . CMF 





seems to hav~ widespread legislative 
support. After years of ending up on the 
losing end of the battle, is Cosby - and 
her peculiar brand of hot-button morality 
- about to fInd herself at the front of a 
victorious majority? 
-Don't you want me 
Radio of the '80s: Bananarama, Flock 
of Seagulls, Soft Cell , The Human 
League , Pet Shop Boys. Can radio get 
any better? 
Ron Raymond doesn't think so. As 
host of "Stuck in the '80s ," a weekly 
The great thing about 
being a decade off the 
pace, after all, is that 
everybody else gets 
to make the mistakes 
for us. We'll do the 
'SOs our way, thank 
you very much. 
two-hour show (Sundays, 7-9 p.m.) on 
WMPG (90.9), Raymond spins the discs 
of all your favorite decade-old acts - or 
at least those that pass for '80s 
alternative, like New Order, Psychedelic 
Furs and Cocteau Twins. "I wanted to 
give listeners something different , " 
Raymond says of his reasons for 
T here are '80s guys and then there are '80s guys, and then there's Mark McClure . Entrepreneur, 
high roller, man-about-town, McClure, 
28, is a walking compendium of '80s 
wheeler-dealer ideals. So much so, in 
fact, that we hereby dub him "King of 
'80s Portland." To wit, a brief history of 
the monarch's rise, moment of greatness 
and subsequent decline: 
$ As a kid growing up in Cape 
Elizabeth, young McClure vows he'll 
one day make the Forbes' 400 list of 
America's richest people. 
$ As a teenager, McClure "idolized 
Donald Trump," his mother told the 
Portland Press Herald last year. "And he 
really liked Michael Milken." 
$ Attends junior college in Texas, 
where he almost makes the basketball 
team. Studies economics at USM but 
does not receive a degree. 
$ In 1994, McClure buys his first 
Portland business: Port City Pub on 
Fore Street, which he turns into a dance 
club called The Penguin. He sells i~ a 
year later, saying he's bored with it. 
$ In 1995, McClure and a partner 
open Shockers, an "upscale" dance club 
in the basement of 
McClure woos the United States 
Basketball League (USBL) in the hopes 
of landing a summer-league franchise, 
provided he and his fellow money men 
can corne up with the $200,000 
franchise fee. The team is to be called 
the Portland Pioneers, would begin play 
in May, 1996 and would have to 
average 3,500 fans per game to break · 
even. 
night," h:e writes, "I will personally do 
cartwheels at center court the following 
game, in my boxer shorts." 
$ In March of this year, Gorham 
Savings Bank files a personal 
foreclosure suit against McClure, four 
months behind on mortgage payments 
for a rental property in Westbrook. The 
bank seeks the remainder of the 
mortgage, more than $110,000. 
Everybody 
wants 
to rule the 
world 
-$ August 1995: Not content to bring 
hoops to Portland, McClure goes public 
with his Trump-esque hope of 
convincing a national hotel chain to 
open an "entertainment complex" in 
town. McClure Tower, perhaps? That 
same month, in what can only be 
described as damning praise, Old Port 
landlord Joe Soley tells the Press Herald, 
"[McClure] takes places I've fIXed up 
All hall the king: 
Mark McClure 
O and makes them look even ""' better. " \.-~ $ November 1995: McClure's 
Squire 
Morgan's on Market Street. 
They sign a lease in April, then close the 
club in July, citing problems with said 
lease, which includes limits on noise 
levels. But Thomas Tiberii, McClure's 
landlord at Squire Morgan's, claims the 
young c1ubmeister split owing two 
months rent. McClure says he wanted 
to pay it, but that Tiberii had locked 
him out. The matter ends up in district 
court, with Tiberii seeking to evict 
McClure . _ The judge rules in favor of 
Tiberii, who considers suing McClure to 
recover back rent. 
$ As his Shockers venture melts 
down, McClure and two other partners 
announce their plan to lease the former 
A.H. Benoit & Co. space on Middle 
Street and turn it into - what else? -
an upscale dance club/function hall 
called The Pavilion . Not long after, 
McClure is bought out by his partners. 
$ July 1995: McClure, in his biggest 
gamble yet, announces his intention to 
bring professional basketball (talk about . 
your sport of the '80s!) to Portland. As 
part of a group of 10 local investors, 
shining moment, when USBL 
president Dan Meisenheimer 
arrives in Portland to award him 
an expansion team, rechristened 
the Portland Mountain Cats. 
$ December 1995: McClure, 
responding to letters and articles in 
CBW that question his claim that the 
tearn will be able to draw 4,000 fans for 
its fIrst horne game, displays his plucky 
confIdence in a letter to the editor. "If 
the [Cats] fail to draw 4,000 fans or 
more ... opening 
McClure ties 
the foreclosure suit and 
other financial troubles to the failure of 
Shockers; over the previous several 
months, judges had ordered McClure or 
his former corporation, The McClure 
Group, to pay more than $5,000 in 
small claims judgments. "I'm just a 
young guy trying to make a go of it, 
that's all," he tells the Press Herald, while 
the USBL's Meisenheimer assures that 
McClure's troubles will have no impact 
on the Mountain Cats . McClure adds 
that his personal fInances are just fIne, 
thanks: He's making payments on his 
Lexus, and he and his fiancee are living 
the good life in their $l,150/month 
penthouse apartment in Back Bay 
Towers on Cumberland Avenue. "I'm 
not bragging here, but I have plenty of 
money in the bank," he says. "And I'm 
bringing a professional basketball team 
to town." 
\ .... 
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$ Which he proceeds to do, barely. In 
May, unable to deliver most of the Cats' 
$200,000 franchise fee after other 
investors back out, McClure can do 
nothing but watch as Meisenheimer 
purchases a majority stake in the team. 
McClure is installed as president -and 
general manager. 
$ The team's 
home opener May 








were there as a 





on his promise to 
drop his drawers 
at the next horne 
game. "I was going 
to do it, but [Cats' 
coach Kevin 
Mackey] said I'd be 
making a' mockery of 
the team," he tells 















and end the season 
owing $55,000 in expenses. McClure, 
meanwhile, is sued by a former Cats 
investor seeking a $2,000 payment on 
his buyout, as well as $10,000 in fraud 
claims. 
$ In early September, the USBL 
terminates the Mountain Cats, 
repossessing the franchise rights from 
McClure because he proved, according 
to Meisenheimer, incapable of running 
the team's business . "The financial 
troubles had a lot more to do with the 
management than it does with the city 
itself," Meisenheimer tells the Press 
Herald. "We don't anticipate any team 
making money the fIrst year. We want 
them to realize fhe long effort it takes to 
r 
make a success . Mark wanted that 
success overnight. " 
· \ ' .. 
\ 
\ ;-
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Christmas in the Country 
NEWFIELD'S 
ARTISANS & MERCHANTS 
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locally made & 
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Slippery people: Feeling the bum at the Bay Club. PHOTO(TONEE HARBERT 
launching the show. "It's fun to hear this 
stuff and think, 'Omigod, it's been so 
long since I've heard that.' Of course, 
skeptics would say there's a reason for 
that." 
Many of the tunes Raymond plays 
constitute "the radio equivalent of the 
Island of Misfit Toys," he says, 
but they retain a certain 
happy-go-lucky charm 
missing from much of 
today's product. "The '80s 
was a great time for music 
- it was before Seattle, 
there was all this 
innovation going on and it 
was just fun . Music was 
mostly concerned with 
having a great time." 
Raymond describes 
most of his show's 
listeners as "closet 
fans of '80s music," 
furtively dialing in 
his show in hopes 
of catching some-
did it with cocaine. And then, of course, 
you did a little more. 
While the drug world eventually 
slouched off in search of cheaper, even 
more potently addictive highs, Portland 
maintains a fond regard for coke. 
"Cocaine in Portland is still as popular 
as it ever was," says Roger 
Stricker, director of the 
Portland-based Maine Drug 
Enforcement Agency . "I 
don't think we're going to 
see a decrease until the 
government puts in the 
money and resources 
necessary to eliminate it." 
Cocaine, in fact, is just part 
of our expanding yen for 
drugs, which also 
thing tasty by Two wOlds, Coulter: PIIone homel 




all drug use is 
definitely on the 
upswing," Stricker 
says ... Arrests are 
Wang Chung, or 
maybe Bow Wow Wow's "Sexy Eiffel 
Tower." "They're waiting to come out, 
but they're intimidated by Portland's 
[classic rock-dominated] radio scene," 
he says. "They might listen in secret, but 
they still need to hear their Duran 
Duran or their . Frankie Goes to 
Hollywood." 
Sign 0' the time. 
It was money that got everybody 
good and juiced in the Age of Avarice, 
but if you really wanted to get off you 
up, too - we're 
already ahead of the numbers of 
[annual] arrests made over the past few 
years, and there are still three months 
left in the year. " 
Most ominous, Stricker says, is the 
presence of heroin, which enjoyed a 
renaissance in the late '80s when it was 
adopted by the fledgling grunge culture 
(including, most notably, the joint 
addictions of Kurt Cobain and Courtney 
Love) in the Pacific Northwest. 
"Portland is heavy into heroin right 
now," he says. "It's been going on for 
the last year. I don't expect to see a 
decline in the foreseeable future." 
Road to nowhere 
Talk about the sport of the '80s. 
Basketball was everywhere; Bird, Magic 
and Jordan all entered the NBA in the 
'80s, and proceeded to tum it into pro 
sports' marquee league. Rich Hollywood 
guys paid mind-boggling sums for teams, 
then convinced their friends to do the 
same. Everyone, it seemed, wanted their 
slice of the hoop dream pie. 
And so, naturally, do we. Or at least 
we were told we did. Our now-defunct 
Mountain Cats, the local entry in last 
summer's United States Basketball 
League (see "Everybody wants to rule 
the world"), turned out to be a pleasant 
surprise. The squad went 18-11, finished 
third in the league, averaged about 500 
, points 'a game - and all without the 
services of Manute Bol, the 7'7" fonner 
NBA player who at one point was touted 
as the team's meal ticket. Sadly, Manute 
chose not to play with the Cats; when 
told of his tryout opportunity in 
Portland, he thought it meant he was 
trying out for the NBA's Portland (are.) 
Trailblazers. Of more immediate 
concern: Now that the Cats are history, 
what will become of the Port City 
Dancers? 
. Alas, we ardly knew ye: The Port City Dancers 
Do you really want to hurt me 
Hostile takeovers, leveraged buyouts, 
mega-hyped mega-mergers - such was 
business as usual in the rock-'em-sock-
'em '80s. Not to be outdone, Portland 
can tout the recent absorption of 
Westbrook College by the University of 
New England, or, better yet, the hardball 
going on between Maine Medical Center 
and Mercy Hospital. Two years· ago, 
Maine Med tried to absorb both 
Brighton Medical Center and Mercy 
through an old-fashioned merger, but 
Mercy wouldn't play. Now the 
monolithic Maine Med is seeking state 
approval for an attractive, compre-
hensive insurance plan that would only 
cover customers who use Maine Med 
and its doctors, except in an emergency. 
The plan could effectively put a hammer-
lock on consumer choice, and force the 









and Key banks , 
which have 
I subsumed coun tl~ss 
smaller financial 
outlets in the city; 
and Rite Aid, the 
corporate drugstore juggernaut that 
crushed LaVerdiere's. 
Tainted love 
A no-particular-order list of people, 
places and things around town that have 
a sort 9f '80s gestalt to them: 
The Bay Club 
The Pavilion, a.k.a . The Acropolis at 
The Pavilion, a.k.a. The Pav, a.k.a .. 
"That place Mark McClure owns" 






One City Center 
The Moon 
Industry 





Port City Dancers 
Portland TV news 
Joseph's 
M.D. Hannon 
Pairs of Lycra-clad women power-
walking with wrist-weights around 
Back Cove 
The ghost of Gordy Hersheiser 
Unum 
City council (Whoa - make that 
Portland, city of the '70s.) 
Scott Sutherland, an '80s kind of guy himself, is 
CBW arts and features editor. 
NOVEMBER 7, 1996 
THE AIDS PROJEeT EDUCATION DEPARTMENT PRESENTS BIOLOGIST BRIAN MARCOTIE, PH.D. 
HOW HIV KILLS: STRATEGIES FOR SURVIVAL 
Saturday· November 9 • 9 AM to 12 PM 
Blue Crou and Blue Shield of Mable 
2 Gannett Drive - South Portland 
Wednesday· November 13 • I PM to 4 PM . 
HoUday Inn By The Bay 
88 Spring Street - Portland 
u 
This workshop provides the general public with the 
latest developments in the management and 
treatment of HIVIAIDS. 
This workshop provides caregivers and professional 
healthcare providers with the latest developments in 
the management and treatment of HIV I AIDS. 






Area Goodwill Retail Store Locations: 
;t.. J- ~ 32 Alfred Street, Biddeford· 282-1998 
_ ~_ _ J. 1. -7t'\ 72-74 Maine Street, Brunswick· 729-3006 cu.u..v.,t... I \ 353 Cumberland Ave., Portland· 761-8455 
765 Roosevelt Trail, Windham· 892-8463 
"""" ,. " n Union Station, St. John Street, Portland· 761-4797 
and r [ ~~ Mill Creek Shopping Center, So. Portland· 74!-2056 
"Imagine earning Holiday 
cash for a pinprick at 
Portland Biologicals ... " 
Smartest, easiest thing you ever heard of .. J 
get cash for a good deed. $130 a month 
$1560 cash a year, all mine. Donating, I sit 
back in a soft lounge chair, read, study, talk, 
or just dream, in a place filled with friends. 
60 min. later I'm up and ' away, 
smiling, cash in hand. 
PORTLAND 
BIOLOGICALS 
Come In .. .it's that easy! 
Hours M, W, F 8·4· T ,Th 9:30·6 • Sat 8-3 
685 Congress St. 
Portland 
772-5715 
Tnls SUf1DA 1 Om 1 SURwunD TOURSCLr In LUXUH 
Go SILK! 
15% Off 
Drrnn by Our 'pn- Our • (yprn~ Qrovr • /vrls Silt Tin 
Opm Sund4y n-4 
~OSEPH'S 
410 rORt mrtT (OLD PORT) • PORTLAnD; I\t 04101 
7n-44'4 /7n-1274 
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Deserving of respect 
Back in August, we published a story about the family of a man named 
Ibrahim Shire Hirsi ("Heavy metal blues," 8.22.96). Ibrahim, a refugee from 
Somalia who arrived in Portland in January with his wife and nine children, 
discovered last summer that his two youngest daughters, Hamdi and Sirad, 
had elevated levels of lead in their bloodstream. An inspection of the family's 
apartment by city and state officials revealed that the source of the poisoning 
He is being threatened with termination of his AFDC benefits - the only 
thing that stands between his children and the kind of hunger they never 
expected to fmd in America. He also worries he will lose his food stamps. 
SO 
NOTED 
~ which could permanently damage the nervous systems of 
the young girls - was the very apartment in which they 
were living. 
Ibrahim is careful to make it· clear that he doesn't want to accept 
government aid any longer than he has to. "I appreciate that reform," he said. 
"I myself don't like to live 'on permanent welfare. It kills your personal 
creativity and you are in hibernation from life. You lose your dignity and you 
become a parasite. What I am speaking for is temporary welfare." 
The next few months are a critical time for families like Ibrahim's - legal 
immigrants who depend on public assistance. The welfare reform act will hit 
them particularly hard, and there 's little question that legal immigrants, who 
are relatively few in number, -are political scapegoats for millions of illegal 
immigrants. 
Well, some stories have happy endings, and Ibrahim 
recently showed up at our offices with good news. Not long 
after our story was published, he and his family were 
offered a five-bedroom apartment by the Portland Housing Authority. The' 
family, which had been crammed into a small three-bedroom apartment on 
Cumberland Avenue, now has a decent, lead-free place to live. Already, 
Hamdi and Sirad's blood lead levels are dropping. 
We also got a note from the Portlan~ Public Health Department saying that 
as a result of our story, there had been an increase in calls from people who 
wanted to know more about lead poisoning. Many of them had been unaware 
thatJead is a real and present danger in Portland's aging housing stock. 
Refugees like Ibrahim Shire Hirsi and his family deserve a ~hance. It is 
people like them who are revitalizing the cultural scene in our city. As the 
state looks at how to restructure its welfare system, let's make sure families 
like Ibrahim's don't fall through the cracks. Given the opportunity, they will 
soon move beyond the need for assistance. "We want to live on our sweat," 
said Ibrahim. "That is when life tastes good. Welfare does not taste good. " 
Ibrahim's family is already facing a new round of uncertainty, however. He 
still has not been able to find a job, despite a good education and fluent 
English, and he is worried about what welfare reform will mean for his family. 
Department of Omission: Stephen Kurth was responsible for the creepy 
illustrations in last week's Voters Guide. 
An_am games 
CasroBay Wttltly""from" 
your Idlers. l't.t= IrLq> your 
lhoughts 10 kss lhon 300 words 
(longer 1,1t'" may M .aiud for 
spoct muons), and inclUtk your 
addftSS and dayti_ pMn. . 
numbtr. Utters, Casro Bay 
Wttltly, 561 CongrtSS SI., 
Portland, ME 04101 or via 
t·mail:tdiror@cbw.maiM.com. 
Your listing of the author of "A Call to Arms" 
(10.17.96) as an anagram presents me with a challenge 
I can't resist. What happens when we rearrange the 
letters of Hiram Whespen? Let's give it a spin. (Hold on 
to your Whespen.) 
Sheep warn him. 
Eh, warmish pen. 
}Ie whisper, man. 
Hip shrew name. 
Whir! Shame, pen! 
He's in hemp war. 
A heas whimper. 
Her: penis wham. 
Haw! Hemp resin! 
Seen whip harm. 
His/her new map. 
And my personal favorite: 





As I read your article "No Mercy?" (10.10.96), 
regarding the Maine Medical Center and Mercy 
Hospital, I wondered how many of the older 
population of Portland remember the closing of the 
"old" Children's Hospital at the corner of High and 
Danforth streets. 
This situation was kept very quiet until it was a 
"done deal." I don't know all the technical details but 
Maine General needed more "pediatric beds" to qualify 
for more federal funds. 
The last board meeting where Dr. Harold Pingree 
fought with his last breath was alfcut-and-dry, and Dr. 
Pingree lost. He went back to his Columbia Hotel suite, 
had a heart attack and died. I always felt he died of a 
broken heart. 
"Children's" was a great place to work, with 
dedicated R.N.s, M.D,s and employees. The children 
had excellent care, as did the people of Portland who 
used the outpatient clinics and physical therapy 
department. 
Cl-;·-16Jf1.~'( !( t( 
Peg O'Leary, R.N. 
Portland 
I want my choice 
In reference to your article "No Mercy?": Although I 
am a health care professional, I am writing as a 
concerned subscriber to Blue Cross/Blue Shield . 
Should the merger between Maine Medical Center and 
SARAH GOODYEAR 
BCBS take place, subscribers would no longer have the 
choice of where they go for medical treatment. Having 
had about 15 horrendous experiences, both personal 
and familial, at MMC, I do not choose to go there. Nor 
do I wish to have my insurance company select my 
physician. I appreciate your publishing the date of the 
hearing in Augusta to discuss this merger and hope 
there will be a large turnout of concerned citizens. 
Kudos to Dr. John Myers (Letters, 10.24.96) for his 
take on what is really going on with this proposed 
profit-making "fully integrated system." 
~. 0-,-<-lfitu.-f~ fl¥J 
Janet Houghton, R.N. 
Cape Elizabeth 
Reviewing the review 
I have been reading your paper now for about three 
years and I can hardly express my disappointment with 
the review of Carlo Pittore's latest show, "New 
Figurative Paintings" ("Different strokes," 10.17.96). 
Mr. Sutherland gave a very general and surface review 
of Mr. Pittore's paintings, and it was unfortunate that 
what depth he did manage to find was deep in his own 
ambivalent feelings and fears toward the female body 
. (he seemed to revel in the males). 
As the model for "Silver Crest, " I was both amazed 
and offended that Mr. Sutherland was allowed to couch 
his own very personal (and childish) opinions within 
the safety of an editorial "we" ("Whatever momentary 
twinge of revulsion we might experience ... "). Exactly 
• 
Has anybody ever fallen off a ferry in 
Casco Bay? . 
According to Nick Mavodones, a captain at Casco Bay lines, 
people don't normally fall off the ferry, but there have been 
people who jumped. 'They act like it was an accident, but other 
passengers confirm that the act was usually premeditated," 
Mavodones said. He estimated that at least three people have 
ended up in the water in the past five years. "Usually, it's off a 
chartered boat, sometimes with drinking involved," he said. "But 
one time I can recall it happening on the Peaks Island ferry. It 
always seems to happen at night and in bad weather. But we have 
always gotten everyone back on." 
Got a burning question about li(e in Greater Port/and? Let caw's crock 
inYestigative squad sort it out (or you. Those whose questions are 
selected (or publication will receive Q complimentary SPAM® 
refrigerator magnet CBW Q. 561 Congress St, Port/and, ME 0410 I. 
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what "we" is Mr. Sutherland referring to? Fat is not a 
dirty word, it is an adjective that accurately describes 
myself; however, it does nothing to describe the 
painting itself, which should rightly have been the 
subject of the "review." It was hardly the place for Mr. 
Sutherland to "marvel at the massive physical fact of 
her," 
It is sad that CBW, which tries to be open and 
supportive of the arts, could have allowed this "art 
review," which in fact reveals so little to us about 
Carlo Pittore's paintings, and so much about Mr. 
Sutherland's difficulty coping with a wider reality. If 
his appreciation of the human figure is limited to his 
own prurient sexual interests, perhaps he should have 
left the art review to someone else, stayed home, and 




They built it 
While we were glad to see the coverage of Youth 
Alternatives ' Heritage House opening ("A room of 
their own," 10.17.96) and the good work being done 
there with young women in. transition out of the 
Maine Youth Center, we felt that certain parts of the 
story were left out. 
As you point out, Heritage House is the product of 
three years of collaboration among various state and 
nonprofit agencies. Unfortunately, you left out the , 
role played by Y outhBuild Portland, an alternative 
vocational education program that is part of Portland 
West Neighborhood Planning Council. 
Each year, in addition to academic preparation, life 
and job skills deveiopment, and vocational training, 
our trainees undertake a major renovation project of 
neglected housing stock in Greater Portland. Two 
years ago, we gutted and renovated what was then an 
. abandoned building in front of the Maine Youth 
Center. Working throughout the winter in an 
unheated building, our trainees (most with no 
pfevious construction experience) moved structural 
walls, insulated, hung and finished dry wall, hung and 
trimmed doors and windows, and built handicapped-
accessible entrances, bathrooms and bedrooms. That 
building, of course, is now Heritage House. 
Since completing Heritage House , YouthBuild 
Portland has completely renovated another building, 
this one a three-unit apartment building owned by 
York-Cumberland Housing. The three units are now 
affordable rentals, designed for low-income young 
adults like our graduates. This year's project is another 
three-unit across the street from Reiche School, .and is 
largely a partnership with the City of Portland and 
Maine State Housing Authority. When completed, 
this historic building will be sold to a low-income first: 
time home buyer through the City'S PortLenders 
program, which will guarantee that the rental units are 
affordable. 
. YouthBuild Portland and Portland West 
Neighborhood Plaiming Council are committed to 
youth development and empowerment. Among 
Portland West's other programs that work with at-risk 
youth is Building Alternatives, erroneously identified 
in your article as part of Youth Alternatives. Building 
Alternatives is one of the state's most successful 
programs working with incarcerated youth. 
Thank you for your coverage of Greater Portland'~ 
youth programs. As you have pointed out yourselves, 
funding for these vita l community services is 
shrinking, and a clear understanding of our role is 
necessary for the community to judge our worth. 
Neal Meltzer 
Assistant Director/Vocational Education Director 
Y outhBuild Portland 
What's in a name? 
Congratulations on an excellent story on Heritage 
House, Youth Alternatives' new transition housing 
program for girls leaving the Maine Youth Center. I 
was somewhat surprised , however, to learn that 
Building Alternatives is a program of Youth 
Alternatives. Upon reading this J called my boss, Peter 
O'Donnell at Portland West Neighborhood-Planning 
Council, to see if perhaps we'd been sold to Youth 
Alternatives. Peter indicated that, as far as he knew 
Building Alternatives ' was still a Portland West 
program. Next I tried sending some of our bills to 
Mike Tarpinian at Youth Alternatives, but he declined 
to pay them, so I'm pretty sure' we're still part of 
Portland West. 
Building Alternatives is a national model program 
in community corrections which, for the past four 
years, has served youth committed to the Maine 
Youth Center. Our students are picked up daily at the 
Maine Youth Center to attend classes and to work on 
construction projects for Portland area nonprofit 
organizations. We have enjoyed tremendous success 
in helping prevent further criminal activity and in 
helping our students return to school and employment 
upon release from the Maine Youth Center. 
We are pleased that two of our students are among 
the first residents at Heritage House. Funding for the 
renovation of Heritage House was secured by 
Portland West and the renovation was completed by 
YouthBuild, another Portland West program for at-
risk youth. 
I can understand your reporter's error due to 
similarity of names - Youth Alternatives and 
Building Alternatives. I'm used to this . Years ago I 
directed the Big Brothers Big Sisters program, which 
was often confused with an ' organization called 
"Little Brothers." They eventually changed their name 
- to Youth Alternatives! 
Thomas L. Pearson 
Program Director 
Building Alternatives 
Shame on us 
What in the world are you people at CBWthinking? 
Selling yourselves out for the stuff that doesn 't just 
talk, it swears - money. 
How dare you betray a community that has 
nurtured, read you and loved you all t~ese years. Beer, 
cheap sex, cigarettes and a few good ·columns. Have 
you folks changed or what? 
I have eagerly awaited every issue for years, sent 
issues in the mail, picked up a bunch for friends 
weekly. Now along come upsetting issues full ot: 
sarcasm, bad ads and glamorization of booze! 
I guess you get my point. Do what you think is 
right and stop selling yourselves for a buck every 
chance you get, or I'm gone and so will be many 
others. 
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~of many points -
entlon between State of : 
........... the Arts (START), the organization -• -: trying (mosdy u~successfully) to run the State + PING-PONG MADNESS ... GOOD EATS AT ZYGOT .. . 
• Theatre, and the building's owners, Nick and + • • _ Lola Kampf, is START's ongoing problem • 
PSC DOES MOLIERE FOR THE '90S ... FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE .. . 
NEW STUFF AT RAM ISLAND ... THE WIDE WORLD OF PLAYWRIGHTS -• meeting the monthly $12,000 rent Now, it • • • seems, the Kampfs are having similar difficul- • 
: ties. "They're not paying their bills when they : 
• come due. put it that way," said the Kampfs' • 
: attorney, Tim Kreiter. "Expenses to run the : 
• [State Theatre space] are very high, and • 
: [START] hasn't paid rent for three months. If : 
• you don't have the money nec~ssary to oper- • • • 
• ate the building, you're in pretty big trouble." _ 
Kreiter wouldn't name • • 
specific expenses that the • 
• Kampfs haven't paid, say- • 
ing only that "at this • • point, large bills that • 
would've been paid have • • 
not been paid." + 
-The latest round of • • 
• legal wrangling between START and the • 
: Kampfs began in September, after the theater : 
_ was closed because of holes in its roof. The • 
: two sides couldn't agree on who should pay : 
• for the necessary repairs, and the Kampfs + • • • 
• subsequently sought to evict START, a + 
motion currently tied up in court. Kreiter • • 
said the maneuvering could "go on for a very + 
• long time if [START] finds the money to do it. _ 
which I don't think they have. They told us in + 
• August they were out of money ... For • 
[START] to fight this tooth and nail doesn't + • make any sense, unless they're on a vendetta • 
to see how much damage they can do to the -• 
landlord. That's just my opinion. of course." * 
START head Kelly Graves could not be : 
• reached for comment + 
: Meanwhile, Graves' Standing Ovation Deli : 
• has moved OUt of its High Street storefront. + 
: and no one's answering the phones at : 
• START. A call to the theater, however. is met + 
• • • with a message informing the caller that "all • 




• • Information gap: As CB W was going to + 
: press, rumors were flying up and down : 
• Congress Street that The Gap was slated -
• • • to move in next door to LL Bean. Not so, • 
• said Greg Boulos, a partner at The Boulos + 
eon.,... Street, with extnl olives: tile author IUrveys her .... Im. PHOTO/ COLIN MALAKIE 
· -• Company. "It would be a gift from God, but if • • it's true I'm unaware of it." said Boulos . -- . • "We're talking with a number of interested -
: parties, all of them retailers, and hope to get : 
• someone into the space as close to the first + 
: of the year as we can." Boulos said the l.L : 
I, trendspotter 
• Bean grand opening bash would be Nov. 19. + 
A right-this-very-minute, clogs-to-martinis 
guide to what's hip and hot in Portland 
• • 
: • Art for sale: The Maine College of Art's : • ELL E N M CAL 1ST E R 
• 22nd annual auction Nov. 2 raised . Do you want to be the hippest, most 
: $33,000 for student scholarships. Scruffy art : happening thing cruising the streets of 
• students rubbed elbows with well-heeled - Portland? Do you aspire to know what's 
• • going down before it actually happens? 
• local society types as some 350 participants -• Then listen up. There are a host of trends, 
crowded into a second-floor space (future • from footwear to libations to entrepre-
home of the school's library) to bid on an : neurial activity, suddenly bouncing 
assortment of art by students, faculty, local • around in our fair city, and we thought it 
artists and friends . "Public Wharf, : might be a valuable exercise to compile 
Stonington," a large watercolor by Harvey + some of the more notable examples . 
Rhys Peterson, copped top bid honors by : We've no doubt missed a few, but you 
selling for $1.8S0, edging Neil Welliver's lith- • can still consider this an unabridged 
+ 
ograph "Bog or Beaver Flowage." which went • primer to what's fashionable right now in 
• for $1,550. caw + Portland. 
• -
Going Dutch 
Suddenly, clogs aren't for clods . It 
may be time to nickname our city "Little 
Amsterdam, " not because hash bars have 
sudderiIy sprung up on every comer but 
because every living being - male, 
female and otherwise - seems' to have 
embraced the clunky clog. Wool clogs, 
wooden clogs, clogs with stacked heels, 
clogs with straps , clogs with sproingy 
rubber bottoms, clogs in brown, green, 
burgundy and especially black, even 
clogs with backs, are pounding the pave-
ment like an invading army. 
And why not? On a man, clogs say, "I 
have a sensitive, feminine side." On a 
woman they say, "Yes, I'm wearing 
heels, but watch it - these babies are 
heavy enough to make you a soprano 
with just one kick ... 
Street level 
The best place to view this clog cornu-
copia is on Congress Street, Portland's 
darling and its desperado. Until recently , 
you could 've made a good argument that 
the street was tackier than Kathie Lee 
Gifford's clothing line. Still, in the line-
up of that which is fashionable in 
Portland's 1996 fall collection, most of 
the buzz is focused on the boulevard . 
Since head cheerleader L.L. Bean decid-
ed to move downtown, a flock of other 
shops, sandwich joints, and restaurants 
have gobbled up empty storefronts, hop-
ing to cash in on the Bean effect. 
Swing shift 
Downtown may have more economic 
promise than it has since the 1940s, but 
. top-notch Portland trendsetters know it 
all don't mean a thing if it ain't got that 
swing. On street comers, coffee houses, 
Old Port boutiques and funky restau-
rants, everyone from grungy high school 
kids to octogenaria ns are spinning Ella 
Fitzgerald, Stan Getz, Benny Goodman, 
Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong and 
Billie Holiday CDs. Last week, a young 
couple actually began to dance when the 
jazz group Big World launched into one 
of Benny's standards during a gig at the 
Free Street Taverna. Which raises an 
intriguing question: Is it really possible to 
jitterbug in clogs? 
Shaken or stirred? 
Answer to intriguing question: Yes, 
provided you're fueled on Portland's 
new favorite beverage, the martini. 
Sophisticated Portlanders drowning in a 
sea of microbrews have lately found com-
fort in the martini, preferably with spicy 
jalapeno olives . There are those who 
swear by the vodka martini, others who 
endorse gin . Still , agreement can be 
found - at least half the pleasure of a 
martini is in the elegant angles of the 
glass itself. Note for the amateur martini 
drinker: Eating the olives immediately 
not only diminishes the aesthetic appeal 
of the cocktail , but also deprives the 
olives of an opportunity to get drunk 
themselves. Rude, very rude. 
The hang of it 
After you've had your first martini of 
the evening at Katahdin, unquestionably 
the best in town, you can join other fad 
fiends at the Rec Room, which suddenl j 
seems to be everyone's favorite basement 
lounge. It's got cheap wooden paneling, 
couches, easy chairs and bizarre artwork. 
It's white trash cool, sort of like a Calvin 
Klein ad. 
If white trash cool isn't your cup of 
joe, head to Top of the East in the 
Radisson. Top of the East, prized for its 
mirrored bar and unintentional cheesi-
ness, is a quiet comer that draws busi-
ness travelers and 20-something bar 
hoppers in search of a little glamour, 
'70s-style. As a regular once put it, " If 
Telly Savalas ever came to Portland, he 
would hang out at Top of the East." 
Used and abused 
Speaking of relics, those in the know 
know that the best places to shop are 
consignment and thrift stores . They 
know a piece of furniture is not,a find 
unless it was found in a junk shop, on a 
street comer or at a flea market. Thrifty, 
it seems, is nifty. Is it any wonder that 
Congress Street, hub of all that's hot and 
happening in town, is also home to the 




' So: You say you're already a clog-
clad Congress Street entrepreneur who 
jives with jazz and mingles with marti-
nis? That you've been living in the Rec 
Room and know all the bartenders at the 
Top of the East? That you've already 
gotten everything you own secondhand? 
Well, congratulations! You're it, you're 
now, you're down with what's up and up 
with what's down! My friend, you're a 
trendy groovemeister, a totally.informed 
king (or queen) sitting amid the red-brick 
realm that is Portland 
Still , in the flaky world of local 
trendspotting, there are only two con-
stants - change and wool socks. So 
enjoy your reign while it lasts: Rule just-
ly and fairly, but remember that what's 
hip today will likely be gone tomorrow. 
Fortunately, it'll all be back again 
next week. caw 
In a just world , pianist Muhal Richard Abrams' name would roll 
off the tongues of the general pop-
ulation to the same extent as 
Wynton Marsalis '. Since the early 
'60s, the elfin Abrams has influ-
enced an entire segment of the 
music known as jazz (like many 
music ians of his generation, 
Abrams sidesteps the word), not 
only musically but spiritually. 
Chef In the Jazz kitchen: Muhal Richard Abrams 
In the early '60s he organized 
The Experimental Band, a once-leg· 
endary home for wayward musical 
adventurers . By 1965 he had 
established the Association for the 
Advancement of Creative Mus-
icians (AACM), an umbrella organ~ 
zation that supported musicians with individual lessons, local concert promotions and tours. As 
director, Abrams imbued AACM members with a respect for both solo and group imprOVisation. 
The roster of members, including Roscoe Mitchell, Anthony Braxton, Leroy Jenkins and Henry 
Threadgill, indicates the power of Abrams' ideas. 
But Abrams didn't so much influence the playing of individual members as much as teach 
them how to approach music. Where a younger generation of jau artists now preaches nelH:on-
servatism - a mixture of nine parts be-bop and swing knowledge to one part search for individu-. 
alism - Abrams has unapologetically remained much more of an inquisitive chef. He tosses all 
musical ingredients, from the blues to 20t1H:entury classical, into surprising combinations -
think pan-blackened tuna with a dollop of fruit salsa, rather than fish sticks with tartar sauce. 
Abrams learned how to cook decades ago; it's up to the audience to trust his expertise and at 
least sample a forkful. 
Muhal Richard Abrams perfonns Nov. 9 at State 
Street Church, 159 State St., at 8 p.m, as part of 
Portland Performing Arts' Big Sounds From All Over. 
TIx: $16. 761-1545. 
• JIM PINFOLD 
• • • .-• 
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DINING DOESN'T 
HAVE TO BE DICEY! 
There's no gamble in 
choosing Katahdin ... 
.. \ ... Great Food 
~. 
if " .. .Incredible Service 
-..:.. 
~ ... Comfortable .{\tmosphere 
KATAHDIN 
GOOD (OOKIN' 
Corner of Spring and High Sts., Portland, 774-~40 
5pm-lopm, Mon-Thu; 5pm-upm, Fri & Sat 
"VERY.FUNNY!" 
- KTLA·TV. Los Angeles 
"ABSOLUtELY 
HILARIOUS!" 
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-& AWESOME PUB FARE 
PUT UP THE YAHD WORK 
& COME ON DOWN FOR 
A PINT & HEARTY FOODS 
Mixing good people, good food and 
good drinks for 18 years. 
Still Serving the Best Steamers in Portland 
The Pearl of the Old Port 
• open 7 dIlys • 
Fullmrnu 
llam-Midnight 











128 Free St., Portland 
o Win prizes from E·Z Wider reps 0 
brought to you by 
E-Z Wider, 
Free Street Taverna 
& Casco Bay Weekly 
Roadside Attraction 
865 Forest Avenue Portland, ME 04103 
.............. te.l~!:7.7.3:.~~~. F.9.~ .m.~~~~.4 . ...... . 
Tex-Mex Lunch: Everyday ~t . n :~O 
Frida 11/8 
.R~e fartyl1 
wi happy camp!;rs 
9Qm' $5 . .. .. ..... iUlf4.b'·'W. 
EDDle- KIRKLAND 
Higli~nh~ Blues! 
,9pm :-$5 I . 
Friday I 1/15 
orka 
. 0 .8{$,1'2" 
Saturday, I I I 16 
0111 ages. 6pm • $7 
• Earth Crisis 
wAlne King Down, • 
60 Stortnfront _ . .z:.," -
ue 
11.12 
thur.dlY 7 j Zootz i Funeral (Gothic Industrial 
Tho Ble Easy i Dance Music until 1 am), 
The Seth Yaoovone Blues i 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 
Band Iblues), 416 Fore St, i 77~187. 
Portland. 78Q.1207. 
1 
i 'rldlY 8 Tho Comedy Conaec:tIon 
Come<tt Showcase starring i Tho BIC EMy 
Mike McDonald, 6 Custom i The West End Blues Band 
Hoose Wharf, Portland. i (blues). 416 Fore St, 
774-5554. ! Portland. 7 8Q.1207. 
i 
Free SIIMt Tmoma i Comedy Conaec:tIon 
The Zeftrons, 128 Free St, i Mike McDonald, 6 CUstom 
Portland. 774-1114. i House Wharf, Portland. 
i 774-5554. 
Geno'. , 
Wide Open Mic Night with i Dirk HolM Saloon 
37 SmoI<es, 13 Brown St, i Patio Cowboys (countJy), 
Portland. 772·7891. i 145 Kennebec SI. 
Tho Moon i FIM StrMt TMIIII 
T.G.I. Thursday (OJ Jayce i Johnny Welfare & The 
spins top 40 dance), i Doomsday Prop/lets, 
427 Fore St, Portland. i 128 Free 51. Portland. 
772·1983. j 774-1114. 
i 
OIdPoltTmm i GIno', 
Ring (classic rock), i Strictly Business (rock), 
11 Moulton St, Portland. i 13 Brown St, Portland. 
77~. ! 772-7891. 
RIOUI'. i Tho Indultry 
Jimmy Dale Gilmore ! College Night IDJ Mixx), 
(folk/ countJy rock), i 50 Wharf 51. Portland. 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. i 87~65. 
773-6886. 
! Tho Moon 
Slone eo.! : Ladies' Night (OJ Dredd), 
a-fnC CompIny i 427 Fore St, Portland. 
The Bagmen (goofy : 772·1983. 
funk/rock), 14 York St, , ! Portland. 773-2337. i OIdPoltT_ 
i Ring (classic rock), 
T1ptIerIry Pub i 11 Moulton 51. Portland. 
Greg Powers (karaoke), i 77~. 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, 
Maine Mall Rd, So. Portland. I Raoul'. 
77~161. i Reggae Party with Happy 
1 Campers, 865 Forest Ave, 
Tho UndtfCroUnd ! Portland. 773-6886. 
Usa Gallant Seal Unplugged 
lacoustic rock), 3 Spring St, i SI_eo.! 
Portland. 773-3315. i a-tng .Company 
i Groovasaurus and 
Uptown BIIIy"lIaIIJeque j BoogiemoYl (funk), 14 York 




: Como Zoo (telekinetic garage 
: mambo), 446 Fore St, 
i Portland. 774-7777. 
Prime cut· 
Veteran blues guitarist EDDIE KIRKLAND 
has been at the epicenter of so many excit-
ing musical trends over the years - he was 
playing with John Lee Hooker during the 
birth of electric blues and R&B and record-
ing with Otis Redding for Stax during the 
heyday of soul - that you can't help won-
dering how he musters the energy to keep 
evolving. But he does. You can catch up 
with the blues genie and his young, hard-dr~ 
ving band Nov 9 at Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland, at 9 pm. TIx: $5. 773-6886. 
T-BinII FIN SIlMt TiMmI 
OJ Steve Nason (,70s, '80s The Pontiffs and Jonas 
and '9Os dance music), Turbine, 128 Free St, 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Portland. 774-1114. 
77~0. 
Geno'. 
llPPIf'IIIY Pub Lucky Gold and Sun Cycle, 
Tom Dyhberg, Sheraton Tara 13 Brown 51. Portland. 
Hotel , Maine Mall Rd, 772·7891. 
So. Portland. 77~161. 
Tho Industry 
TOIl of the EaIt Dance with OJ MilO(, 
Ken Grimsley (guitar rock), 50 Wharf St, Portland. 
Radisson Eastland Hotel, 879-<l865. 
157 High St, Portland. 
775-5411. Tho Moon 
Portland's Best Dance Party 
Tho~ (OJ Dredd), 427 Fore St, 
Dancing with OJ Mrt{, Portland. 772-1983. 
3 Spring St, Portland. 
773-3315. OIdPoltT_ 
Ring Iclassic rock) 
Uptown BIlly'. Blrlleque 11 Moulton 51. Portland. 
Rock-a-Billy, 1 Forest Ave, 77~. 
Portland. 78M141. 
Raoul'. 
VenUto'. Eddie Kirkland (high ene!gy 
Shifters (top 40), blues), 865 Forest Ave, 
155 Riverside St, Portland. Portland. 77 3-6886. 
77~536. 
Stonteo.! 
ZooIz Blew"" CompIny 
Machinery Hall and Twisted Roots (hard rOCk), 
Sabertooth Nudist 14 York St, Portland. 
19 pm/21+), Bouncel (OJ 773-2337. 
Larre Love spins until 3 am), 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 11pperII)' Pub 
77~187. Alan King Band, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, 
IIturdly 8 So. Portland. 77~161. 
Tho BlCEMy TOIl of the EaIt 
Boston Baked Blues (blues), Ken Grimsley (guitar rock), 
416 Fore 51. Portland. Radisson Eastlend Hotel, 
78Q.1207. 157 High St, Portland. 
775-5411. 
Clyde'. Pub 
Karaol<e, 173 Ocean Ave, Tho tJndeICrwnd 
So PortloYld. 7994473. Dancing with OJ Ardf, 
3 Spri ng 51. Portland. 
Comedy Connection 773-3315. 
Mike McDonald, 6 Custom 
House Wharf, Portland. Uptown Billy'. Barbeque 
774-5554. King Leer. 1 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 78M141. 
Dark Holle Saloon 
Midnight Ridge (countJy), Vanilla'. 
145 Kennebec St, Portland. Shifters (top 40), 
773-7791. 155 Riverside St, Portland. 
77~536. 
Zootz . 
War Zone, Front Towards 
Enemy, Distrust and Tork 
(hardoore - 5:30 pm/al~ 
ages), Decades of Dance 
(,70s, '80s and '90s dance 
music), 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 77~187. 
aundlY 10 
Tho BIg EMy 
Red Ught Revue 
(blues/R&B), 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 78Q.1207. 
Comedy c-tJoa 
George Hamm's Comedy 
Showcase. 6 CUstom 
House Wharf, Portland. 
774-5554. 
FIN SIlMt TIVemI 
Big World, 128 Free 51. 
Portland. 774-1114. 
Grttty McDull'. 
Ke'/in Midgley, 396 Fore St, 
Portland. 772·2739. 
OIdPoltTmm 
Laser Karaoke with Stormin' 




Jazz Brunch with Lex & Joe, 
14 York St, Portland. 
773-2337. 
TOIl of the EaIt 
Jazz Brunch with Richard 
Taylor (plano), Radisson 
Eastland Hotel, 157 High 
St, PortloYld. 775-5411. 
Tho~ 
Dancing with Jammin' Joe 
(karaoke in front lounge), 
3 Spring St, Portland. 
77:>J315. 
Wharf'1 End 
Open Mic with Ken 
Glimsley, 52 Wharf St, 
Portland. 7730093. 
ZooIz 
Earth Crisis, One King Down 
and Storm Front (hardcore 
- 6 pm/al~ages), All 
Request Night (dance until 
3 am), 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 77~187. 
lIondlY 11 
Tho BIg EMy 
Laser Karaoke with Ray 
Dog, 416 Fore 51. Portland. 
78Q.1207. 
FINSIIMtT_ 
Open Mic with Go Button, 
128 Free St, Portland. 
774-1114. 
Tho Moon 
So. Maine College Mixer 
(OJ Jayce plays alternative 
dance), 427 Fore St, 
Portland. 772-1983. 
OIdPoltTanm 
OJ Kilowatt Ke'/in, 
11 Mou~on St, PortIoYId. 
77~. 
I!IOUI'. 
So. Me. Blues Society 
Meeting (7 pm), Open Blues 
Jam (8 pm), 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Wharf'1 End 
Open Mic with Ken 
Grimsley, 52 Wharf St, 
Portland. 7730093. 
Zootz 
Rec Room (open 8 pm-
1 am), 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 77~187 . 
tuudlY 12 
Tho BIC EMy 
Mike Hayward's AI~Star 
Revue (blues), 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 78Q.1207. 
FIN SIIMt TMIIII 
Slack Jaw, 128 Free St, 
Portland. 774-1114. 
Grttty McDuII', 
Swinging Blue Matadors 
(swing blues), 396 Fore St, 
Portland. 772·2739. 
I!IOUI', 
Writers' Open Mic hosted by 
Mni Clirl< featuring Curt 
Bessett with Carl Cacho, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 
773-6886. 
SI_Bar.GrIII 
The State Street Traditional 
Jazz Band (jazz), 700 Main 
St, So Portland. 7Ba8434. 
Wharf', End 
Open Mic with !<en 
Grimsley, 52 Wharf S~ 
Portland. 7730093. 
ZooIz 
Rec Room lopen 8 pm-
1 am), 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 77~187. 
W.dlll~IY 1 a 
Tho BIC EMy 
Red Ught Revue 
(blues/R&BI, 416 Fore 51. 
Portland. 78Q.1207. 
FIN SIIMt TMIIII 
TBA, 128 Free S~ Portland. 
774-1114. 
Geno'. 
Men's Night, 13 Brown St, 
Portland. 772·7891. 
Grttty McOuII'. 
Empty Pockets Full of 
Blues, 396 Fore St, 
Portland. 772-2739. 
Tho Moon 
Generation X (OJ Jayce), 
427 Fore St, Portland. 
772·1983. 
OIdPoltT_ 
Concert Karaol<e with OJ 
Greg Powers, 11 Mou~on 
St, Portland. 77~. 
Tho~ 
Dancing with Bob Look, 
3 Spring St, Portland. 
773-3315. 
ZooIz 
Rec Room (open 8 pm-




ftUoLOl' E i I 
~ 
The All-American Microbrew Showcase 
every tl,ursday in navember 5 to 9 pm 
Thursday}}l7 Red Hook Brewing Co., Portsmouth, NH • Come try this season's first 
Winter Hook, along with Ballard Bitter, H<fe Wei"", Double Black Stout and ESB. 
Thursday 11114 Atlantic Brewing Co., Bar Harbor, ME • Doug Mafucci and company will be 
pouring Bar Harbor Blueberry, Ginger Wheat, Coal Potter and a seasonal surprise . 
Thursday} Jl2} Shipyard Brewing Co" Portland, ME. Alan Pugsley & Paul Hendry 
will be pouring Prelude as well as Shipp rd Expott, Blue Fin Stout, Old Thump<r 
and Longfellow Ale 




Fr-I Groovasarus • & (j()()~lema" 
Sat. Twi~ted Root~ 
w 61ue 
Tues. San Francisco Funky 
Dollar Night Jazz Weasels 
Wed. T.J. KIRK 
13th FEATvrW';G CHARLIE IIUNTEI~ 
Thur. September 67' 
14th featuring Shannon Worrell 
Sun bEUer thAn eZra • wI Chalk Farm & 
11th. luille; 
LG ""Jau.u.~ ,.,~!t:Li~~~~~ 
Happy Hllr ::::..~~ 
wa-Frl4-1 
FrecFIIII1 




EGGS ill DAY 




with juli -MIN 8 PLAYERS 
SINGLE ELIMINATION 
MiN 32$ PURSE 2 $ enlryfee 
~ _gMB.,1pn 
..... -& .... 
U«NlS 
)Grim 
AND MANY OTHER GIVE AWAYS 
Win III 
E§II~~t+ •• " 
uinninll 11\, ~'il if til, 
ai'i iln' ii'i 
" R)l A B. £ N E r I T AHE KID5 DE 
lhryr311r 
(o-Itfm IT 11IUY H110ll IN. ""In ' 
SWTK 1111 11110:00 
$11lllAl1ll 
-.., .... l0III 
:3 Spring Street 
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"The Planet." The Portland Symphony Orchestra 
presents a youth concert of Gustav Holst's "The 
Planets" accompanied by video images of the Solar 
System. At the Civic Center, at 9:30 and 11:30 am. 
Tix: $4. 773-8191. 
friday 8 
Casco Bay Weekty listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a listing considered for publ icati?n, 
send complete information (including dates, times. costs, complete address. a contact telephone number) by 
noon on Thursday prior to publication. 
"The Songs of Julie Andrews" Richard Hayman, 
chief arranger for the Boston Pops during Arthur 
Fiedler's tenure guest conducts the Portland 
Symphony Orchestra. The program includes songs 
from "Mary Poppins," "My Fair Lady: "The Sound of 
Music" and "VictorjVictona." At the Civic Center, at 
8 pm. Tix: $15-$35. 773-8191. 
"As 10" The Department of Theatre at USM, in col· 
laboration with USM's Department of Social Wor!< , 
presents a play exploring the inner worlds of Rich, a 
man living with AIDS, and of the people touched by 
his life. At the Main Stage in Russell Hall. USM 
Campus, Gorham. Nov 8-17. Wed·Sat 7:30 pm, Sun 
5 pm & 7:30 pm. TIx: $8 ($6 seniors/$4 students). 
780-5483. 
·Coyote Ugly" The Originals present a play that 
examines the tragicomic conflicts and passions 
which beset a rural family in America's southwest. 
At the Saco River Grange Hall. Bar Mills. Nov 15-23. 
Thurs-Sat 7:30 pm. Tix: $9 ($7 students/seniors-
pay·what·you-carHlight). 929-5412. 
"Dragon's Daughter" The Figures of Speech 
Theatre. in Freeport, presents an adaption of an 
Asian folktale about a young girl who saves her vII· 
lage from drought. At the Mad Horse Theatre, 955 
Forest Ave, Portland . Nov 7-8,7 pm, Nov 9-10,2 pm 
& 5 pm. Tix: $12 ($8 children, $8 Nov 7 preview). 
797·3338. 
"The Emperor's New Clothes" The Children's 
Theatre of Maine presents a classic fairy tale with a 
new twist. At Nathan Clifford Elementary School, 
Falmouth St, Portland. Nov 8-10, Fri 7 pm. Sat 11 
am & 2 pm, Sun 2 pm. Tix: $5. 874-0371. 
"From Away: An Evening of International 
Playwriting" Nov 11. Portland Stage Company pre-
sents an exploration of international voices in the 
theatre featuring staged readings of new plays from 
Macedonia , Bolivia and Australia. At PSC , 25A 
Forest Ave. Portland at 7 pm. Free. Reservations 
encouraged . 774·1043. 
"Intimate Relatlono- The Theater Project presents 
Jean Cocteau 's play about the loves. jealousies and 
fears of a fairly typical 19th-century European fami· 
Iy. At the Theater Project, 14 School St, Brunswick. 
Nov 7·24. Thurs-Sat 8 pm, Sun 3 pm. Tix: $12 ($10 
seniors/students). 729-8584. 
"My Mother Said I Never Should" Vintage Repertory 
Company presents Charlotte Keatley's play about 
mother·daughter relationships, social change and 
the desire to love and be loved. At Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland. Nov 7·24 . Thurs-Sat 8 
pm. Sun 5 pm. Tix: $12 (Thurs is 2·for·l night). 775-
5103. 
"Scapin" Portland Stage Company presents a rock 
'n' roll musical version of Mollere's classic. At PSC, 
25A Forest Ave, Portland. Nov 3-24. Tix: $18-$29. 
774·1043. 
"Twice Told Taleo" The Oak Street Theatre pre· 
sents Ode lie Bowman's performance of the theatri· 
cal re-creation of native American tales. At Oak 
Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland. Nov 9-10, 2 
pm. Tix: $5 ($15/family of four). 775-51D3. 
auditions/etc 
Acting CI_s Basic technique to advanced scene 
study in a supportive, creative atmosphere. 878-
5295. 
Auditions Reindeer Theatre Company holds audio 
tions for adults and children for Its holiday prese ... 
tatlon of "The Best Christmas Pageant Ever," Nov 9 
from 4-6 pm. At Reindeer Pointe, 650 Forest Ave, 
2nd floor. 874-9002. 
AIdIIonI Dar\< Wae< Theatre Cornpwly seeks two maie 
a®rs (age 1835) who v.iII play mUtipie roles for its ~ 
irll productjon ct "~ by Christopher lM1o'll 
.m 1. Auditioos consist ct readirll from the script. Fa more 
nto rx to schedule an appointment, call 892-3728. 
AudItIons for unique acts to perform In a variety show at 
the Comedy Connection in Portland. 774-5554. 
The Children's M .... um of Maine holds auditions 
for Holiday Carolers Nov 12 & 13 from 3:30-6pm at 
Deering High School, 37D Stevens Ave, Portland. 
Cathedral Chamber Singer. A community choir 
based at St. Luke's Cathedral seeks new members. 
Au\litions by appointment. 772·5434. 
Oak Street Scllool For the Performing Arlo Offers a 
variety of areas. 775-5103. 
Portland Players holds auditions Nov 12 at 7pm at 
420 Cottage Rd, Portland, for "Nine: a musical by 
Arthur Kopit and Maury Yeston. 6-8 women between 
ages 2040 who can sing, act and move well. For 
more info, call 828-8687. 
Reindeer Performing Arts For Kids Offers work· 
shops on singing, acting, movement, songwriting, 
story-telling, character and scene development for 
kids ages 5-13 on weekdays and weekends. At the 
Reindeer Room, 650 Forest Ave , Portland, 2nd 
floor. 874-9002. 
Young Men'. Choir holds ongoing auditions by 
appointment only. 854-0182. 
Young People', Theater The Theater Project In 
8runswick holds classes for 3rd through 8th graders 
in Oct and Nov. For information and applications, 
call The Theater Project at 729-8584. 
t 
thursday 7 
Choral Concert Featuring the USM Chorale and 
Chamber Singers directed by Dr. Eph Ehly. At State 
Street Church, 159 State St, Portland , at 7 pm. Tlx: 
$6 ($3 students/seniors). 772-8630. 
Yellm Bronfman Portland Concert Association pre-
sents the pianist playing his pre-Lincoln Center pro-
gram of Schumann and Prokofiev. At Portland High 
School, 284 Cumberland Ave, Portland, at 7:30 pm. 
Bronfman gives a pre-curtain talk at 6 pm. Tix: $28 
(discounts available). 772-8630. 
Noonday Concert Scott Burditt on horn and Ray 
Comils on piano collaborate in a program of works 
from J.S. Bach to Martin Marais. At First Parish 
Church, 425 Congress St. Portland from 12:15· 
12:45 pm. Free. 625-4439. 
ea~s 
saturday 9 
Muhal Richard Abrams Quartet Portland Performing 
Arts' Big Sounds From AllOver series presents the 
pioneer of the jazz avant·garde, with Loginov & 
Yudanov. new improvisations from Russia . At State 
Street Church, 159 State St, Portland, at 8 pm. Tix: 
$16. 761-0591. 
Rick Charette A concert for kids sponsored Tuttle 
Road Methodist Church. At McAuley Performing Arts 
Center. 631 Stevens Ave. Portland, at 2 pm. Tix: $6 
($,4 kids). 829-3702. 
"Sweet Addle'. Place" The 45-member Royal River 
Chorus of Sweet Adelines presents its annual bar· 
bershop variety show, showcasing songs of 1932, 
arranged in four·part barbershop-style. At Harrison 
Middle School, McCartney St,. Yarmouth, at 2:30 pm 
and 7:30 pm. Tix: $10 ($8 students/seniors -$5 
kids). 8464331. 
sunday 1 0 
Organ Dedication Concert featuring guest artist 
Douglas Rafter. At Pride's Corner Church, 235 Pride 
St, Westbrook, at 4 pm. Free. 797-4636. 
Portland Community Chorus Performs its annual 
tall concert. At Scarborough High School. Gorham 
Rd. Scarborough. at 7:30 pm. Tix: $8 ($5 stu· 
dents/senIOrs). 892·9437. 
Not by bread alone 
Does Portland really need another cafe, you may ask yourself? The answer is definitely yes when the new cafe serves not only coffee and breakfast pastries, but also such delicacies as 
glass noodles with fresh mango, lime, cilantro, sesame seeds and lotus root. 
book.....,oykr 
That's just one of the mind· 
blowing lunches offered at Zygot, 
a joint venture between Robert 
Marchand - he does the noodles 
- and Scott Mullenberg, a book· 
binder. At Zygot, located i~ the 
Calderwood Building on Pleasant 
Street (formerly part of the Maine College of Art campus), you can browse through Mullenberg's 
elegant handmade blank books, journals, photo albums and paper·covered boxes while 
Marchand fixes you a sandwich stuffed with anything from artichoke hearts to fresh mouarella to 
Virginia ham to black radishes to marinated broccoli. 
Along one wall of the bright, sunny space hang colored and textured papers from around the 
world - water hyacinth paper from Nepal, for instance, and papyrus paper from Egypt. 
Mullenberg, who teaches workshops in the time-honored art of hand bookbinding, does a lot of 
custom design work for photographers and artists who want to display their work. He also pre-
serves and restores old leather· and clothbound volumes. He leamed the craft, Mullenberg says, 
because "I wanted to feel good about what I was doing - like I was carrying something on 
beyond my own generation, preserving something for the future. It also satisfies a creative urge." 
Behind the high counter at the other end of the cafe, Marchand echoes Mullenberg's sent~ 
ments. Cooking, he says, "is just something I want to do. It's a way for me to express myself. 
And we like to encourage customers to be creative with the ingredients we have." 
Make that chicken breast with feta, roasted peppers and grilled eggplant on a baguette. Oh 
yeah, and a cup of coffee. 
The cafe at Zygot, 61 Pleasant St., is open 
Mon,·Fri. 8 a.mA p.m., Sat. 10 a,m,-3 p,m, 
The bookworks keeps slightly longer hours, 
775-4121. 
• SARAH GOODYEAR 
wednesday 13 
Orchestra Revelaclon Maranatha Concert At 
Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 High St, Portland, at 
7 pm. Free. Donations benefit the hospital project in 
La Romana in the Dominican Republic. 797-8719. 
u'pcoming 
·Plrates of Penzance" Nov 14. Portland Concert 
Association presents Opera a la Carte performing 
teh Gilbert and Sullivan classic. At the Civic Center, 
Portland. at 7:30 pm. Attend a pre-curtain talk in the 
Captain's Club, at the Civic Center, at 6 pm. Tix: 
$32, $25 & $15. 772-8630. 
Elliott Schwartz, Matthew Kuhrt & Frlendo Nov 15. 
Schubert piano mUSic for four hands. At Portland 
Conservatory of Music, 44 Oak St, Portland , at 8 
pm. Tix: $10 ($6 students/seniors). 775-3356. 
B.B. King Nov 21. Corey Harris opens. At the Civic 
Center, Portland, at 8 pm. Tix: $15-$25 . 775-3458. 
events 
"Alive and Well: I ... House Dance Serleo" Nov 15. 
Ram Island Dance presents a studio show featuring 
works-In-progress, experimental pieces and intro-
ducing new artists. At Portland Performing Arts 
Center. 25A Forest Ave, Portland, at 7:30 pm. Free. 
773-2562. 
"Near and Far" Nov 8 & 9. Ram Island Dance 
Company presents an evening of contemporary 
dance in memory of Harriet Lutes, former company 
member, dancer, choreographer and guest Artistic 
Director. Among the pieces to be performed are 
Kwabena CHAN AnsaPilsqeehSis' multimedia dance 
"Between Here and There , (Harken. pI. II)," 
"Inamarata/ lnamarato " by Larry Lee Van Horne and 
Brian Crabtree's "Tango." At Portland High School 
Auditorium, 284 Cumberland Ave, Portland, at 8 
pm. Tix: $10 ($8 students/seniors). 773-2562. 
Mainstream Plus Dance Nov 9. Spo~sored by the 
Pine Tree Squares Dance Club at the Congin 
School, Westbrook, at 7 pm. Caller: Johnny Wedge. 
Cuer: Betty Brown. 
Potluck Dinner & Dance Nov 16. Bring your faVOrite 
dish to share. beverages provided . Dance to the 
mUSIC of DJ "Dancing Bear" Holt. Chem·free. At 
Centre of Movement. School of Performing Arts, 19 
State St. Gorham, dinner at 7 pm, dancing from 8-
11 pm. Cost: $5. Free lesson. 839-3267. 
Star of Sea Dance Kids learn the basics of tap, jazz 
and ballet, Wednesdays from 3:30·4:15 pm (4·6 
years) and 6:15·7 pm at Riverton Community 
Center. 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. Cost: $15 per 
month. Sponsored by Portland Parks and 
Recreation. 874-8455. 
Swing Dance Nov 9. At Centre of Movement, School 
01 Performing Arts, 19 State St, Gorham, free les· 
son at 7:30 pm. danCing from 8-11 pm. Cost: $5. 
Snacks and beverages provided. 839-3267. 
Night Under the Harvest Moon Nov 8. The 
Cumberland County Child Abuse and Neglect 
CounCIl holds its 2nd annual silent auction featuring 
packages made up of a variety of items including 
plants, theatre tix, gourmet coffee. Paul Cousins is 
auctioneer. Music by the USM Jau Trio. At the 
Pavilion, 188 Middle St, Portland. at 7:30 pm. Tix: 
$15 (includes dessert, coffee and champagne). 
874-1120. 
Portland Pirates Games Nov 9: against St. John at 
7:30 pm. Tix: $5-$13. 775-3458. 
Maine Audubon Holiday Bazaar Nov 16. Start your 
holiday shopping early and support the Maine 
Audubon Society. Over 100 of New England's best 
artisans, crafters and merchants will be on hand. At 




The Baxter Gallery 619 Congress St, Portland. 
Opening reception for "Genius Loci: A Sense of 
Place. w an exhibition of works by six painters reflect· 
ing the Importance of memory and personal con· 
nectedness with the world around us. Nov 7 from 
5-7 pm. Shows through Dec 15. Hours: Tues-Sun 11 
am-4 pm, Thurs 11 am·9 pm. 775-5152. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 21 
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C om pact' Di scs 
Specializing in Alternative Music 
~ .. --------.--, 
Win Posters, 
and MUCH more! 







(t 0. W I eke d 
cast 
CH,ECK OUT . OUR ' LAVA LAMPS, 
Doc 'MARTENSr -MAN.C PANIC 
HAIR DY~, 
POUSH, 
U=tSAN DECAY NAIL 
BU$H POSTERS AND 
MORE! 













49 Lisbon Street 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
For Tickets & Information 
(800) 639-2919 
Cout1esy of .fron1ie .. CommU'lCations 01 New Eng£and 
or (207) 782·7228 in the local area 
Tickets on sale 
weekdays 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
& one hour before every performance. 
MOMIX 




Reserved Seating $20/$16 
($14 Students & Seniors) 
Program may involve 
partial nudity. 
VISa / MasterCard / 
Discover / Amex / 
Checks / Cash 
SEASON UNDERWRITERS: Rowe Auburn · 6AI,ve " WCS
H· TV 
Sun Journal/Sunday · 99 9 KISS -FM & WLAM • AustIn ASSOCIates 
Androscoggin Savings Ba nk · WCYY-FM • Pac lOS Rausch & Co 




November 3 - 24 
A Hilarious 
New Pop Rock 
Adaptation 
by Andrei Belgrader & Shelley Berc 
Music and Lyrics by Rusty Magee 
Sponsored by: 
llorlJD) PmIlI :!fmIlI / !IWnt ~ ~degmn 
MFJeet ~ 
TICKETS NOW ON SALE (
IN.,)" 7 7 4 - 0 4 6 5 
:~;." 25A Forest Avenue· Portland 
TRUCKLOAD MEAT SALE! -




10 Ibs, or more 
WHOLE 15 lb. AVG. BONELESS 
NY SIRLOIN • 1.59Ib. 
WHOLE 12-16 lb., BONELESS 
RIB EYES • 3.69Ib. 
WHOLE 12-14 lb., AVG. 
SIRLOIN STRIPS· 2.89Ib. 
WHOLE 8-10 lb. AVG 
consist of roast and stew 
BOnOM ROUND· 1.79Ib. 
FORT HALIFAX NATURAL CASING 
FRANKS 1~0~·19.90 
ITALIAN HOT OR SWEET 
SAUSAGE ~~~. 8.95 




10 Ibs. or more 
WHOLE BONE IN 14-18 lb. AVG. 
PORK LOINS· 1.79Ib. 
·1.69Ib. 
WHOLE GRADE "A" CHICKEN 
BREAST ~,o~~~~ 99~lb. 
SHENANDOAH BREADED CHICKEN 
NUGGETS ~~~. 6.95 
DELI SLICED 5 Ibs. or more 
BOILED HAM· 1.49Ib. 
WHITE OR YELLOW AMERICAN SLICED 
CHEESE Ib5s. 9.95 
WHETHER YO 
RIDE OR GLIDE .... 
II • .Iav some fresh tracks 
Plav It Again Sports. 
Gn READY FOR WINTER WITH THESE DEALS: 
20% Off SNOWBOARDS. BOOTS, BINDINGS. AND ACCESSORIES 
200/0-80°/, OFf All DOWHHIl SKI EQUIPMENT 
15% OFF SNOWSHOES 
15% OFf X-C SKI EQUIPMINT 
30% OFf All NEW HOCKEY EQUIPMENT INClUDING SKAns 
315 MARGINAL WAY PORTlAND 773-6063 
This so~ ", good wi'" any olher offer. Applies 10 P,rtl ond ~OI' on~. 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18 
Danforth Gall~ry 34 Danforth St, Portland. Opening 
r~ceptron for An American Collection." an exhibi-
tIO~. ~f paintings and other works by artists with dis-
abIlities from across the country, Nov 7 from 4-7 
pm. Shows through Nov 27 . Work by Fred Wiley 
shows through Nov 27. Hours: Wed, Fri, Sat 11 am-
5 pm, Thurs 11 am·8 pm, Sun noon-4 pm 775-
6245. . 
Frost. Gully Gallery 411 Congress St, Portland. 
Opening reception for recent paintings by Dahlov 
lpear, Nov 7 from 4-7:30 pm. Hours: Mon·Fri noon-6 
pm. 773-2555. 
June. Fitzpatrick Gallery 112 High St, Portland. 
Opening reception for "The Decorated Page, " paint. 
Ings and prints by Grace Tagliabue, Nov 7 from 5-8 
pm. Shows Oct 31 through Nov 23. "Twelve 
Comers," paintings and ceramics by Abby Shahn 
shows through Nov 23. Hours: Tues-Sat noon·5 pm' 
Thurs noon-8 pm. 772.1961. ' 
Portland PubliC: Library 5 Monument Square 
Portland . "People First," a group show by th~ 
Portland Coalition, shows through Nov 30. The 
Coalition will host a free public symposium on the 
Issue of mental Illness Nov 7 from 7-9 pm. Hours: 
Mon, Wed, Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tues & Thurs 12.9 pm 
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700. ' 
events 
Bookland hosts a booksigning with Robert Davidon 
co-author of "How Good Parents Raise Great Kids" 
Nov 14 at Greater Bookland Mall Plaza, 220 Maine 
Mall Rd , So. Portland from 7-8:30 pm and Nov 21 at 
Greater Bookland & Cafe, Cook ' s Corner, 
Brunswick, from 7-8:30 pm. 874-2300. 
Bookslgnlng Nov 16. Richard Meryman will sign 
copies of hiS new book "Andrew Wyeth: A Secret 
Life: at Greater Bookland Mall Plaza, 220 Maine 
Mall Rd, So. Portland from 1-2 pm. 874-2300. 
~'s Book _ ActMIIes BookI;rd r:l Maine ceIe-
b<aes its 13th <r1nUa1 children's book month with adMties 
and booksigni'lll>. NcN 8: Learn how to make }<lUr own 
Chnstmas .decorations and cards with a rubberstamp 
demonstration. from 3:30-5 pm. NcN 13: Story time with 
special guest Franklin the Turtle, at 10 am. At Greater 
BookI;rd Mall Plaza. 220 Maine Mail Rd. So. Portland. NcN 
9: Meet May CoNan, author a "Ice Cotxmy: from 1-2:~ 
pm: dance with Angelina Ballerina at 2 pm. At Greater 
BookJand & care. Cook's Correr, Elrtxlsv.;ck. from HI:~ 
pm. 874-2300. 
"The Discoveries of New England" Nov 16. Dr. 
Matthew H. Edney. Associate Professor of 
Geography/Anthropology at USM and curator of the 
Osher Map Library's new exhibition delivers a slide 
pres~ntation and guided tour of the library. At 
USM s Osher Map Library, 314 Forest Ave, Portland 
at 1 pm. 780-4850. ' 
Don't Just Watch TV - Make It Portland Access 
TV, C~annel 2 offers classes in TV production. 
Studio Production· meets Wednesdays through 
Nov 20 (5 sessions). All classes meet at 68 High 
St. Portland from 6·9 pm. To register ciill 780-
5941 . ' 
Greater Portland Landmarks Noon Lecture Series 
presents ~ Building Greenways: P6rtland Trails' 
Grassroots Success" a free lecture from J. Peter 
Monro, landscape arch itect and former Portland 
Trails president, Nov 5. at the Portland Museum of 
Art, 7 Congress Sq, Portland, from noon-l pm. 774-
5561. 
Maine Write,. and Publishers Alliance at 12 
Pleasant St, Brunswick. offers workshops on a regu-
lar basl~. Nov 9 : "Overcome Writer's Block," a work.. 
sh?p ~Ith Alfred DePew for writers suffering from 
writer s block and for aspiring writers seeking 
encouragement. Cost: $55. Nov 16: "Workshop for 
High SChool and College Poets, • with Jeri Theriault, 
from 10 am-3 pm. Cost: $55. Nov 16: "Poetry Slam 
Workshop· with Elizabeth Peavey, at Oak Street 
Theatre. 92 Oak St, Portland, from 10 am·3 pm. 
Cost: $55. Preregistration required. Workshops 
take place at MWPA office unless otherwise noted 
729-6333. . 
Matlovlch Society An educational organization of 
lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and friends meets the 
second and fourth Thurs of the month. Nov 14' 
"Literature For Young People in Sexual Minority 
Families· at Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St, 
Portland, from 7:30-9 pm. 761-4380. 
Meet Maine Author. and Illustrator. Nov 10 
~rtists and writers whose books have been PUb~ 
IIshed by AUdenr~ed Press and Biddle Publishing 
Company Will diSCUSS their work at Greater 
Bookland & Cafe , Cook ' s Corner. BrunSWiCk, 
froml:30-4 pm . 833-5016. 
"~.at Lives, Dreams and Soul Travel" Nov 13. 
Discover your own answers to Questions about your 
past, present and future through the ancient wis-
dom of Eckankar. A panel and group discussion at 
Greater Bookland Mall Plaza. 220 Maine Mall Rd, 
So. Portland from 7:30-9 pm. 781-4534. 
"Storytelling Training For Profes.lonals" A free 3-
~esslOn t~a i ni.ng of~ered through a grant project, 
CommunIcatIng With Heart: Exploring Our lives 
Through Stories ," Nov 12 at Day One ' s 
AdmInIstration and Prevention Office , Fort Williams 
Park. Cape Elizabeth , from 2-6 pm. Free. Call to reg. 
Ister.767-0991. 
vol t r 
events 
Food Drive Seaside NurSing and Retirement Home 
together with Seaside Home Care Services will col. 
lect non-perishable food for Holiday baskets through 
Nov 25. Donations may be dropped off in the lobby 
at 850 BaxterBlvd, Portland. If you know a family in 
need of a holiday basket contact Jacquie Black at 
774-7878. 
Jobs. With Justice A national labor, community and 
religiOUS coalition dedicated to flghting for the rights 
of working people, seeks Indidviduals to form a 
Maine chapter of JWJ. 761-9221, E·mail at 
Jfichera@Wow.com or bdaddio@biddeford.com. 
Toya For Tots Seaside Nursing and Retirement 
H?me together with SeaSide Home Care Services 
Will collect unwrapped toys for tots beginning Dec 1. 
Donations may be dropped off in the lobby at 850 
Baxte~ Blvd, Portland. If you have questions contact 
JacqUie Black at 774·7878. 
YouthBu11d Portland Volunteer Orientation Nov 14. 
Portland youth development/job training program is 
lookIng for co~mitted volunteers to serve the pro-
gram In a vanety of capacities: one-on-one class-
room .tutors, vocational aSSistants, service project 
coordInators, fundraising and marketing assistants 
se~lce learning aSSistants, career development 
assIstants and program assistants. Flexible time 
frame, vanous levels of commitment and no experi-
ence necessary. For more Info, contact Sara Mabley 
at 879-8710. 
Appalachian Mountain Club Features a variety of 
tnps, workshops and facilities. 799-5312. 
Bradbury Mountain Challenge Nov 10. A 5-mlle trail 
run to benefit the Bowdoin College Ski Team. At 
Bradbury Mt. State Park, Pownal, at 1,1. am. Cost: 
$10 ($5 high school & Bowdoin students). Prizes 
d?na~ed by local businesses. For more info and 
directions, call Nate at 798-5157. 
Casco Bay Bike Club offers many' local weekday. 
eve~lng and weekend rides . For everyone from 
begInners to the seasoned rider. Wed night rides 
leave from Shop N' Save in Yarmouth at 6 pm. Trip 
hotllne: 828-0918. 
European Soccer Tour Tryout Nov 10. The 
Northeast Soccer Club will hold open tryouts for high 
school .age boys interested in playing Soccer in 
Europe In 1997. At Cape Elizabeth High School, at 
10 am. For Information concerning this year's tours 
for boys and its girls program, call 737-2074. 
Free Camp for the Blind Blind residents of Maine 
are encouraged to attend the National Camps for 
Blind Children program at Camp Lawroweld, Weld. 
Contact Camps for Blind Children, 743-0818. 
H2OutIIt1IIrs Open ~ sessions, fall paddUrg series and 
more. Irdoor paddlirg series: NcN 9, 10. A 10h0ur COIllI>l> 
henslve program covenng strokes, rescues and rotling. 
Participants get a free day trip durirg 1Ile '97 season! Thurs 
ewnr-g paddle on Orr's Island. Cost varies. 833-5257. 
Maine Accessible Adventures is an adventure 
gro.up. for. people with and without disabilities. 
A~IVI~teS Include kayaklng, canoeing, archery, rock 
climbing, downhill skiing and horseback riding. Most 
events require advance registration. Membership: 
$i5/year ($35/year family). 871-2993. 
M_ Audubon Society G~ Fann EnvI"".,otNrtaI 
CenI8r 118 U.S. Route 1, Fain'loUt1. "Buzzirg Bees" stories 
a-ld a::tivities fur ~ kids, foiIcMEd by a snack, 
Weds 10-11:~am. Cost: $5 ($4Itle1TtJers) $3 each addi-
tional child (S21tle1TtJers). VokX1teer mill' 2nd Thurs of each 
month from noon-1 pm. Resetvations ~. 781-2330. 
Maine Frontrunnel'$ is a gay and lesbian running 
club that sponsors a weekly run in Portland , Sat at 9 
am, at the beginning of the Back Cove Walkway. For 
more Info, call 761-2059. 
Maine 0uId00r AdwinIure QIb IllIlE!tKgs are 1Ile first Wed 
a f!Ner'/ month at 7 pm at 1Ile Unitarian Church, 524 Allen 
Ave, Patm:J: MOAC offers hilirg, ca-.oeirg. Ilackpackirg. 
rtlOU'Itain bikrg. v.Mewater raftirg, camp;rgand oIhertrips 
fur people r:l all skill levels. i.,p::omirg events: For updated 
trip info, call hotIre at 8280918. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 30 
Portlands 
Funnest Shop 
.... 'dllllIIIS ........ pl. 
Kites • Windsocks 
Banners • Fun & Games 
Come check out our huge selection 
of seasonal wind socks and banners 
New toys arriving daily, Stop by and play! 
Specializing in thought provoking non-
battery operated toys for adults and children. 
388 Fore Stre!"t • Portland 
,in the healt of PortJand', Old Portl 
B28·091) 
EVEI\II1\I6 CLASSES 
November 12 • January 16 
S;30 • 8iOO Dim. 
Elemenlary Accounling II 
Intermediale Accounting II 
Human Resources Management 
Child Developmenl 
NOVEMBER 7, 1996 21 
Friday &: Saturday, Nov. 15th &: 16th 
10 a.m .. 3 p.m. 
1st Parish Church, Main St., Yannouth 
ARTFORMS 
- T-Shirts &: Sweatshirts 
BLUEBERRY FARM, INC. 
- Lamps, Shades, Pillows 
Napkins, Gourmet Gif~ 
COVESIDE CONSERVATION I'KIUUIU(;l 
- Wooden Birdfeeders, Birdhouses 
and Bat Houses 
CROWN JEWElS (Fri. Only) 
- Fun Jewelry 
UnLE HARBOR 
- Wooden Games and Puzzles 
MElODIOUS 
- Music Boxes, Musical Clocks 
Casco BaYa 
College 1 $:, 













Adminislration and Managemenl 
Inlroduclion to Telecommunications 
Visual Merchandising 





SS 103/ 6 
IT 113X 
General Business Law 
Paralegal Praclicum 
Business Organizations Law 
World Geography 
Inlernalional Travel/Geography 
8iOS • lOi3S p.m. 
Beginning Document Processing 
(Keyboarding) 
Microeconomics 
Composilion and Lilerature 
Beginning Document ProceSSing 
(Keyboarding) 
Travel and Tourism Externship 
Call 772-0196 
or write 
Casco Bay College 
477 Congress Street 














Boar'. Head Mea.., 
Produce, Pastries, 
Big Sky Bread 
Open DaUY9-, 
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ARTIFACTS 
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GALLERY STORE 
"BAR6ARA M. GOOD60DY 
.. PHOTOGRAPHY" 
"EXPlORAnONS EAST" ~ 
NOVEMBER 2 To·DecEMseR 7 ~ 
.'.' OPeNING RECEl'l1ON: 
. THUisDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 6-BPM 
'""""'''' III iii! II! Ii ~. -" 
Open 1 ().O do ily 865·1 921 
231 US Roule One South. Freeport 
INeighboring Cuddledownl 
cT5. 
Maine's Largest Jewelry Suppliers 
[@PlastlC Ziplock Bags ; in various sizes -
Quantity Price Breaks! 
~ Cotton-Filled Boxes in an 
Assortment of Colors & Sizes 
-Quantity Discounts 
-Variety of Display Products also Available 
118 PREBLE ST .• PORTLAND, ME 04101 
207-772-3822 • FAX 207-772-5235 
CAN·T FIGHT 
CITY HALL! 
You can't do it alone and you 
may not need to. Find out your 
rights and duties 
Over 20 Years Experience 
David A. Lourie.Esq. 
799-4922 
Com e sit 0 U ts ide! 
Submissions for the calendar must be received in writing on the Thursday prior to the publication. 
Send your calendar listings to Zoe Miller, Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St, Portland, ME 0410 I. 
Gallery's 
"An American Collection," 
the Danforth 
, 
yo u re. paintings and other works 
in th e by artists with disabilities 
moo d from across the country 
for free 
B • rle , 
• veggles 
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a n d 
check 
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and The Baxter Gallery's 
"Genius Loci: A Sense of 
Place;' works by six painters 
reflecting the importance of 
memory and personal con-
nectedness with the world 
around us. At the Baxter 
Gallery, 619 Congress St. , 
from 5-7 p.m. (775-5152), and 
the Danforth Gallery, 34 
Danforth St., from 4-7 p.m. 
(775-6245). 
friday 8 The mercury may be dropping outside, but temperatures will be on the rise when Ram 
Island Dance Company presents "Near and Far;' an evening of contemporary dance in memory of Harriet 
Lutes, former company member, dancer, choreographer an'd guest artistic director. Among the sizzling 
pieces to be performed are Kwabena CHAN AnsaPilsqehSis' multimedia dance "Between Here and There 
(Harken, pt. II)," "I'namaratallnamarato" by Larry Lee Van Horne and Brian Crabtree's "Tango." At 
Portland High School Auditorium, 284 Cumberland Ave., at 8 p.m. Also Nov. 9. Tix: $10 ($8 
students/seniors). 773-2562. saturday 9 There's been a lot of talk this election year about the 
impact of the mother's vote. How apropos, then, that Vintage Repertory Company should present 
Ram Island, Nov. 8 & 9 
Charlotte Keatley's "My Mother Said I Never Should;' a play about 
mother-daughter relationships, social change and the desire to love and 
be loved. The play follows the lives of four generations of women, 
charting the mother-daughter bonds of love and jealousy and how they 
affect women's perception of self. At Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, 
Portland. Nov 7-24. Thurs-Sat 8 p.m., Sun 5 p.m. Tix: $12 (Thurs is 2-
for-I night). 775-5103. sunday I 0 Singer/storyteller Marcus 
Gale has plenty of experience at making kids laugh. After all, he's been 
entertaining for more than 20 years. That's why the Cl1ildren's Museum 
recruited him for a special performance of his "Sing Along Laugh Along" 
in conjunction with the museum's "Ha! Ha! Ha! Laughter Around the 
World" exhibition. Gale's interactive music concert, combining both songs and stories, will bring out the 
kid in everyone. Join Gale at the Children's Museum of Maine, 142 Free St., at 2 p.m. Free with admission 
($4). 828-1234. monday 1 I Portland Stage Company unveils new works from its three 
international playwrights-in-residence - Zanina Mircevska from Macedonia, Juan Carlos Orihuela from 
Bolivia and Catherine Zimdahl from Australia - with "From Away: An Evening of International 
Playwriting:' This exploration of international voices in the theater . marks the kickoff of PSC's 
collaboration with the celebrated International Writing Program at the University of Iowa. The staged 
readings will be followed by a discussion between the playwrights and the audience about theater 
traditions in others countries and the impulse to write for stage outside the U.S.At PSC, 2SA Forest Ave., ' 
at 7 p.m. Free. Reservations encouraged. 774-1043. tuesday 12 Have you ever sold 
something, then decided you wanted it back, but you weren't willing to pay for it? That's the scenario in 
"American Buffalo;' the latest screen adaptation of a David Mamet play. Dustin Hoffman plays a junk shop 
owner who plots to steal back a coin after he decides its buyer paid too little. The already doomed 
robbery takes a turn for the worse when his inexperienced teenage protege (Sean Nelson) and his 
bungling poker buddy (Dennis Franz of "NYPD Blue") compete to see who can be top dog. At The 
Movies, 10 Exchange St., at 5 p.m. & 7 p.m. "American Buffalo" shows Nov. 6-12. Tile $4.25. 772-9600. 
wednesday 13 Before you assume that all church music sounds like what you hear piping 
out of the organ on Sunday, check out the Orchestra Revelacion Maranatha in concert and enjoy exciting 
Latin rhythms from the Dominican RepUblic, Spanish and Haitian melodies and contemporary prai~e music. 
Hailing from the Haitian Baptist Church in La Romana, Dominican Republic, the orchestra is a Latin-style 
musical ensemble with a full complement of musicians, a male quartet and a female soloist. At Immanuel 
Baptist Church, 156 High St., at 7 p.m. Free. Donations benefit the hospital project in La Romana. 797-
8719. thursday 14 What promises bountiful pirates clad in tights, a bevy of giggling maidens 
and a bunch of blundering cops? Why, it's Opera a la Carte's "Pirates of Penzance;' presented by the 
Portland Concert Association. Tap your feet and sing along to this charmingly ridiculous Gilbert and 
Sullivan classic at the Civic Center, at 7:30 p.m. Attend a pre-curtain talk in the Captain's Club, at the Civic 
Center, at 6 p.m. Tix: $32, $25 & $15. 772-8630. friday 1 5 Well-known composer and Bowdoin 
College professor of music Elliott Schwartz celebrates his 60th birthday by sharing the spotlight with his 
student, poet and composer Matthew Kuhrt. The two come together over one 'Piano to entertain with 
compositions by Schwartz. At Portland Conservatory of Music, 44 Oak St., at 8 p.m. Free. Reservations 
recommended. 775-3356. saturday 16 If the idea of holiday shopping has you worrying about 
kids in sweatshops and where your hard-earned money will actually go, then you'll want to stop by the 
Maine Audubon Holiday Bazaar. The shopping extravaganza will feature over 100 of northern New 
England's best artisans, crafters and merchants displaying their wares. And the best part is that a portion of 
the proceeds benefit Maine Audubon Society's efforts to protect Maine. Now that's peace of mind. At the 
Portland Expo, from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Free. 781-2330. 
So{emn Higli Ponti{ica{ ~ass 
Of tfie Octave of A{r Samts 
Sung in Latin 
'I'M !Most 'l{fV. 'l(,a'f"Wna'E. Saw!Jer, Cdeorant 
witfi dicra! offering 6y 
tfie Sefiora Cantorum of 
. Palestrina's Missa 'Brevis 
ana traaitiona! qregorian cliant 
7 p.m., :Jri£a!J, 'J{ovem!Jer 8 
Immanue{ Cfiurcfi 
j{igfi & 'Deering streets 
Ifree parli;jng at tM Courtyara Parli;jng Center) 
St. Camu[us Mission 
For info or Daily Mass Schedule 
call 828-6554 or online: www.en.comlcamillus 
NOVEMBER 7, 1996 \ 
Society of Southern Maine Craftsmen 
Christmas Craft Exposition 
Portland Expo - Park Ave. 
Friday Saturday 
November 8 November 9 
12 - Spm 9 -4pm 
Ceramic bakeware, clothing, wooden crafts, iight 
house photography, baskets, dolls, unique 
Christmas gifts, jewelry, much more! 
FREE ADMISSION 
24 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
220 Maine Mall Road (Ames Plaza) • 874-6788 
~AZZ ON SALE 
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Don't miss a live broadcast with WBL.M 
this Saturday from noon-3pm! 
, .... 
Front Russia 'With love 
A couple of Sundays ago, my significant other and I were wandering around the 
Old Port when we came upon two men painting a bright red lobster on foam core in 
Post Office Park. The work sat on a large blue tarp on the ground, in among the rocks. 
As we sat on a nearby bench to catch the final rays oflingering sun while we sipped our 
coffees, I heard one of the men speak fluent Russian. 
As it turned out, the men weren't just any painters - they were Dmitri Trubln and 
Evgenl Novoselov, artists in their 30s from Archangel, Russia, who were part of the 
ongoing cultural exchange between Portland and its sister city. Abby Huntoon, a 
Portland artist who works with clay and who visited Archangel last June, handed out 
cider and some excellent Russian chocolate wafers. Marina Klasavlch, a beautiful 
blonde who is a former Archangel resident but has lived in Portland for the last six 
years, acted as translator and video camera operator. 
Abby and I chatted as we watched the painters add bright acrylic colors to their 
work, which began to look more and more like a cubist-style interpretation of a lob-
ster. Dmitri, the more garrulous of the two, conversed with Marina in a steady stream 
of rapid, lyrical Russian as'he painted. Congenial and animated, he wore a blue work-
shirt and a tiny gold cross around his neck. Evgeni was quieter than Dmitri, but good-
natured. He had a merry sparkle in his eye 
and a professorial look about him, with his 
beard, glasses and his handsome green suit 
jacket. 
In Archangel, Dmitri does watercolor 
illustration for children's books, and makes 
videos and cards as well as paintings. Evgeni 
carves wooden birds and paints in oil and oil 
pastel. In the park, both of them painted with 
"People are good 
everywhere. I enjoy 
different people," 
said Dmitri. "But 
artists are the best 
people. Therefore, 
more artists make 
for a better country." 
an obvious love for their work, energetically 
filling in swatches of color by brush as well as creating outlines and shapes directly 
with the tubes. 
The artists were in town for eight days, having arrived at the height of our mo!!-
soon season. During their stay, they painted landscapes at Sebago Lake and in the 
Falmouth woods, toured the Portland Museum of Art and visited local galleries and 
art studios, among other activities. They were pleased to see the PMA's cubism exhib-
it, since cubism is a major influence on their art. They also had a chance to visit 
Boston's Museum of Fine Art, and showed their work to the owner of a gallery on 
Newbury Street who specializes in Russian art. Despite their hectic schedule, the two 
managed to create 21 small paintings during their visit. 
The work they were doing in Post Office Park (which, incidentally, contains 
bright orange Japanese mailboxes donatedbyPortland'sothersistercity,Shinagawa, 
Japan) was to be a gift to the city of Portland. Abby wasn't sure exactly where the work 
would be displayed; Portland City Hall, PMA and the Civic Center were among the 
possibilities. When asked what they would call the work, Dimitri came up with the 
appropriate title: "Red Lobster From Portland." 
Through Marina, I asked Dmitri what impressed him most about Portland. 
"Everything is wonderful," he said. "And I would find the lobsters more impressive, 
except that they are living beings which are cooked alive." He followed that comment 
up with the advice that "you can't take artists seriously." Regarding the nature offor-
eigners, he gave a thumbs up. "People are good everywhere. I enjoy different people. 
In America everyone looks Russian. Americans are very funny people who like to 
laugh and have lots of hospitality." But, he added, "Artists are the best people, and 
therefore, more artists make for a better country." 
As the sun set, the afternoon grew significantly colder, but Dmitri and Evgeni 
seemed not to notice. They were busy at work adding black lines to their lobster paint-
ing, making it more and more abstract, after commenting that if we could tell it was a 
lobster, they hadn't done their job well enough. Meanwhile, Abby was concerned with 
how the approximately 5-by-4-foot painting would fit into her small car. There was 
also the question of wet paint; acrylics dry fast, but Dmitri and Evgeni were beginning 
to add ominously thick squiggles of paint. Abby looked doubtful. 
The work in progress was truly striking - modem, yet with a traditional, sort of 
stained-glass effect, characteristic of Russian painting styles. It would make a fine gift 
indeed for Archangel's sister city. 
If you're interested in becoming involved in or making donations to the Archangel 
Exchange Program, write to: The Archangel Committee, P.O. Box 105, Portland, 
04102. 
Annie Seikonia is a local writer and Slavophile. 
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HOLIDAY TEA PARTIES 
with us 
Call 773-3353 
. to reserve our balcony. 
Open M-F 8:30-5:30 
Sat 12-5:30 
642 Congress St. Portland, ME 














wilh Selby Beebe 
Drawing for Adult 
4:3D-Spm 
wilh Allie Rimkunas 
·We're a busy place here at J1tcrrs !" 
Jtrts Conservatory %eater & S tutfio 










open doily 10·6 
Fri & Sot until 9pm 
Sun hours 11·5 
772·0219 
Portland, ME 04101 
GET tpzfILLATED 
, 
When was the last time you had a 
0weel ~e:.E}Q alion. 
The Old Port's'"t ' ndy <£'hop 
Chocolale - in an it's 8loriou anisfeslalions! 
• Gourmel jelly beans • &asonal Treats • 
• The mosl craved cookies in Portland • 
... al PWCs new annex. 
Portland 
Wine (9 Chee.se 
Free Delivery 
In downtown Portland 
on orders $10 or more 
• Re&euI1I!lL Iir Ohop. CourmcL focxie • CaLcri,\,\ • for all CXcaoions 
168 Middle St., In Portland's Old Port· 772-4647 or FAX 772-S294 
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WATERVILLE, Show's Plaza, Kennedy Mem. Dr. (207)873-4160 
AUBURN, Auburndale plaza (207)782-5567 
SO. PORTLAND, Malbide Shopping (207)871-8951 
BANGOR, Mid Moll (207)947-7099 
BRUNSWICK, Cooks Corner Shopping (enter (207)798-5622 
Rock 'n' larce 
Moliere meets East Village youth 
culture in a "Scapin" lor the '90s 
• MARY STAMATEL 
Portland Stage Company's new artis-
tic directors, Anita Stewart and 
Christopher Akerlind, can rest easy. The 
designers-turned-producers' first produc-
tion, "Scapin," is a solid, entertaining 
piece of theater. 
Curiously, "Scapin" bears more than 
a lirtle resemblance to Mad Horse's sea-
son opener, "A Funny Thing Happened 
on the Way to the Forum." Both are 
farces visibly built on the bones of com-
McVety hits the bullseye as Octave. 
Hanging on every word gets a reversal 
here; McVety literally jumps around 
onstage to emphasize his lines, as well as 
the entrances and lines of his fellow 
actors. It's a delightful and effete sight 
gag which, when coupled with his faux 
platinum hair, magenta tailcoat and 
pink face, is hilarious. 
Garcia, meanwhile, makes a slick, 
high-voltage Scapin. He plays it like the 
small guy whose best punches come 
media dell ' arte 
(Scapino is a stock 
servant role there-
in), and both deal 




and long-lost kin. 
" Scapin," while 
ostensibly by Mo-
liere, has been 
souped-up to in-
clude original pop 
music and lots of 
contemporary 
slang, which makes 
its resemblance to Sex and the single servant: PSC's ·Scapln" 
from his brain via his mouth. Scapin is 
the character that bridges the gap 
between audience and illusion, the first 
one to cross the period footlights. His 
character is so clearly a type, from both 
Moliere's day and the present one, that 
he can throw his weight against the role 
" Forum" even greater. But while 
"Forum" draws on a long streak of 
borscht belt schtick, "Scapin" borrows 
from East Village youth culture. 
The story is classical farce. The ser-
vant Scapin (Johnny Garcia) must help 
Octave (Drew McVety) and Leandre 
(Mark Fish) persuade their 
fathers that they should marry 
as they please . The fathers, 
Argante (Jordan Lund) and 
Geronte (Ron Botting), have 
other, more lucrative unions in 
mind for their sons, and draw 
the purse srings shut immedi-
ately upon hearing of their 
sons' disobedience . Scapin 
·SCAPIN" RUNS 
THROUGH NOV. 24 
with gusto ana have the illu-
sion hold. The liner notes refer 
to "I Love Lucy" and "All In 
the Family" as descendants of 
Moliere; Garcia reminds us 
that Fonzie merits a seat at the 
family reunion, too. 
AT PORTLAND STAGE 
COMPANY, 25A 
FOREST AVE. TIX: $18-
$29.774-1043. 
The mix of neoclassical and 
postmodern is carried over 
into the costumes, designed by 
enlists another servant (Richard Topol) 
to trick the old men into approving of 
the brides the sons have chosen. 
Hipness lightly colors the entire play, 
and works well with the traditional farci-
cal elements of slapstick and buffoonery. 
The players rely on both physical and 
verbal humor to buoy the play, and most 
of the verbal humor is contemporary. At 
one point, the audience is heckled from 
the stage as if this were an open mic 
stand-up comedy night. Mercifully brief, 
these interludes work because we are in 
a land of anachronisms, where an aside 
that recalls a goodfella comes on the 
heels of a caning, and so hearing a tor-
rent of language usually yelled by an 
angry driver seems completely natural. 
At other times, Scapin's scams draw on 
gurus and Moslem hostage takers. 
Stewart, which contain elements such as 
Louis XIV tailcoats and downtown 
cocked heel cowboy shoes. The borrow-
ing uniformly draws the sexy and slight-
ly affected from both eras to clothe 
Scapin and the lovers, who are decked 
out in boots, bustiers and tight pants. 
As racy a spectacle as "Scapin" is, it 
still packs an ironic punch_ The cast fin-
ishes with a chorus that "family and 
money" always save the day - the very 
things that have thwarted the lovers now 
sort themselves out, without massaging 
from Scapin. The mayhem of a servant-
dri ven plot amounts to nothing more 
than a diverting contretemps in the face 
of these two important social truths. 
They destroy and restore the dads' good 
humor more than Scapin's meddling 
does, but where's the fun in that? caw 
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If you've noticed that parenting in the '90s is not easy, 
you won't want to miss his discussion of The Six 
Essential Habits of Highly Successful Parenting. Mr . 
Davidson will discuss his helpful book, take questions 
and sign books. 






Mall Plaza· 220 Maine Mall Rd. 
South Portland· 773-4238 
Take unfair advantage of your 
grandmother's emotions and buy her 
a custom-made calendar with twelve 
full -color photos of you , your kips, 
your pets or maybe a few vintage 
pictures of Christmas 1964 when she 
got your grandfather that brand new 
pair of wading pants for his fishing 
trip in Canada. Yea, that'll get her. 
Call 774-4455, or just stop in with 
your favorite photos . 
A.~ENERATED 
~ IMAGE 
164 Middle! Stl"ftt. Portland, Maine 04JOI 201.774.4455 
PIRATES OF 
PEN CE 
CAR T E OPE R A A L A 
Thursday, November 14, 7:30 p.m .. $35, $25. $15· Cumberland County Civic Center 
PerformanceXtra: PreCurtain Talk, 6:00 p.m. 
Don't miss the return of this highly acclaimed wmpany in another Gilbert & Sullivan classic. 
"It would be hard to imagine a 
performance of more consistent 
delight than (thisl company 's 
'Pirates of Penzance.'" 
- Los Angeles Daily News 
"Bright and fresh" with "a youthful 
company that treated . Pirates' as 
newly minted." 
-:-The Los Angeles Times 
o-w 
KeyBank 
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AMERICAN 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTION. Enjoy 
lunch or dinner In our funky, casual atmos· 
phere, comfortable enough to bring a date or 
dine alone. Sandwiches, appetizers, vegetarian 
items and homemade desserts. Mon·Fri 
11:30am-lam. Sunday in our downstairs Pub 
4pm-lam. MC & Visa accepted. Parking. 865 
Forest Ave. Portland. 77~6. 
ROSIE'S. Full bar. Free popcorn. All major cred-
it cards . Full menu . Rated "The Best 
Restaurant/Tavern" by 5 newspapers. Daily 
specials 11:00am 'til 1:00am. 330 Fore St., 
Portland. 772·5656. 
RUBY'S CHOICE. The best chOice for fresh 
ground beef burgers, quality toppings on hom~ 
made buns. Hours: 11:30-7 Sun-Thurs, 11:30-
9pm Fri and Sat. 127 Commercial Street, 
Portland. 773-9099. 
RUSKI'S. Best breakfast in the city served all 
day. Six page menu available anytime , 
Portland 's oldest continuously running tavern • 
since 1880. All major credit cards. Open at 
7:00am Mon·Sat, 9:00am on Sunday. 212 
Danforth St. , Portland. 774-7604. 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPANY. 
Portland's premiere brewery·restaurant con· 
tains separate floors for smoking;non-smoking 
dining. Six fresh house brewed ales and stout, 
4 guest taps, two full bars. New menu includes 
selections from our bbq smoker, sandwiches, 
salads, vegetarian dishes, steaks and fresh 
seafood entrees, Outdoor deck open April 12th. 
SUNDAY BRUNCH opening 9:00am April 14th. 
Open 11:30am to 1:00am, kitchen open till 
11:30pm. 14 York Street Gorham's Corner, 
Portland, 773-BEER, 
VEGETARIAN 
INGRID'S GRILL, Come enjoy the convivial 
atmosphere, open kitchen and tasty cuisine at 
Ingrid's Grill. Offering tasty, innovative whole 
food cuisine; delectable vegetarian fare; 
scrumptious baked goods, memorable fountain 
drinks and great coffee. 64 Pine St., Portland, 
879-1989. Accepting MC & Visa. 
SEAFOOD 
J'S OYSTER. White linen quality dining In a 
relaxed atmosphere, Shellfish and pasta dish-
es our speCialty. Lovely view of Portland's work· 
Ing harbor. MC/ Vlsa/ Discover accepted . 
Parking In adjacent lot. 5 Portland Pier, 
Portland. 772-4828, 
CAFE 
BLACK TIE. 870 Broadway, South Portland. 
Discover South Portland's most interesting 
lunch spoti Featuring hearty soups and sand· 
wiches, healthy salads, entrees and fantastic 
bakery items. Daily specials - alviaysl Dine-ln or 
tak~ut. Open Monday-Friday 7:30-3:00. 799-
7119. 
FRESH APPROACH. The West End is getting 
fresh. Fresh coffee, baked goods, soups, sal· 
ads, sandwiches & desserts can be enjoyed in 
our in-store cafe. Open M·F 7am-7pm Sunday 
9am·5pm. 155 Brackett St., Portland (former 
Good Day Market location) 774-3297 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE. Exceptional foods , 
Breakfast and Lunch served. Daily specials, 
Espresso, cappuccino. Located near Longfellow 
Square (where Good Egg was formerly located.) 
Portland's newest and fresh homemade meals I 
Open 6am·2pm Mon·Sat, 6:30·2 Sun. 703 
Congress St., Portland. 871·5005. 
THE MUSEUM CAFE. At the Portland Museum 
of Art. A variety of light fare and luncheon items 
including hearty soups, sandwiches, & salads. 
Elegant desserts & pastries, Coffee & Tea, No 
admission necessary. Open: Mon, Tue, Wed & 
Sat 11-4; Thur & Fri 11-8; Sun 10:30-4. Sunday 
Brunch during Jazz for Breakfast series Sept. 
15 & 22. Seven Congress Square. 775-6148, 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP. Whether you are in 
the mood for a robust sandwich made on 
Bodacious bread, a cup of tea from your choice 
of a wide variety of teas, delectable baked 
goods, antique browsing or a great respite from 
the world you will find it at Sweet Annies. Tea 
sold by the cup or pound, as well as brewing 
accessories for the "perfect cup" at home. 
Open Mon-Fri 9-5:30, Sat 12-4 Closed Sunday. 
642 Congress St., Portland. 773-3353. 
VICTORY DELI" BAKE SHOP. Hearty break· 
fasts, mouth watering baked from scratch 
breads and pastries - freshly prepared soups, 
stews, salads, pasta and vegetarian special· 
ties, delicious sandwiches. Beer & wine . 
Monument Square, 299 Forest Ave and One 
Portland Square. MC/VISA accepted . 772· 
7299, 772·3913, 772-8186. 
LIGHT FARE 
SMILING HILL FARM ICE CREAM" SAND-
. WICH SHOPPE. Enjoy a leisurely lunch on the 
farm. Over·stuffed sandwiches, fresh garden 
salads, and farm·made chowders, chilis and 
soups in season, Daily 11·2. And, for dessert, 
choose from over 40 flavors of ice cream and 
non·fat frozen yogurts . Ice cream pies and 
cakes, frappes, floats, sundaes, cones, and a 
tempting sundae bar with over 20 mouth-water· 
ing toppings. Daily 11am·7pm. Only minutes 
from the Maine Mall and Downtown Portland. 
781 County Road (Route #22), Westbrook. 
775-4818. 
DINER 
BECKY'S ON HOBSON'S WHARF. Breakfast, 
lunch and now serving dinner Tuesday-Saturday 
evenings until 9pm . Hours: Tuesday·Friday 
4am·9pm, Friday mldnlght·Saturday 9pm, 
Saturday midnight·Sunday 1pm, Monday 4am-
2pm. Parking. X 390 Commercial St., Portland. 
773-7070. 
THE PORTHOLE RESTAURANT. Home of the 
$3.95 All You Can Eat Ash Fry • located In the 
heart of Portland's working Waterfront, the 
Porthole offers no frills dining and good, honest 
food. Prices are geared for the working person · 
a refreshing change for oceanside dining. Come 
experience a slice of genuine Maine, and get 
some pie while your at it! Serving Breakfast, 
Lunch & Diner · open 6am·9pm, 20 Custom 
House Wharf, Portland. 774-6652. 
BOOKSTORE/CAFE 
BORDERS BOOKS, MUSIC" CAFE. Grab your 
favorite book or periodical and stroll over to our 
full espresso bar where you can select from a 
variety of specialty coffees, pastries, desserts 
• • • • • • • 
ZEPHYR 
GRILL 
653 CONGRES5 ST· PORTLAND· MAlNE 
OiNNE.R:WED.-5UN. ,-WPM. 828-4033 
SEAfOOD ' GRiLLED MEArS· VEGETARIAN 
• • • • • • • 
and lunch/dinner items, Our hours are Mon· 
Sat: 9am·l0 :30pm, Sun: 9am·8:30pm . 
MCjVlsa welcome, 430 Gorham Rd., at the 
Maine Mall. • 
CARIBBEAN 
FEDERAL SprCE. Home cooked Carlbbean/ 
Southwestem fare, Featuring heart smart selec· 
tions. All Items less than $61 Everything avail· 
able to go. Limited radius delivery 11:30-1:30 
M-F, Hours Mon-Sat 11·9. 225 Federal Street, 
Portland, 774-6404. 
CHINESE 
ORIENTAL TASTE. Serving reasonably priced 
lunch specials & dinner with a variety of ap~ 
tizer & entree selections including seafood & 
vegetarian dishes. Entrees range from $4.25 . 
$10,75. The patio is open. Smoking & non· 
smoking. Featured in Maine Sunday Telegram's 
Taste & Tell section. Hrs. Sun 12·9pm, Mon· 
Thurs. 11:30-9pm, Fri & Sat 11:30-10pm. 106 
Exchange St. 775-3388. 
FRENCH 
AUBERGINE BISTRO - WINE BAR. Coming 
soon to 555 Congress Street. A true Parisian 
Bistro in the heart of Portland. Cuisinier David 
Grant prepares French bistro dishes such as 
RumpSteak with Red Leek Bearnalse and 
Crispy Salmon with Spinach Sabayon in a casu-
ally elegant atmosphere. Discover new enjoy· 
ment with David's refreshing appoach to food & 
wine. Truly Portland's answer for a new dining 
experience. 874-0680. 
LE BISTRO DU LAC. Frank & Jane Leconte 
invite you Into their historic Raymond home for 
home cooking from the heart of France. 
Thursday nights Crepe Menu, Sunday nights 
Roast Leg of Lamb. Serving dinner Thursdays 
through Sundays, 5-9pm. Reservations recom-
mended. 207·655·4100. Visa, MC, AMEX. 
Comer of Rtes 302 & 85, Raymond. 
ECLECTIC 
THE AUDUBON ROOM. Ocean views, elegant & 
intimate atmosphere, fine dining featuring New 
American Cuisine, House specialties include 
Maine Lobster Bisque , Grilled Seafoods, 
Vegetarian Pastas, Pan·seared Crabcakes & 
Rack of Lamb. Sinful, handmade desserts may 
include Pomegranate Sorbet, Cappucino Ice 
Cream or White Chocolate Macadamia Nut Tart. 
Open daily; breakfast, lunch , dinners from 
6:00pm, Reservations recommended. Off 
premise catering. MC, VISA, AMEX, Discover. 
Inn By The Sea, Cape Elizabeth, 767-<l888. 
THE BARKING sqUIRREL· CAFE IN THE PARK. 
Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Portland's answer 
to "Tavern on the Green." Situated In an his· 
toric brick and stone building overlooking a 
pond and gardens, Dine next to our huge, crack· 
ling fireplace. Affordable, homemade, multHlth-
nlc and American cuisine starting at $1.50: 
seafood, salads, burgers, burritos, rollups, pas-
tas, coffee, baked goods and more. Kid's 
menu. Ideal for holiday parties. Ice skate 
rentals . Mon·Wed 7:30am·8pm, Thurs·Sat 
7:30am·9pm, Sun 8am·7pm. Parking. 774· 
5514. 
CAFE ALWAYS. 47 Middle St., 774-9399. Daily 
changing menu' of Modern American Cuisine 
with "no food rules " such as center cut pork 
chops with pecan orange barbecue sauce and 
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sweet potato salad. Also New York sirloin with 
Stilton· sun dried tomato butter, Open for din-
ner Tues .• Sun. starting at 5pm. Gift certif~ 
cates and catering available. Voted "Most 
Romantic Restaurant" by Casco Bay Weekly. 
Free parking in the lot adjacent to the restau-
rant. CC, LL, R. 
GOOD TABLE, Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. 
Full bar. Featuring seafood, barbecue & Greek. 
Cracklin' woodstove, old jazz music & 'a good 
looking staff. Honest food & honest prices. 
Open Sunday 8am-3pm, Tuesday·Friday 11am-
9pm, Saturday 8am·9pm, closed Mondays . 
MCjVisa, Parking. Rte 77 , Cape Elizabeth. 799-
4663. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 
50 beers on tap. Extensive menu ... sandwich-
es, soups, salads, platters. Lunch or dinner in 
the mysterious Woodfords area. MC, Visa, 
Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 772-<l3oo, 
HUGO'S BISTRO. Dinner Tuesday · Saturday 
from 5:15. Innovative menu changes every four 
weeks, featuring fresh seafood and interesting 
vegetarian dishes, Provocative atmosphere. 
Parking. Reservations accepted, Major credit 
cards accepted. Major credit cards accepted. 
88 Middle Street, Portland, 774-8358. 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials $9.95 
and unpretentious fare like Buckwheat Pasta, 
Homemade, Good Cookin. Monday-Thursday 5-
10 p.m., Friday & Saturday 5-11 p.m .. Corner of 
Spring and High St. Portland, 
:rABITHA JEANS. 94 Free St" 780·8966. 
Maine's most cosmopolitan restaurant offering 
an eclectic menu with an emphasis on seafood 
and vegetarian dishes made with the freshest 
ingredients, friendly attentive service, an exten-
sive wine list. 16 wines by the glass. Smoke 
free . Parking. 
ZEPHYR GRILL is a brand new eatery filled with 
art objects, large tables and lots of light, airy 
space. The cooks are founders of such notable 
joints as Alan's Incredible Edibles, Alberta 's 
and The Good Egg Cafe. Here, they're taking 
that joy of cooking to a new place. Check it out. 
Dinner 5-10. Closed Mondays and Tuesdays. 
All major credit cards. Free parking at Joe 's 
Smoke Shop. 653 Congress St., Portland. 828-
4033. 
WOOD GRILL 
RACHEL'S WOOD GRILL. Come enjoy inventive 
cuisine delicately seasoned with wood smoke 
and cooked the way God Intended, over flame. 
Whether you're looking for a quick but memo-
rable lunch or Inspired dinner fare served in an 
elegantly unpretentious atmosphere. Stop on 
by, you won 't be disappointed. Serving lunch & 
dinner. Beer & Wine available. Accepting MC & 
Visa. 90 Exchange St (Upper Exchange) 774-
1192, 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. AuthentiC Greek food. 
Family recipes and friendly atmosphere. Arst 
level: eatery/taverna. Second level: smoke free 
dining, NEW APPETIZER MENU and great week· 
end specials. Happy Holidays Happy Hour 2 for 
1 drinks and drafts M-F 4-7pm. MC Visa accept· 
ed. 128 Free St., Portland. 774-1114, 
~ ! /.~ ...... ;~. 0:0 off ~?Ur ~ i 
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"light & Delicious" 
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GOURMET TAKE·OUT 
PORTLAND WINE" CHEESE. Delicious hom~ 
. made soups and sandwiches, wines, cham· 
pagnes and cheeses . Large selection of 
gourmet foods. Gift and picnic baskets. Party 
platters, catering and deliveries. MC, Visa and 
Amex accepted. 168 Middle St., Portland , 772· 
4647. 
INDIAN 
THE CLAY OVEN. serves authentic Indian 
Cuisine in a relaxed atmosphere, The moist 
kebabs are cooked on slow charcoal fire, while 
the curries are prepared with freshly ground 
herbs and spices, There are many vegetarian 
choices on the menu. Open llam . 10pm 7 
days a week. Beer and wine available. Tak~ut 
available. All Major Credit Cards. 565 Congress 
St., Portland, 773-1444. 
ITALIAN 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. Voted "Best home· 
made pastas and sauces" in Portland 3 years 
running. Open for lunch, dinner. Italian wine 
and beers. Espresso. Cappuccino. Desserts. 
Bring the familyl MC, Visa and Ame. accepted, 
43 Exchange St. 60 Market St. Portland. 773-
7146. 
O'VANNI'S ITALIAN BISTRO. An "Italian Bistro" 
in the heart of the Old Port. The focus is Italian, 
but you will find a wide variety of American 
entrees available. The wine list is accessible 
and well ordered, A perfect blend of casual din-
ing and atmosphere awaits you at G'Vanni's, 
Serving Lunch & Dinner. Credit cards accepted. 
37 Wharf St. , Portland. 775-9061. 
PIZZERIA/DELI 
T, 0, N, y, BALONEY. Introducing the best Brick Oven Piua 
in the Old Port. Featuring a New YOII< style deli with great 
Hero sandwiches and Antipaslos. Come in and enjoy the 
scenic Old Port while you dine or we will deliver to your house 
in the Portland and South Portland areas ( call 10 see ~ you 
are in our delivety area., You can call your order in and have 
it ready for you when you arrive. Credit cards accepted, 40 
Wharf SI., Portland, 828-1910. 
BAR·BoQUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. Small chef owned BarBQ 
restaurant. Featuring Norm's wicked good 
sauce, 3 types or ribs , fried chicken, spicy 
black bean soup, homemade cornbread and 
daily specials. Now serving beer and wine. 
Hours: Tues-Thurs 12·10, Sat 12·11, Sun 3-9. 
Closed Mon. 43 Middle St., Portland. 
UPTOWN BILLY'S BARBEQUE, Gold Medal 
Winner "Arst in Food" Portland Dining Guide. 
Enjoy legendary spare ribs , beef brisket, jerk 
chicken, vegetarian specials and more In a 
comfortable setting, Etouffees, jambalayas, 
smoked pulled pork shOulder and great Lunch 
specials , Full bar. Entertainment, Lunch . 
Dinner. Tak~ut. Catering, Cappuccino/espres-
so. Mon-Fri Luncheon 11:30-4. Happy Hour 4-6. 
Dinner 4-Close. Saturday & Sunday Dinner Only 
4-Close 1 Forest Ave (just off Congress) Parking 
Available. MC, VISA, AMEX, Diners. 78().{)141. 
MEXICAN 
IGUANA BAY ' MEXICAN RESTAURANT. 
Exciting Tex·Mex/ Southwestern menu in a trop-
ical Mexico setting. Great margaritas, specialty 
tequilas , and terrific appetizers. Happy hour 
Mon-Sat from 4-6pm with free sampler buffet. 
Sunday brunch 11am·2pm. Open every day 
llam·11pm. MC, VISA, AMEX. 196 US Rte 1, 
Falmouth at the Portland Athletic Club. 781· 
5308. 
MARGARITAS. Specializing in delicious "hand-
made" southern California style Mexican ap~ 
tizers and dinners, served in overly generous 
portions I Join us for Happy Hour every weekday 
from 4-7 p.m" with FREE appetizers, $1.95 for 
a 22 oz. draft beer and other good stuff! 
There's also 2 for 1 dinners, 4 p.m •. 6 p.m. 
Mon,·Thur,1 242 St. John St., Union Station 
Plaza, Portland . Open at 4 p,m. daily. 874· 
6444. 
MESA VERDE. We are what we eat so we serve 
only the finest, freshest natural foods . 
Aavorful, healthful Mexican dishes. Vegetarian 
specials. Drink to your health at our juice bar. 
Happy Hour Mon-Fri 3:00-6:00. Fresh juices, 
fruit shakes, smoothies, juice combinations· 
come see what Portland's first and only Juice 
bar Is all about. Also serving fresh fruit margar· 
Itas, rum smoothies and other frozen delights, 
Casual atmosphere. Serving lunch & dinner, 
Take out avaHable. 618 Congress Street 
(across from the State Theatre) 77 4-6089. 
TORTILLA FLAT. Seventeen years of serving 
fine Mexican cuisine. Just minutes from down-
town Portland, A memorable Mexican experi· 
ence you can afford anytime. Outdoor screened 
in deck. Parking. VISA, M/C, Discover. 187 
Forest Ave. Portland. 797-8729. 
MEDITERRANEAN 
BELLA BELLA. Now accepting reservationsl 
Specializing in foods from the countrysides of 
Spain, Italy, Greece and Morocco. This month's 
menu features roast duck, fall vegetable ragout 
and a traditional Spanish paella, Open for din-
ner from 5pm seven nights a week. Visa, 
Mastercard and checks accepted. Validated 
parking. Located across from the State 
Theater. 606 Congress St., 780-1260. 
SOUTHWESTERN 
ZUNI. Southwestern to Caribbean cuisine. 
Great food , outstanding value, ever changing 
menu. Fresh squeezed fruit drinks, Smok~free 
environment. Open for Dinner 7 nights. MC, 
VISA and AMEX. 21 Pleasant Street, Portland. 
774-5260. 
PUB FARE 
BRIAN BORU. Offers traditional Irish fare as 
well as not so traditional pub alternatives . 
Hearty stews, homemade breads, awesome 
pub sandwiches and pasta dishes. Credit cards 
& handicapped accessible. Irish Brunch and 
$1.50 Bass, Harp & Guiness all day Sunday. 
VISA, MC, AMEX' 57 Center St., Portland. 
ICE CREAM /DESSERTS 
Q'S ICE CREAM. Come get your licks In at 
Portland's own homemade super premium ice 
cream shop. All ice cream is made on the 
premises · with over 100 varieties of Ice cream 
to choose from (available on a rotating basis) 
there is always a new taste sensation to try. 
Baked goods, other inspired desserts, Green 
Mountain Coffee, cappucino and espresso are 
also available. Come relax in a warm, friendly 
atmosphere. Open at 7 :30am Mon-Fri for break· 
fast. Open til 10:oopm Sun-Thurs, til midnight 
Frl & Sat 505 Fore St. , Portland 773-7071. 
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Join Us Before the Nick or Civic Center 
Events. Great Food Fast & Inexpensive 
Find us and you ' ll see why we are 
"The Best of Portland" 1996 Winners 
• Ut-'sf lunt.'h undt'r $5 • 
• nt' sf dinnl'r undt-'r $10· 
• 2nd phu .. · t.· nt"st Pizz.a • 
on Route 1 in FalmQuth 
WINE TASTING DINNER 
Wednesd'?!,Nov. 20th 'I, ,6:?O pm 
rn: :.:.::: : 
:::;:;:;:: ;:::;:::: 
:.:{/ 
Dinner 7bunday to Sunday 5·9 p.m. 
~ Just 30 .. _ from Portland on Ru 302 ~ 


















;The Sound of Music, 
Camelot, My Fair Lady. 
The Songs of Julie Andrews. 
Enjoy the songs made famous by Julie Andrews. With Guest Conduct
or 
and former Boston Pops arranger Richard Hayman. 
FRI., NOVEMBER 8, 1996 • 8:00 PM 
Cumberland County Civic Center 
• RICHARD HAYMAN, guest conductor 
Chief arranger for the Boston Pops during Arthutjiedler's tenure. 
He now swings with the 51. Louis and Grand Rapids symphonies 
as their Principal Pops Conduaor. ~ 
• LYNN TORGOVE, guest singer 
Think of the popular songs that 
Julie Andrews has brought to life. 
This concert features 01/ of the best 
Hear music from Mary Poppins, 
Sound of Music, Camelot, 
My Fair Lady and more. 
2-(01'- I tickets: 
Nov. 8 concert only. 
Bring this ad to the 
PSO ticket office. 
PORTLAND SYMPHONY ORCHEST 
Toshiyuki Shimada' Music Director & Conductor 
Ticket Prices: $15, $20, $25, $35 
TICKETS: 207·773·8191 or '·800·639·2309 (FOCHT"') 










NOW for a limited time, Greater Bookland, Mall 
Plaza in South 
Portland has hundreds 
and hundreds of books 
AT 500/0 OFF THE 
COVER PRICES! 
Hard cover books, Paperbacks, Cook 
Books, Computer Books. Children's 
Books. Fiction, Non·Fiction, 
a huge assortment! 
Ask to see the basement, and 
look for anything with a 
GREEN TAG! 
I GiiATEl I 
MAL L PLAZA 
Mall Plaza • So. Portland 
220 Maine Mall Rd. 
773-4238 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21 
Mox. Outdoor Adventures offers rafting trips in 
Maine. Discounts to Maine residents. Call for a free 
brochure. 1-800-866-6943. 
Norumbega Outfitters 58 Fore St. Bldg 11. 
Portland, oHers a variety of paddling and snow shoe-
ing opportunities for people of all skill levels. 773-
0910. 
Portland Pacers Portland's nOrH:ompetitive walking 
group meets Mon-Fri anytime between 11:30 am· 
1:30 pm. All routes begin and end in Congress 
Square. Walk a new route every day with varying 
lengths. Call Portland Public Health at 874-8784. 
So. Me. Sea Ka~aking Network People of all skill 
levels are invited to join the network for some pad-
dling.874-2640. 
Ultimate Frisbee Co-ed Ultimate Frisbee is played 3 
days a week in Portland all summer - no experi-
ence necessary. 874·2190. 
The Windham Recreation Department sponsors 
safety classes open to the public. At the Windham 
Town Building. Windham. 892·1905. 
Wolfe'. Neck State Park 106 WQlfe Neck Rd. 
Freeport, holds nature programs Sat and Sun from 
2·3 p.m. 865-4465. 
Adoption Search Consultants of Maine A support 
group for those touched by adoptIOn and/or seeking 
help around a search or reunion. Meetings held at 
Luther Bonney Hall, Rm 410. USM Campus. 
Portland. $5 donation. 773-3378. 
Baxter Memorial library 71 South St, Gorham, 
holds 'Toddler TIme." a program for kids 18·36 
months of age. Fridays from 10:15-10:45 am and a 
sister program, ~Parent Share," from 10:30-11:15 
am. Saturday story hours for kids ages 3-5. from 
10:15-11:15 am. 839-5031. 
Child Care Connections holds public referral hours 
Mon·Fri from 10 am-1 pm. with free information 
about day..c;are centers. family child care homes, 
nursery schools and camps. 871·7449. 
Children'. Museum of Maine 142 Free 51. Portland. 
offers exhibits, clubs and activities for kids of aU 
ages. Nov 10: "Sing Along Laugh Along" with 
singer/storyteller Marcus Gale at 2 pm. Nov 13: 
"Smart, Safe and Secure," learn about home safety 
with MaineSafe k,ds from 11·11:30 am. Weekly 
Fun: 'light and Camera Obscura" Wed and Fn at 11 
am and 11:30 am, Sat at 2 pm and 2:30 pm. "Oh! 
Zones.' fun-filled 'make & take ' projects, Wed·Sat 
11 am-noon and 2·3 pm, Sun 2-3 pm. Pre--registra-
tion and additional fees required for some pro-
grams. 828-1234. 
Children'. Story Time Greater Bookland & Cafe at 
Cook's Corner Brunswick hosts a weekly story time 
each Wed from 10:30-11 am. 874-2300. 
Creative Resource Center 1103 Forest Ave, 
Portland , hosts free art fun for kids. Oct 31: 
'Pumpkin Pictures' from 3:30-4 pm. 797·9543. 
Olal·a·Story South Portland Public library offers 
recorded stories, folk tales and poems, anytime day 
or night. 767-8162. 
DIVorce Perspectives A support group for those in 
the divorce process holds small group discussion at 
Woodlords Congregational Church. 202 Woodford 
St. Portland, every Wed at 7:30 pm. 774-4357. 
Family Nleht Greater Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave, 
hosts family night every Fri from 6:30·8:30 pm. 
Activities include swimming, open gym, game room, 
weight room. walleyball. arts and crafts and refresh-
ments. Free child care the last Fri of each month for 
kids age 3-5. 874-1111. 
Free Parentlnl Support Group at Mercy Hospital, 
144 State St. Portland. the second Tues of every 
month from 6:3CJ..8 pm. 879-3578. 
FIIday NWII: Special PortI<rtd RecreatiOn offers agpni2ed 
g,m progra-ns for adults <rtd kids at Rilerton Corrrntrity 
Center. 1600 Forest Ave. Portland. Also. Ihe libraly holds 
kids progra-ns: 'TcxXIJer TIme: Wed from 9:30-10:3:) an 
<rtd Hi at 9:3:) am: 'PreschooI stDIy HoLr: Hi at 10:3:) an 
<rtd "F""';1y Craft ~.' Ihe third nus of f!Nerj month 
from 6:30-7:30 pm. 797·2915. 
GaInrC ~ ........... , -.:y - '-'*1l-
(GIRLS) is a federally fulded JXUW'arTl that offers 10 h8e 
weekly sessions for girls livirll in Portland's ptbIic ~ 
The program offers worl<shops, on such topics as self. 
esteem <rtd personal health and le$pCflSibiIity. and ,..,.,. 
ational events. like haunted hayrides. with optional 
opportt.nities to ><>Iunteer in Portland. Those interested in 
joining Ihe program. or 5efVirg as a ~ IIOIunteer, 
sI'OOld call 874-1140. GIRLS is run tlYot.gllhe POOpie's 
RegjonaI Opportunity ~ (PROP) at 510 Cl.mbef1and 
Ave. Portland. 
~ -.. __ Gooup meets Tues momirgs at 
Ihe South Portland Corgregptiona/ ChuJch. Cost: $2 mati> 
er/$2 child ($5 family maxi. Child care proo.;ded. For more 
info. call VtCke at 7736695. or Kelly at 799-1315. 
Komebec a.t Scouts eo...ct offers girls ages five am up 
Ihe oppoItUnity to experience Ihe wild outdoors and g;..., 
back to their community. For information about the Girl 
Scouts· outdoor <rtd community 5efVice JXUW'arT1S. call 772· 
1177 
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Up t=roRl the baseRlent 
It was 6 p.m. on a recent Monday night, and the bright, cavernous back gym
 at 
the Portland Athletic Club was filled with the steady, hollow pick'pock of tab
le ten· 
nis balls. Eight dark·green championship Stiga rollaway tables stood neatly i
n two 
rows of four, where players - men and women, from 30·somethings to 70-
some-
things - were intent on their matches. 
Officially, I was supposed to be checking in on the Maine Table Ten
nis 
Association (MITA) as an observer. But deep down, I wanted a game. I'd st
opped 
at a friend's house on the way to borrow a pair of sneakers and a standard,
 base· 
ment-issue Ping-Pong paddle just in case. I hadn't played much since college, 
but in 
high school friends and I spent hours playing in each others' musty cellars, do
dging 
water heaters and clothes dryers in desperate attempts to save points. 1 though
t I still 
had a decent game. And after all, how good could this assortment of not altog
ether 
athletic· looking people be? 
The MIT A runs its Monday and Thursday night sessions, which usually attr
act 
about IS regulars with a friendly, but efficient, protocol. All games are to 21. 
First 
player to win two games wins the match. Winner stays at the table and awa
its the 
next competitor from the sidelines. Loser heads to the sidelines and waits for 
a tum 
at another table. If you win three matches in a row, you sit one out if others are
 wait· 
ing for a game. Everyone pays $5 to play and ends up playing almost everyb
ody at 
least once during the night. With little prompting, I jumped in. 
My first opponent was Irena Stepan, a social worker from Gray. Stepan, w
ho 
admits to being "over 40," is the reigning Maine women's table tennis cham
pion. 
She started playing seriously at Cortland State College in New York. She's be
en an 
MTTA regular since the organization moved its weekly games to the Po
rtland 
Athletic Club from a cramped day care center in Saco five years ago. 
"I like all the racket sports," Stepan had told me earlier, "racquetball, tennis. B
ut 
my favorite has always been table tennis. It's such a tight little game." Sh
e dis· 




quickly exposed the 
frailties of my raw, 
unstructured approach. 
His deadly knuckle-
balls transformed the 
yellow ball into a 
wobbly trick egg. The 
match passed like a 
hallucination. 
game and politely watched me disinte· 
grate. 
Next was Roger Kuseski, who 
turned out to be the second·ranked 
player in Colorado. Kuseski's been in 
Maine this fall on a temporary consult· 
, ing assignment with L.L. Bean. He car· 
ries two rackets with him in a zippered 
protective case wherever he travels, 
always looking for a game. Kuseski 
wore tinted glasses, a white headband, 
a white v·neck t·shirt and black track-
suit bottoms. His focused, unhurried 
presence quickly exposed the frailties . 
of my raw, unstructured approach. 
There was also the problem of his deadly knuckleballs. The slow ann move
ments 
and looping backhand topspins transfonned the yellow ball into a wobbly tric
k egg. 
The match passed like a hallucination. 
"This is one of the nicest, friendliest clubs I've played with," said the swami·l
ike 
Kuseski. "I've been to clubs where you walk in and they don't say 'boo .' Her
e they 
greet you and make sure you know how they play." 
My list of friendly conquerors grew. There was Arthur Lekousi, 69, a Maine ta
ble 
tennis champion at least once in five consecutive decades starting in the 1940
s, and 
Martha Scudder, 61, who drives an hour each way from Damariscotta to play
. Last 
up was Lester Haschey, a decorated World War II veteran who also swep
t ine, 
though I did manage 10 points offhim in our second game, my highest all nig
ht. 
After shaking hands, Haschey.said something I knew was coming. "You've 
got 
to get yourself a real racket," he said, grabbing at the rec·room "hard bat" relic
 in my 
hand. I'd heard the munnurs of amazement and pity throughout the night . . 
Making the jump from basement Ping· Pong to serious table tennis is not for 
the 
impatient, as Greg Born of Westbrook can tell you. Seven years ago, able t
o beat 
everyone he knew in basement matches, Born took out an ad in the paper "lo
oking 
for somebody to beat me at table tennis." "The first guy came down and des
troyed 
me," Born said. Then he found out about the MIT A, began playing with the c
lub in 
Saco and went on to become the 1994 state singles champion and part of a fiv
e·time 
state doubles championship team. (Born, along with most of the other MITA
 play· 
ers I met, will compete in the 1996 state table tennis championships Nov. 23
 at the 
Portland Athletic Club.) But none of it happened overnight; the MIT A player
s gave 
him all the competition he could handle. As Born wryly admitted, "It was
 more 
than a year before I won a game." 
J Sany Mothes is a writer living in Portland. 
NEW HOURS 
M-SA.T. 11-9 
·Limited Radius Delivery 1l30 -2pn1 M-F 
225 Federal St .• Portland· 774-6404 
Nee. someone special wi.h .he 
personals. Call 775-. 2~. .0 place your ad .odayl 
(Be sure to ask about Fax Free Thursdays!) 
60(; 
to get your 
showtimes7 -
Every week 





current movie reviews, 
capsules, and an 
up-to·the-minute weekend 
showtjme listing. 
It's accurate, it's timelYr 
and best of all ... it's free. 
YOUR MOVIE SOURCE. 
SMILE ••• 
Is what you will do when 
you first see a Gabbeh rug. 
They're whimsical, informal, 
simple and colorful. Whether 
it's an original Persian Gabbeh 
with handspun wool & natural 
dyes, or a replica from India, 
you will appreciate their 
honest simplicity and playful 
nature. 
Stop by and see for yourself. 
Discover ... 
"The Maine Source of 
Oriental ~ugs"© 
Oriental rugs at unbeatable prices 
Since. 'Y ~ t. /1974 
HARD CIDER 
FARM Oriental Rugs 
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Inforrnalion : (207) 775-1600 
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 
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Property M:amlgE~m4ent 
We will manage your property 
Commercial/Residential/Condominium 1-50 units 
• 24 Hour Emergency Service 
• 75.9 Heating Oil - 30 day cash.price 
• Full Bookkeeping Service 
• Improved Cash Flow - Guaranteed 
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• 
.Create Your Own tlo1idtty 
tt~s Holiday Cards 
With your favorite color photo and one of 28 special sentiments, you can send 
your best this holiday season. Ask us for ordering information. 
No cut off dates 
Greetings are Full Color • Envelopes Included • Order Early 
. Up to 4 lines of personal messages 
Every day low price 
20 CARDS ONLY $9.40 
. PHO 0 C Mon.-Fri 8-6, Sat 8·1 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Lp.;e.OfaGreetingSJin ~r-aine 60 MINUTE 37 Ocean St., So. Portland, ME 767-2007 
.Ci..ers. c-.M.Emn T IN. 157 Middle St., Portland, ME 7
61-2882 
Co YoU! IlRlSi~ . 
Mon-Fri 8-6 : 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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I 
e v·e n t s 
Creating Joyful Holidays Nov 13. Join the Friends of 
Scarborough library to learn stress management 
techniques for the holidays from Debra E. Boxer, 
MSW, LCSW. At Scarborough Public Library, 48 
Gorham Rd, Scarborough. at 7:30 pm. 885-5562. 
Flu Shole The City of Portland offers flu shots at var-
ious locations. Tuesdays at Riverton Health Station 
from 2-6 pm. Nov 12. 19. 874-8451. Wednesdays 
at City Hall Health Station from 7:30-11:30 pm. Nov 
6. 13, 20. 87 M!300. Thursdays at Reiche Health 
Station from 2-6 pm. Nov 7, 14, 21. Cost: $8 
(Medicare accepted). 874-8499. 
Grieving Support Group A holiday session for 
bereaved persons healing from the death of a loved 
one. Meets in Portland for 4 weeks beginning Nov 
26, from 6:3(}.8 pm. Call for location, 775-{)366. 
Insights Into Infertility: Being an Informed 
Consumer" Nov 9. The conference will feature med-
ical and mental health specialists discussing the 
latest developments in diagnosis, treatment and 
emotional aspects of infertility. At the Dana Center, 
Maine Med, Portland , from 8:30 am-4 pm. 
Sponsored by Resolve of Maine. For more info, or to 
register, call Sandy Duso at 1-800-283-8088. 
·Ute In Accordanca With Natural Law: Perfect Law 
and the Transcendental Meditation Technique" 
Nov 13 & 20. A lecture at Maharishi Vedic School, 
575 Forest Ave. Portland, at 7 pm. 774-1108. 
look Good ... Feel Better A program for women who 
face changes in their appearance resulting from 
cancer, who wish to improve their appearance. 
Offered by the American Cancer Society. Classes 
meet the last Wed of each month at Mercy Hospital, 
144 State St, Portland, from 1-3 pm. 879-3030. 
Lupus Group of Maine holds a meeting with a video 
on "Environment & Drugs" by Evelyn Hess, M.D. fol-
lowed by a discussion of individual problems and 
possible solutions. Nov 10, at the Barron Center, 
1145 Brighton Ave, Portland. at 3 pm. 878-8104. 
Women's Hearth Series Mercy Hospital offers free 
weekly programs on women's health issues. lues 
at 7 pm through Nov 12. At Mercy Hospital. 144 
State St, Portland. 879-3486. 
Voga Class For the timid , the tired , the sore, the 
totally inexperienced. the stiff. the awkward and the 
scared. Classes begin Nov 13 and end Dec 18. At 
Greater Portland YMCA Studio A, 70 Forest Ave, 
Portland, at 9:15 am. Cost: $25 for 6 weeks. Pre-
registration required. Child care can be arranged 
($2.50 per hour)_ 874-1111. 
events 
Baked Bean Supper Nov 9. At Trinity Episcopal 
Church. comer of Coyle St and Forest Ave. Portland. 
from 5-6:30 pm. Cost: $4.50 ($2.50). 772-4758. 
Baked Be ... Supper Nov 9. At Westbrook-Warren 
Congregational Church, 810 Main SI. Westbrook. 
from 5-6 pm. Cost: $5 ($1.50 kids). 854-9157. 
Bean Su_ Nov 9. At Highland Lake Grange, cor-
ner or Rt. 302 and Hardy Rd, Westbrook. Seatings 
at 5 pm & 6 pm. Cost: $4.50 ($2 kids). 854-2379. 
Chrls_ F8Ir At Chestnut Street United Methodist 
Church. Portland. Nov 8 from M! pm with a baked 
beans and ham supper. Nov 9 from 9 am-2 pm with 
chowders. 772-6123. 
Christmas Fair Nov 9. At Franklin Towers. 211 
Cumberland Ave, Portland, from 9 am-2 pm. 773-
4753. 
Christmas Fair Nov 10. The volunteers of Saint 
Joseph's Manor will hold their annual fair at 1133 
Washington Ave, Portland, from 10 am-3 pm. 797-
0600. 
Chrlstm_ Fair and &au. Nov 9. At Washington 
Garden. Community Building, comer of Churchill & 
Pembroke Sts. from 9 am-3 pm. 773-131B . 
Fler. ell Natale Chri_ Fair Nov 9 & 10. At the 
Italian Heritage Center. 40 Westland Ave. Portland 
from 9 am-4 pm. Chicken cacciatore lunch Sun at 
noon. 828-7634. 
Homemade Brown Blead and traditional and vege-
tarian baked beans. Nov 9 at Allen Avenue UU 
Church. 524 Allen Ave, Portland, at 5:30 pm. Cost: 
$4.50 ($1/$2.50 kids - $14 families). 878-8983. 
Holly Berry Fair At Cathedral Guild Hall, 317 
Congress St, Portland from 10 am-2 pm. 
St. Loul. ChUrch Fair and Bazaar Nov 9. At SI. 
Louis Church, 279 Danforth St, Portland, from 9 am-
7 pm. 773-4176. 
YWCA Fall Lecture Serle. For and About Women 
Nov 11: "Massage Therapy," a certified massage 
therapist will explore the many benefits of massage. 
All programs begin at 5:30 pm in the Dorothy 
Hamlin Room at the YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. 
Child care with snacks is available at a cost of $5 
per lecture, with preregistralion required. For more 
information, or to preregister your ~hild, call 874-
1130. 
others 
Abuse in Intimate Relationships A support group 
for women who have previously or are presently 
experiencing abuse in their intimate relationships. 
Free and confidential. childcare provided. 874-
1973. 
Accent Reduction Class for speakers of English as 
a second language, as well as classes for neutraliz-
ing Maine and regional accents, with Jean 
Armstrong. certified speech and language patholo-
gist. 879-1886. 
The Alliance for Transportation Choice, a group 
dedicated to creating a transportation system that 
improves the Quality of life, protects the environ-
ment and promotes economic vitality, meets the 3rd 
Tues of each month at 5 pm, at 477 Congress St, 
8th floor, Portland. 879-1892. 
The American Singles Golf Association i~ forming a 
Portland chapter. If you would like to help organize 
or join, call 1-800-599-2815. 
Archery as Meditation Explore learning archery 
from the inside out. beginning with exercises that 
develop inner concentration, body awareness and a 
clear image of shooting the bow. Bring equlpm~nt if 
you have it. 1st & 3rd Sundays of the month from 1-
3 pm at the Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens 
Ave, Portland . 772-8277. 
Authentic Movement Group For Men A group for 
men who wish to ~explore who we are beneath our 
roles and conditioning," meets the third Thurs of 
each month from 6:30-9 pm, at Williston West 
Church. 32 Thomas St, Portland. Facilitated by Jim 
Davidson. 879-1341. 
Casco Bay Culinary Association meets the second 
Mon of each month. 799-2234 or 77 4-4308. 
Center For Maine History 489 Congress St. 
Portland. MHomes Away: Victorian life on the High 
Seas" a view of what life was like for Maine seafar-
ers who traveled the world aboard trading vessels In 
the 19th century. Shows through Oct 31. Hours: 
Wed-Sat noon-4 pm. Cost: $2 ($1 kids). 879-0427. 
Circle of Hope A Christian group that claims a pri-
mary ministry with gay and lesbian people and 
strives to be inclusive of all, meets Sats at 4 pm at 
156 High St, Portland. 77J.0119. 
COPE Support group for divorcing fathers - explore 
alternatives to the current divorce process. 874-
7448. 
Coping With Careglvlng A support group for people 
providing care to chronically/terminally ill or dis-
abled persons meets the 2nd and 4th Fridays of 
each month at noon, at Mercy Hospital, 144 State 
St, Portland. 879-3486. 
Creating Opportunity Through Change Women's 
group meets Thursday evenings from 6-7 :30 at 854 
Broadway. S. Portland. 767-1315. 
Creative Productions Collaborative A group for 
women survivors of sexual abuse who are interest-
ed in furthering their healing journeys through the 
process of creating and presenting a production in 
the form of books, videos or performance art. 
Confidential, facilitated meetings are Wednesdays 
from 6:3(}8 pm_ Cos\: $15 per session. 774-2403. 
Debtors' Anonymous meets every Tues from 7-8:15 
pm at Woodford 's Congregational Church, 202 
Woodford St, Portland. 774-4357. 
Demo T_ Wanted Robbins Entertainment seeks 
original rap, dance~ R&B and alternative rock bands 
for a new record label. Send materials to: Robbins 
Entertainment, Jonathan P. Fine, 30 West 21st St 
11th A:; New York. NY, loo1(}.8905. 
Dharma Study Group Sitting meditation on Sundays 
from 9 am-noon_ At the office of Sandra Bulley. 3rd 
floor. 60 Forest Ave, Portland. 761-0047. 
Donations Needed The Ted Rand Memorial 
Scholarship Fund, which will be awarded annually to 
a Casco Bay Island student going on to higher edu- -
cation. seeks contributions to help establish the 
fund. Send contributions to: 4 Moulton St, Portland, 
ME 04101. For more info, call Dave Redmond at 
871-1001 or 766-4444. 
Dream Group Interested in weaving dreams into life 
myths? Join a group that will feed your imagination. 
writing skills, storytelling abilities and teach you 
something about your personal story and journey. 
Facilitated by a licensed counselor. Schedule will be 
set by participants at initial meeting. To jOin, call the 
Swedenborgian Church at 772-8277 and leave your 
name, specify ~dream group: 
Enriched Golden Age Center 297 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland, inVItes men and women over 60 to daily 
luncheons. with special activities featured every 
Wednesday and line danCIng every Monday at 10 
am. Donation: $2_50.774-6974. 
Expose Yourself WBOR 91.1 FM in Brunswick is 
looking for performers who want to be heard live on 
the radio. All styles are welcome. "Exposure" broad-
casts every Sun from 7-8 pm. 798-5177. caw 










Now with four stor,. to serve you 
569 Congress St., Portland 207'772·3932 
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston 207'784'5342 
177 Water St., Augusta 207-622·1700 








workout for the 




inside us all! 
Why is Cardio-Karate sweeping the 
country? Because it gives you all thelliutimil 
In Karate (Kicking, Punching, Getting in 
Shape) without any of the serious stuff .) 
(Uniforms, belts, 
breaking ';- # 
concrete blocks 1'1 , 
with your head, 1 f 
etc.) Our instructors 
will have you breaking a serious 
a:tlZlJand you'lilearn some 
seriousftlll'lttJl9·(fitechniques 
without yelling any foreign words. 
It's'p"1·'n. but it's the most fun 
way to get into shape ever! And unlike 
a treadmili, learning Cardia-karate wili 
get you somewhere. For more info and 
class schedules, Cali us today I 
. Foutnier's OlymPic Karate Ctr. 
550 Forest ave., Portland, ME. 
7.74~34 78(FIST) 
33 
MEMBER: National Association of -Professional Martial Artists 
THE ARMY CAN HELP YOU 
GET A $30,000 EDGE 
ON COLLEGE. 
The Army can help you get an edge on life and earn up to $30,000 for college 
through the Montgomery 01 Bill plus the Army College Fund. 
Here's how it" works. You contribute $100 
a month for the first year from your 
$11,100 first year salary. The government 
then contributes its share, $13,376 from 
the Montgomery 01 Bill plus $15,424 from 
the Army College Fund for a four-year 
enlistment. 
Army opportunities get better every day_ 
If you qualify, you could train in one of over 
200 challenging and rewarding high-tech 
skills in fields like avionics and electronics, 
satellites and microwave communications, 
computer and radar operations - just to 
name a few. 
It makes sense to earn while you learn. For more infQrmation about getting mon
ey 
for college, call your Army Recruiter today. 
ARMY.. BE ALL YOU CAN BE: 
www.goarmy.com 
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"Man's mind once 
stretched by a new idea, 
never regains its original 
dimension. " 
-Oliver Wendell Holmes 
EAT GOOD FOOD AND THINK GOOD THOUGHTS. 
LIFE'S SIMPLE THINGS, 
484 Stevens Avenue. Portland • 
.~ 
• BILLIARDS • DARTS 
• VIDEO GAMES 
• PINBALL 
• CD JUKEBOX ' 
LUNCHEON BAR 
OPEN AT 10:00 A.M. DAILY 
DAILY FOOD SPECIALS 
821 Main Street, Westbrook • 856-2480 
Casco Bay Weekly is currently seeking 
qualified applicants to fill a new opening 
our Display Sales department. 
are 
crucial. 
This position offers -unlimited income po-
tential, complete benefits package and the 
opportunity to· grow with an enthusiastic team 
of dynamic, creative profes::,ionals. 
If you are in.terested in exploring your 
potential in advertising sales with Greater 
Portland's fastest growing media group, 
please fax or send your resume with salary 
history to: 
---------------'~, LW __ 
Follow up calls are welcome 
We are an EOE m/ f/h/ v 
v.P ....... ........., 
M1Ca ...... ..... 
...... lA, MEG4lOl 
(Fax) 207·775016U 
, 
Bill Murray and Matthew McConaughey strike a deal In LARGER 
THAN LIFE, 
AMERICAN BUFFALO Based on the David 
Mamet play, • American Buffalo~ is the story of 
a Junk shop owner (Dustin Hoffman) who plots 
to commit a robbery that is doomed from sta~ 
to finish. Things take atum for the worse when 
his ine,perienced teenage protege (Sean 
Nelson) and his bungling poker buddy (De.nnis 
Franz of ' NVPD Blue") compete for top billing. 
THE ASSOCIATE Whoopl Goldberg takes on 
racism and sexism in the buSiness world as 
she creates a fictitious male executive to give 
her start-up company some credibility In the 
white , male power structure. 
THE CHAMBER Another of John Grisham's 
psychological thrillers gone celluloid. Gene 
Hackman stars as a crusty old Klansman on 
death row for too bombing murders of two 
Jewish children, while Chris O'Oonnell plays 
his grandson. who also happens to be the 
lawyerwho's trying to get him off. Also starring 
Faye Dunaway. 
D3; THE MIGHTY DUCKS The o;sney machine 
fires off another actJOn-packed familycornedy. 
The third in the "Mighty Ducks" series, "03' 
takes the Ducks to a new school where they 
have a new coach. What will they do without 
their beloved coach, Gordon Bombay (Emilio 
Estevez)? We won't give it aw'ilj, but we think 
the ending is a happy one. 
DEAR GOD Did you ever wonder where letters 
to Santa Claus and the Easter Bunny end up? 
Greg Kinnearfinds out as a con man sentenced 
to worl< in the U.S. Postal Service's Dead 
letter Office who answers letters to God on a 
whim and winds up warming the ooa~ of all 
those around him. 
THE FIRST WIVES CLUB Sick and tired of 
being treated like yesterday's news. three e,· 
wives join forces to seek revenge on the men 
who wronged them and the bimbos in the line 
of fire. With Bette Midler, Goldie Hawn and 
Q;ane Keaton. 
flY AWAY HOME A teenager (played by 
Academy Award Winner Anna Paquin) recovers 
from the grief of oor mother's une'pected 
death in the COOlpany of her estranged father 
(Jeff Daniels). A diversion appears in the form 
of a stranded nest of Canada-goose eggs. 
Soon soo must teach the gaggle to do goose 
things. Seems too geese think soo's their 
mama. Also starring Jeff Daniels. Directed by 
Carroll Ballard ("The Black Stallion"). 
THE GHOST AND THE DARKNESS A clean-
sha""" Val Kilmerandgrizzled Michael OougJas 
costume up for this 19t1><:entury period film 
about an engineer and a big-game I>.Jnter 
trying to build the railroad througJ1 the East 
African wilderness against the will of two 
ravenous lions. Based on real e\lents in 1896. 
In which two lions claimed the lives of 130 
railroad workers . 
IIGH SCItOOlHIGH Jon l.ovitz plays an earnest 
white schoolteacher who tries to bring hope 
and dreams back to his inner city students. 
Don·t feel bad if you're giggling - the film is 
a spoof of soulless 'White Shadow" im~ators 
like 'Dangerous Minds.' Expect some great 
laughs from superdorl< Lovitz. as well as a 
killer soundtrack. 
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME o;sney 
sets loose its glossy, disto~ movie-making 
machine on Victor Hugo's famous novel. The 
resun is a rad promotional deal with Burger 
King. Voices by DemI Moore. Jason Alexander, 
Kevin Kline aM TOOl HuIce.Arecornmendation: ' 
This film should not be seen in place of 
reading the book. 
INDEPENDENCE DAY Lots of aliens. 
lots ofe'plosions. A "Warofthe Worlds" 
for the '90s. 
KANSAS CITY It's 1934, and a night of 
improvisational jan and double-crossing 
is about to transpire at too Hey Hey Club, 
the setting for the latest offering from 
Robe~Altrnan. Jennifer Jason Leigh plays 
a tougJ1 Jean Harlow-type trying to bail 
her small·time crook boyfriend out of 
trouble. In her desperation, she kidnaps 
the wife (Miranda Richardson) of a local 
politician soo thinks can oolp. Harry 
Belafonte and Dermot Mulroney costar. 
LARGER THAN UFE Bill Murray plays a 
cheesy motivational speakerwho inoorits 
an 8,000 pound elephant 00 must then 
transport cross country. Matthew 
McConaughey is TIp Tucker the loony 
trucker who Murra~ cons into oolping 
him. Also starring Janeane Garofalo. 
THE LONG KISS GOODNIGHT Geena 
Davis plays a suburban schoolteacher 
struggling to remember a life soo'lI soon 
wish she never knew about. Samuel l. 
Jackson is the private investigator who 
oolps her put the pieces together. When 
he figures out that she's really an 
operative in one of the government's 
dirty little secret agencles- and number 
one on the CIA's h~list - the job tums 
from a bUSiness deal to a matter of life-
and-<Jeath. 
MICHAEL COWNS Uam Neeson carries 
this 1920s bioplc about the Irish icon 
who bui~ the I.R.A. and oolped Ireland 
winits independence. Q;rector Neil Jordan 
keeps the pace brisk, painting the 
complex political and moral Issues 
surrounding this period in Irish history in 
biack and wh~e . When Neeson and Aidan 
Quinn are busy undermining British 
impenalism, this decision makes for an 
exciting- film. But Julia Roberts, 
unfortunately cast as the pair's love 
interest, halts any momentum that Jordan 
manages to create. 
PHENOMENON John Travolta plays a 
regular Joe Who. through a mysterious 
act of nature (a lightning bolt). contracts 
incredible amounts of intelligence. Think 
Vinnie Barbarino turned Einstein. Isn't 
this just the kind of schlocky stuff that 
spun Travolta into obscurity a decade 
ago? 
RANSOM Mel Gibson plays Tom Mullen, 
a super·successful Manhattan 
businessman who does things his own 
way. When his only son is abducted by 
criminals who demand big bucks for his 
retum, Mullen has no intention of letting 
them get away with it, nor does 00 plan 
to do as the feds advise him to. Much to 
the chagrin of his wife (Rene Russo) and 
the law (Gary Sinise and Delroy Undo). 
Mullen takes to the airwaves, threatening 
his son's captives. 
ROMEO AND JUUET Baz luhrmann and 
Craig Pearce's hardcore, gang-banging 
adaptation of the classic story of 
st..-crossed lovers has all the ma1<s of a 
Gen X sensation. Starring hipl<id stars 
Claire Danes and leonardo DiCaprio as 
the tragic couple, luhrmann set the tale 
in a Rorida fantasy-world where haut .. 
style, fancy handguns and gang rivalry 
are all the rage. It's Shakespearean 
tragedy ~ la Quentin Tarantino. Also 
starring John leguizamo and Paul Rudd. 
SLEEPERS Four men (Brad Pitt, Jason 
Patric, Billy Crudup and Ron Eldard) seek 
revenge forthe physical and psychological 
abuse they suffered as boys from a guard 
whi le doing time in ajuvenile reformatory 
for a prank. Too presence of Kevin Bacon 
as the doomed guard with such luminaries 
as Robert De Niro and Dustin Hoffman 
ensures yet another batch of the party 
game "Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon' in 
dorms everywhere. 
STEAUNG BEAIITY Uv Tyler plays a 
precocious, inexperienced young 
Amerlcan who leaves her daggy high 
school life for the cultural excitement of 
Tuscany. SOO Quickly finds oorself (and 
oor virginity) the object of every Italian's 
lust. Also starring Jeremy Irons, Jean 
Man.s and Stefania Sandrelli. Bemardo 
Be~oIuccl directs. 
THINNER Looking for a miracle diet to 
take off those extra pounds? Vou won·t 
be after you vfew the latest Stephen King 
adaption, about a porl<er whose zeal for 
over-eating causes him to piaN a mystic's 
daughter down with his car. No need to 
involve the law - a curse will settle the 
score just fine. Watch the gourmand 
waste away in good King style. Vou'lI 
never wish to be thin again. 
A TIME TO KIU Samuel l. Jackson 
heads an all-star cast in the movie 
rendition of John Grisham's first novel. 
Jackson plays a father who takes the law 
into his own hands to avenge the brutal 
assault of his young daughter. Also 
starring Hollywood's marHlf·the-moment 
Matthew McConaugooy, Sandra Bullock, 
Kevin Spacey, Donald Sutherland. Ashley 
Judd and Keifer Sutherland. 
nN CUP Kevin Costner stars in his third 
spo~s "",vie. attempting to add glamour 
and drama to a film about golf - a sport 
which is about as exciting as watching 
dust settle. He plays Roy ' Tin Cup' 
McAvoy, an amateur golfer who falls in 
iove with his biggest rival 's girlfriend, Or. 
Molly Griswold (Rene Russo), and 
attempts to gain oor hea~ by winning the 
U.S. Open. Oon Johnson, who plays Tin 
Cup's antagonis~ David Simms, looks 
so good In pastels that ~ was only a 
matter of time before 00 ended up in a 
golf movie. 
TO GIWAN ON HER 37TH BIRTHDAY 
The mushy tale of a man (PeterGaliaghe~ 
who can't accept the .death of his wife 
(Michelle Pfeiffer). Claire Oanes, as his 
daughter, adds a bit of spall< to the story. 
Written by Pfeiffer's husband. David E. 
Kelley. 
A VERY BRADY SEQUR All eigJ1t Brady 
imposters (and Alice) are back. The family 
gets into more trouble when its gnoovy 
mentality clashes with the messed<Jp 
mindset of the '90s. Get ready for Kitty 
Kanyall, a trip to Hawaii and a run-in with 
Carol's long·forgotten first hubble. What 
ever happened to Oliver? 
movie times 
SCHEDULE EFFECT/VI FRlDAY"THURSDAY, NOV 8-14 
UNliSS OTHERWISE NOTED. 
OWING TO SCHEDULING CHANGES AFTER caw GOES TO PRESS. 
MOVIEGOERS ARE ADVISED TO CONARM TIMES WITH THEATERS. 
~I~¥DEDN, TEMPLE AND MIOOlE STREETS, PORTlAND. 
7 ·9 51. 
A VERY BRADY SEQlJEI. (f'G.13) 
1:20 (SAT, SUN & MON ONLy). 4:20. 7:20. 9:20 
TIN CUP(R) 
12:50 (SAT. SUN & MON ONLY). 3:50, 6:50, 9:50 
PHENOMENON (PO) 
1 (SAT, SUN & MON ONLY). 4. 7,10 
THE CIIAMBER (R) 
1:10 ISAT. SUN & MON ONLY). 4:10. 7:10.10:10 
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME (0) 
12:30 (SAT, SUN & MON ONLY). 3:30 
A nME TO KIU (H) 
6:30,9:30 
INDEPENDENCE DAY (f'G.13) 
12:40 (SAT. SUN & MON ONlV). 3:40, 6:40, 9:40 
GENERAL CINEMAS MAINE MALL, MAINE MALL ROAD. 
so. PORTlAND. 774-1022. 
RANSOM (H) 
1:15, 1:45, 4.4:25. 7. 7:20,9:25.9:45 
SLEEPERS (H) 
1. 1:15, 3:55, 4:10. 7. 7:10, 9:50. 10 
THINNER(R) 
7:30.9:40 
HIGH SCHOOl. HIGH (f'G.13) 
1:10. 3:15. 5:20. 7:30. 9:35 
03; THE MIGHTY DUCKS (PO) 
1:45. 4:10 
THE RRST WIVES CWB (PO) 
1:40.4:15. 7.9:25 
HDVTS CLARK'S POND. 333 ClARK'S RD .. so. PORTlAND. 
879-1511. 
TO G/WAN ON HER 37TH BlATl/DAY (f'G.13) 
1:45.4;05.6:50. 8:SO 
LARGER THAN UFE (PO) 
2. 4:25. 7:30. 9:30 
D£AR GOD (PO) 
1:50.4:20. 7:20. 9:40 
THE ASSOCIATE (f'G.13) 
1:40.4:15. 7:10. 9:35 
ROMEO AND JUUET (f'G.13) 
1:20.4.7,9:45 
MICHAa COWNS (R) 
1. 3:40.6:30.9:20 
THE GHOST AND THE DARKNESS (R) 
1:10. 3:50. 6:45.9:50 
RoY AWAY HOME (PO) 
1:30,4:10 
THE LONG KISS GOODNIGHT (A) 
6:40, 9:05 
THE MOVIES 10 EXCHANGE ST. PORTlAND. 772-9600. 
STEAUNG BEAUTY (R) 
NOV 7·12·THUR5-TUES 9·SAT·SUN 12:45. 2:45 
AMERICAN BUFFALO (R) 
NOV 7-12'THUR5-TUES 5. 7'SAT-SUN 1 
KANSAS CITY (R) 
NOv 13-19'WED-TUES 5. 7:15. 9:3O'SAT-SUN 12:45. 2:45 
FlAGSHIP CINEMAS 206 U.S. ROUTE 1. FALMOUTH. 781·5616. 
RANSOM(R) 
1, 1:35, 3:35. 4:05. 6:50. 7:20. 9:20, 9:45 
LARGER THAN UFE (PO) 
1:05. 3, 4:55 
ROMEO AND JUUET (f'G.13) 
1:45. 4:25,7:15,9:40 
DEAR GOO (PO) 
1:25,4:20, 7:10 
TO GIWAN ON HER 37TH BlATl/DAY (f'G.13) 
7:25. 9:30 




_ SCHOOl. HIGH (PCl-13) 
1:40, 4, 7:20, 9:15 
R.Y AWAY HOME (PO) 
12:55, 3:05. 5:15 
THE FIRST WIVES ClUB (PO) 
1:20.3:55. 7:15. 9:25 
SLEEPERS (R) 
1. 3:50. 6:45.9:35 
THE ASSOCIATE (PCl-13) 
6:55, 9:20 
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j.lnet MIS .... ,I\j~ YORK TiMES 
try &numi" &n"Jucn 
·UVTYLER 
JEREMY IRONS 
• 10 E.changt St .• Ponland • 172·9600 : 
•• Wed $3. All other tImes $4.25 • Over 65IUnder 16 $3 • 
• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Reason #748 to visit 
Compact Discs. Audio Tapes. Videos 
From 
If?}wet at ~ Tobie 
to 
I!}NTROPA 
We feature an extensive 
foreign + independent 
film selection 
Open 10-10 Daily 
Yannouth Marketplace, Yannouth 
24 US Route 1 
846-4711 
~\ - - - ':; :-; .; ....... ..: _-'iii ;:';y ....... - .... ;; .,_ ........ . p,. 
1«1 
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condos for sale 
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getaways 















First 15 _ - $9.00/wk., 
additional wds @ 251 ea. 
Maine TImes • Cooco Bay Weekly -
$12.50/wI< .. extra wds @ 501 ea. 
Buy 3 wk., get the 4th "" 
_ •• Keel. DeaI- $25/run 'til 
itsells (15 words; vehicles and boats 
only) Call for details. 
Intemet CI ... IfIed. - as low as 
$25 for 6 months for 50 words! 
Display Ad Rat ... W ..... rtlolng and 
fTequency discount info available 
upon request. 
get it to us 
Deodtlne: Mon .• 3pm pre-paid 




P.O. Box 1238 
Portland. ME 04104 
Hand:561 Congress SI. 
fine print 
Classified ads must be paid for in 
adVance WIth caSh, personal check, 
money order, Visa or Mastercard. 
lost & Found items listed free. 
Classifred ads are no"",lundable. 
CBW shall not be liable for any typo-
graphical errors, omissions. or 
changes in the ad wh ich do not 
affect the value or content or 
substantially change tire meaning 
of the ad. Cred~ will be issued when 
viable error has been determined 
within one week of publication. 
BULLETIN BOARD 
The Subject 
Poetry a ,~~ 
Williston West ChurCh} 
3 lThomas St_Porl)and 






Lorge national corporation since 1924 
is expanding in the Portfond area. Pion 
new .Iore opening. in the next 12 
monrn •• qual ity individuals needed lor 
ossistont management training 
program, Positions available include: 
· Sole, Rep $~O.ilOO+ 
· Ass! Me" $~5.ilOO+ 
• Bronch ""e' T",;nee $.50.ilOO+ 
1151 yr oomi"9 polen.oil 
No experience necessary 
Prolessiooal training provided. 
Musf be AVAILABLE 
Lf>J)II--E-RTI-S-E-Y-O-U-R-BU-SI-N-ESS--o-r-prod-uc-t-s------------...... TO START IMMEDIATELY. 
on the ;nformation super highway. Reach ,... Children's Birthday Train in Porllond, <011207.871.8618 
~ 40,000,000 for perVlies a day. Free detailsl Jar penonol interview, or send resume Pa rtie5 Io:PETER HART, PO BOX 6527 
1-800-425-0763 eKl. 1. PORTlAND, MAINE, 04102-0217 £Of 
112 hour 5how,.,;ur live dove~. rabl>it, NATIONAL PARKS HIRING _ Positions are ATTEIffiON INVENTORS: IF YOU HAVE a 
new product Idea or improvment. we have 
the knowledge and ;nvestmenttoreacl1yOlH' 
goal. Stric11yconfidential. 1-800-419-6241. 
CHILDRENS BIRTHDAY PARTIES- 30 
minute show wAive doves. rabbits. free magic 
tricks. CallVandini, TheChiidrens Magician, 
854-174311-800-826-8240. 
GOT A CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP or 
Iineshare? We" take it! Call America's Iargosl 
campgroundl timeshare resale clearing-
house. Resort Sales Inl 'l f -800-423-5967. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST lWO BINDERS. black & whrte neg-
atives, various formats, IVERY IMPORTANT! 
call John 766-5138. 
LOST: SMALL black. whrte & orange mesh 
cigarette case. CongressSt. Oct. 31 sl. Sen-




Resume Writing Services 
Career Counseling & Testing 
Job Search Strategy 
& free m~ic trick~.Ca ll Vanaini at now available at National Parks, Forests & 
. 854-1743 or 1-800-826·8240 Wildl~e Preserves. Excellent benefits + 
"The Children's Magician" 
HELP WANTED 
··CLAIMS ENTRyu MedicaJ Invoicing. 
Sleady Work. Excellent Income. Flexible 
Schedule. Substanlial Potential lor right 00;' 
vidual. Computer Access . Call 
1-8O!h159-9221. 
AIRUNE JOBS - NOW HIRING domeslic & 
international staff! Righi attendants. ticket 
agents, reservationists. ground crew & 
more. Excellent travel benefits! Call Airiine 
Employment Services. I -206-971-3692 eKl. 
L73416. 
AKARI HAIR CARE needs MODELS 
for Trainee Cuts Program. $5. CAli 
772-9060 for appt. 
bonusesiCaiI: 1-206-971-3622 ext N73411. 
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT - CNA & 
EMT & Experienced nanny looking for full 
lime worI<. 1 st shift. Usa 642-4575. 
HELP WANTED: Earn up to 5500 pet' week 
assembing products at home. No experi-
ence. INFO 1-504~6-1700 depL ME-
5086. 
LOCAL DECORATOR St~ch room 
seeks experienced sewers for draperies 
and slip covers. Flexible hours. 773-0180 
for apointmenl. 
Call 775-1234 to 
place your ad! 
A.f'tS Vlri'tefS Vj~!1ted 
MAINE TIMES is -/oo¥.ing for fr~~/an'~ 
writus 'to conrn'bvt~ 'to 't/'~ arts S~C'tion. 
f:sp~CiallY n~~d~d ar~ dancr an,! /'<1 )::; . 
(ClaSSic.al, fo/~,ja-.:..z.) rt: ';I.; 1 ; -. . 
S~nd t1. f'~w pvbliSI.t:d ClipS t1.nd t1 r.:..., ,.,,: .;c-
MAINE TIMES, Sharon Bass, d~pvrY ~dt!or,5{,/ 
Con8r(:55 St., Portland, ME cHlo!_ 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Maximize YtNr Income 
Eom money 10 buy Y"'" dreoms. Career 
apparfI.<1ily with one 01 iIIe COWIiIy'.lastest 
growing toIeconvnunicafian. co. No degree 
required, only malMllion •. Full at part Hmo. 
1-800-910.6888 g9.?'?;f=i 
51.000 WEEKLY STUFFING envelopes al 
home. Easyworl<. excellenl pay. Homoworl<-
.... needed now! Fa free details. send 
SAS.E. P.O. Box5OQ-KM.l..ina. PA 19037. 
51 .000 WEEKLY STUFFING ENVELOPES 
AT HOME! You'H eam $1 .00 foreveryenve--
lope you process fa us. GUARANTEED! 
Home worI<"",neMed now! FREE DETAILS. 
SendS.A.S.E.: P.O. Box5OQ-KO. Uma. PA. 
19037. 
$1.000 WEEKLY Stutt;ng envelopes at 
home! FREE DETAILS! Send SASE: 8ox5OQ-
KA. Uma. PA 19037. , 
$l000'S POSSIBLE READING BOOKS. 
Parttlme.Athome.TolfreeHI00-218-9000 
eKl. R-5496 for Ustlngs. 
$1 OOO'S WEEKLY processing mail. Start 
immeadiately. Freesupplieslposlage. SASE: 
SMA. 208 Pm. Lake. '308A. Laporte, IN. 
46350· 1219)326-9064. 
$529 WEKKLYMAlUNGL£TTERSfromhome. 
FTIPT. No experience 1lOCIlSSW'j. Easy! My 
hours! Call American Publishers 
1 ~1 7 -964-8200. "'" 5000. 24 holx """"*'9. 
BECOME A PARALEGAU Accred~ed atta-
ney instrucled diploma & distance educa-
tion. VA appmved. FREE CATALOG. NIPAS. 
1-800-669-2555. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Notraining. up 
to $3O.000-$38.000/year. part time. Fa 
mora information can 874-0693. ask fa 
Amara. 
ClAIMS ENTRY. EXCmNG WORK pro-
cessing doctor's claims_ Excellent 
incomeIfIexibleschedUe. SUbstantial poten-
bal for right individual. Must have comput· 
or access. 1-800-300-81 10. 
EARN $1 OOOWEEKl Y STUFFING envelopes 
at home. Start now. No experience. Free 
supplies. ;nlo. No obligation. Send S.A.S.E. 
to:ACE. Dept. 535. 8ox5137. Diamood Bar. 
CA91765. 
EARNS200-$1000WEEKLYASSEMBUNG 
PRODUCTS at home. Call loll free 
1-800-574-9635 Ext. 154. 
EARN UPT0$57!WIEEKl Y. Makejewelleoy. 
year around, at home. No experience need-
ed. S.A.S.E. to: STACEYCRAFT. 11470 
Euclid Ave. Su~e 503. Ext.3893. Clevaland. 
Ohio. 44106. 
EDUCATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS home 
based business; earn $40.000 yearly: exclu-
sive territory, no inventory. Call Mr, Mona-
co 1-203-372-8842. 
FRITO LAYIHERSHEY RT. Top local sites. 
51.500+ pot..rtial. Huge profitslSmall invest-
ments. I-800-617~3OexI.1150. 
GREAT PAY! ASSEMBLY AT HOME. Arts. 
crafts. toys, jewelry. wood. sewing. typing. 
computers. For free Info-amazing reeord-
ed message 1-800-377-7607. 
HOMEWORKERS WANTED! 1.000 
Envelopes = $5.000. $5.00 lor .. ery env&-
lope processed. Free inlonnation. Call 24 
hr. recording. 310·514·4285. 
IMMEADIATE OPENINGS! DATA ENTRY-
Word processing-book keeping. Help 
Urgently Needed! Great Income, woric; own 
hours . FT/PT. PIC required _ Call 
1-800-317-9935. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE! 51 .500.00 WEEKLY 
worI<ing from home possiblel No experience 
necessary. Flexible ha!r.i! No giomlicks! Seri-
au! individuals. Call1-800-5OQ-7478. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE! $1.500.00 weekly 
worI<;ng from homeposs;blel No experience 
necessary. Flexibleha!r.i! Nogimmicks! Seri-




Licensed Health and 
Life Agents 
AFLAC (American Family Life Assurance Company) 
of Maine has immediale posilions available for licensed Heahh and 
Life Agents. Positions include one District Manager Position for the 
Ponland Area 10 manage the Direct In Home Market Division. We 
also have positions open for enrollers to service and enroll new and 
existing payroll accounts. AFLAC is Ihe largest writer of guarantees 
renewable insurance in the U.S. and is number one in Payroll 
Markeling. We presently insure over 38 million people worldwide. 
Our commission structure includes first~year commissions, stock 
bonuses, trips conventions, Iraining and office ~pace. Don'l leave an 
opponunity ike Ihis on the table. If you are a Licensed Health and Life 
agenllooking for a real Opponunity call today for a confidenlial. no-
obligation interview call 
775-4877 or send resume to PO Box 5192, 
Portland, Me 04101 
XPERIENCED ELEMARKETERS 
EARN $270 PER WEEK - 15 HOURS/WEEK 
MAH£TIt.4ES is looking for txptritnctd, fritndly .nd 
outgoing teltm .. keters to work Mond.y-Frid.y. 
5pm to 8pm from now through December 20. 
You will bt oFFtring currtnt MAINETIMES 
subscribtrs .nd previous giFt-givtrS the 
opportunity to extend their MAINETIt.4ES Christmas 
wishts to tven mort of their friends •• s wtll as 
renE'wing thpir own subscriptions. 
Plea~e contact Carey Wat~Dn at 
207-828-5432. 
o 0 
OPPQRTUNITIES IN MENTAL HEALTH FIELD 
Relief Pool Forum Job Fair 
Wednesday, November 13, 1996 
6:00p.m. 
Shalom House, Inc. 
Position responsibilities include: providing direct care and emotional support. teaching daily skills in a variety of therapeutic settings including adult 
residential, in·home, crisis respite, adolescent crisis and 
residential, as well as geriatric residential. 
If you are interested in working with people with mental 
illness, have good communication skills, and ability to 
work a flexible schedule, then come to the Forum. This is 
a chance for you to learn about this unique work 
opportunity. 
To RSVP and receive an informational brochure contact: 
Diann Furbush 874-1055 
Sponsored by Couns~ling Services. lnev Creative Health, Ingraham, Shalom 
House. Inc.. Shoreline Community Mental Heallh ~ruices and Medical eare 
o Development. EOE o 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
LOCAL CANDY ROUTE. 30 vending 
machines. Earn apPfox. $8OOIday. AJI for 
$9.995. 1-800-998-VEND. 
PAY PHONE ROUTE: 35 local & established 
sites . Earn up to $1 ,500 weekly . 
1-800-696-4980. 
PEPSVCOKE ROUTE. ttWty-ona iocaII~_ 
ished sites. 52.500 weekly. Free video. 
1-:1lOQ-211-8363. 
WORK FROM HOME. $10-S28IPER HOUR. 
Easy work! Excellent pay! Details: 
1-800-408-6618. ext. 5189. 
ROOMMATES 
AWAITING FEMAlE N/S ROOMMATE. spa-
cious So. Portland apt .. near SMTC. Large 
lumished room. heat. HIW. par1<ing. la'-"-
dry. S2251mo. + 113e1ec. + phone. 799-1013 
Of 760-4329. 
GWM LOOKING FOR QUAUTY ROOM· 
MATE. OUtstanding condoin Weslem Prom 





LOCAL ARTIST SEEKS responsible NIS 
roommate for house in Scarborough. Quiet 
area, minutes to Old Port. You get 2 rooms, 
share (kitchen, bath, living room, basement. 
private phone, WID, woods with X·C skiing • 
hardwood. $4251mo. includes all. 883-<;468. 
MAINELY ROOMMATES. Call lor 
recorded message. No obltgation, no fee. 
(207)885-5167 ext. 8. 24 hours. 
NORTH DEERING COLONIAL- S_ng 3rd 
professional MIF. Neat. responsible w/sense 
of humor. Master bedroom, two baths. 
ample par1<ing. WID. fplc .• large yard. 
$3101rno.+. 878-2312. 
SCARBOROUGH- 2 G.M. I_;ng lor 3m .• 
non-smoker to share 3BOR house. Private 
country seHing }let only 101min. to down· 
town. S32SJmo. includes utilities. Call 
885-5159. 
SEEKING BI FEMALE TO SHARE 3BDR 
Mobilehome in country. $l50/mo. + 113utils. 
or clean house for rent 872--6650. 
SO. PORnAND house to share. WID. d;sh-
wash .... S250 plus 113 util~ies. 773-7819. 
WEST END. SEEKING gay friendly MIf 
roommate. 2 bedroom rear apartment. 2 cats 
., residence. $300 + utilities.l.agekRcIlenIIiv-
ing room. Available NOW!!! Call 828-3995. 
APTMtENT 
PEAKS ISLAND: Modem spacious 21BDR. 
2 bath, WID, great views of Casco Bay. 
inground pool, monitor heater. easy walk to 
boat. $650/rno. 766-2295. 
SPACIOUS 4 ROOM apt. wnots of lighl and 
victorian chann on Spruce St. in Portland. 
Foepiace.gasheat. yard. W/Ohook-up. AvriIr 
able 1211. References. sec. deposit. $6OOIrno. 
+ utilrties. 774·7410. 
STATE STREET- 4BDR. LA. DR. k~chen. & 
extra storage. $550/mo. + Utils., Security 
depos~. lease. 780-5595. 
REAL ESTATE 
HUD & VA SEIZED homes and land in this 
area. Well below the market value. No down 
payment and 100% financing availabCe. Call 
us now at 1-800-439-6500. 
lAND FORECLOSURES & UQUIDATION 
SALE! Others as iow as $99down. $99 month. 
Also prime waterfront availabte. Central 
Maine 1-207-368-5789. 
MAINE. 2+ BEAUTIFUL WOODED ACRES. 
Out in the country. $8.95O.oo.t will finance 
with $350.00 down. ($ I 23.00 monthly) Owner 
1-207-942-0058. 
MOBILE HOMES 
CAMELOT HOME CENTER Four 
LARGE bedrooms. 2 baths. $25.995. 2Dr. 
refrig. 30" range, 8O'x 14'. 6" walls, vaulted 
ceilings, 5yr. warranty. $1,300 down. 300 
months at $215, Apr 9.5% VBf. FREE deliv· 
ery and set up. Open 10 to 7. Sunday 11 to 
5. Camelot HomeCenters al LUV 
Homes 1-800-810-2708. RT. 202. Auburn. 
ME. 
BODY & SOUL 
Upeoming Classes 
• Joumey inIo Dreamtime 
, Tnmsformalion Through Sound 
, Woridug with the FIVe EIenteou 
( :all 7(.1-009:> I'm' ",,-tail, 






Call Roy Nelles .. 
for FREE Brochu ... . -....................... _ .... . 
HOUSEMtENT A f:hae:.~~{" 
DISNEYWORLD FLORIDA - RENT WEEK. 1"".-;="';;207.625.1525· Cornish 
LY 2-5 bedroom vacation homes with pri. L airY ski/! lt10d (011 ~fii 
vate pool. elegantly fumished. minutes to 
Disney. Falll'Ninter Special. From $625 
weekly. Own ... 1-800-433-0776. 
NORTH DEERING- 2BDR . ranch . 
Kitchenldinmg area. livingroom & formal din· 
ing room. S750/mo. + utilities. 797-8630. 
SEASONAL 
RENTAL 
SUGAf'LOIIF- SPACtCUS 6800. HOOSE 2 
bath. &mies to rT1CU1tai1. SOOIq. ft. Mlgnx:m 
Gal Mi<e forlJl'Ol1ow rates. (500)374-0029. 
SUNDAY FfIIER. Slope side condo. sleeps 6. 
A_""",,",or_.~rates. 
Gal n5-2484. 9-5 weef<da;S. (lone VI) 
OFFICESIRENT 
NEAR MERCY HOSPITAL l100sq.ft. for 
leas&'sale. Urnque. flexiblecondo spacewith 
expansion poSSIbility 10 22OOsq.ft . for use 
as residence or offICe. Ground floor. private 
entrances . gas heat. SS50/mo. 
1-800-383-9631 + 4 dIQrt PIN '1 234. 
ART 
STUDIOMtENT 
ARTIST'S STUOtO: ARTISTSONL Y BUILD-
ING in Portla nd . All Inclusive rent. 
$90-$300/mo. Very creative/supportive 
atmosphere. 878-3497. 
REAL EST A TE 
OWN FOR LESS THAN 
RENTING AT 900 
OLD ORCHARD BEACH. 
year round 2 story home. Lots 
of room w/2bdr 's, 1.3 baths, 
glassed in porch & full 
basement. Just a short walk to 
downtown & beach. Ideal for 
1st time buyers. 
JEFF DAVIS 
Mulkerin Assoc. 772-2127 
ELIOTT CHERRY. MASSAGE THERAPY-
Swedish, deep tissue, Sotai. Aesourses for 
your health and wett·being. Fees vary. 
772-2442. 
LIGHT OF THE MOON. Portiand's cOOlplete 
metapyhsical center, offers new and used 
books , magical gifts, crystals, larot read-
ings, psychic readings and evening class-
es. Opendailyat 324 ForeSt. Portland. Maile. 
04101. (207)828-1710. 
OFFER YOUR CLIENTS Colloidal Minerals 
and Super Antioxidants! Proven resutts from 
these great products. Call Jim litrocapes, 
CMT. (I 761.()125 for more infonnation. 
REIKI SHARE-TUES. NIGHTS. YARMOUTH 
$10- Levell Reiki training: November 16 or 
December 14; Reiki leveflt training: Novem-
ber 17 Of December 15. F.M.1. Reiki Mas-
ter Teacher. Sally Gay- 799·5271 . 
RHYTHM OF THE NILE. MEDITATIVE 
DANCE & BELLY DANCING. ForheaHhand 
tranquUty. Call. Josie Conte. 828-657 t. 
SUN BIRD READINGS- 35yrs. e,perience. 
Tarot & pasl I~e readings. Appoi1tments only. 
883-6198. 
TAROT READINGS: Professional. confi-
dential readings ;n a comfortable atmosphere. 
Jeanne Fiorini. 799-8648. 
FITNESS 
DIABETICS (using insulin) Did you know 
Medicare(or insurance) covers most sup· 
plies? Save money' CaiII-800-633-2OO1 Ub-
erty Medical. Satisfaction guaranteed. No 
HMO members. Mention '9080. 
DIABETICS (using insul;n) Medicare pays for 
"",supplies. Webill them. ship to you. Save 
money. Satisfaction guaranteed. Uberty 
Medical t-800-633-2111 NoHMOmembers. 
Mention 119081 . 
LOSE WEIGHT AND MAKE MONEYI Want-
ed: 100 people serious aboot losing weighl 
and making money. Call1-g13-383-4008. 
LOW FAT. JAPANESE HEALTHY DIET: 




Charles B. Melcher 
Portrllitl . T~rldin" . & En'nl~ 
54:.! ChM I ~ t St. #t\ 
N",,,,· Han·n. CT. (}(15 11 
203562.1740 
COMPUPRINT· Profess ional quality 
resumes, reports, menus, etc.! We add the 




"ODD JOB JIM" Small painting jobs. 
light electrical. plumbing. and carpentry. fIx-
niture rearranged or repaired, door belt 
repair, snow shoveling, house cleaning, 
"",,_and W3>ted.telephoneand cable 
wires run, firewood stacked, oranything else 
you can dream up for Jim and his crew to 
do. $121pe<. hr. Onehourmin. Cail797 -6286. 
A & A PROPERTY SERVICES. General con-
tracting/maintenance. Remodeling, bath· 
rooms, kitchens, finished basements, roof· 
i!1Q. eecks, additions. interior/exterior paint-
ing, vinyl Stdtng, complete mobile home set· 
up& service. No job 100 big orsmall. Prompt 
reliab'e service. Insured. 871·0093. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! Perfect academ-
ic papers word processed and laser print-
ed. CALL.: 767-3946. 
HANDYMAN. Minor home repairs, rain gut-
ters cleaned/repaired, odddd jobs, Spring 
clean-up. David, 829·5411 . 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE. 
Efficient. reliable. reasonable rates. 12 years 
experience. References. Free estimates_ 
207-741-2010. 
IMAGE CONSULTING Fashion. Hair + c;,';i(" 
Analysis. Artistry skin care + mak&-up. Gift 
CertIficates Available. FMI: Holly 729-7822. 
MIKE'ZTREE&LANDSCAPINGSERVICES-
Repair damaged trees! Pruning, removal of 
dangerous Iinbs. tops.lrees. feeding. stump-
grinding. Gutter cleaning , fall clean-up, 
maintenance and more. Design of gardens, 
lawns and fences. Certifred ArborisVLand-
scope<. inSLKad. 642-4746/799-0689. 
TERM PAPERS TYPED! Word processing 
Quick & classy, (can include COLOR charts 
& graphics); also type resumes, reports 
(laser prinling)1 Call 761 -2890. 
FINANCIAL 
BILL PROBLEMS? WE CAN HELP! Debtcon-
soIidation Ioansand programs available. Bad 
credit OK. No up front fees. Free consoli-
dallon. loweryourmonthlypayments. Save 
thousands in interest. Call: 1·800·315· 
DEBT(3328) Ext. 100. 
CASH NOW!!! Coionlal buys mortgages. 
annuities and business notes_ Since 1984 
highest prices paid. Free estimates. prompt 
professional seovice. 1-800-696-I 200 ext 71. 
CASH TOOAY:WE PURCHASE INSURANCE 
settlements,loltetywinnings, workers comp 
claims , pensions and mortgages. Call 
800·422-7317. 
CREDIT CARD PROBLEMS? ONE LOW 
MONTHLY PAYMENT. Cut inlerest. No har-
rassment. No fee. Counseling available. 
Non·profitagency. NACCS I -800-881-5353 
ext.1f47. 
INSTRUCTION 
Learn the Healing 








Plenty of tree parking 
• Certification Programs 
Designed for Busy People 
• 160· and 650·Hour Cour>es 
• Evening and Weekend Schedules 
APT A Accredi"d 
Ucensed. Dept. of Education, Mass. and Maine 
Sports Massage ..e,¥lN&ots.,. Body /Mind 
~;er:l1JmtJscular m Shiatsil 
Kinesiology OJ' ... Patholngy 
Swedish Theory &. Praclice ~o sf Anatomy &. Physiology 
°'01 )A" 
Established in 1981 .(01' the purpose of training individuals in 
the health professiOlwl career field of Massage Theory. 
~O. Box 24, 99 Moose MeadovlLane, WaldobofO, ME 04572 832-5531 
DANCE WITH CONFIDENCE! GUAR-
ANTEED! Country, Ballroom, SOCIal, 
Latin. Hip -Hop, Line danCIng! Live life 
to the fullest! Relax. Enjoy. 24 hour 
recorded message ! T oll Freel 
1·888-866-977 4. 
ANIMALS 
THE 1>AWG PATCH 
Linda Butchart 
52 Chapel St. 
So. Portland 
799-2402 
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. 
Classes and individual instruction. Call; 
799-5728. 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR 
POLARITY THERAPY. Professional Level 
Trainings. Polarity Realization Institute. Port-
land. 1-800-497-2908. 
BLACK LAB PUPS. Champion flBld and 
hunting parents, Hips, eyes clear. Ready 
12/1, call Salty Paws Aelre iv ers . 
1207)665-3273. 
CAT LOVERS ON YOUR XMAS 
LIST? Give a Friends of Feral Felines t-
shirt. Original artwork by A . 
Wadleigh ... "because the street is no place 
for a cat". Many sizes & colors; only $14 . 
Call 772-966310 order. 
HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM: Relieves hot 
spots and scratching. Promotes healing & 
hair growth on dogs & cats without steroids. 
OAK HIL ACE HARDWARE 883-5058. 
urban cat sitters M E M B E R 
In-home visits 








CREDIT CARDS NOW I ! 98% GET 
APPROVED! Bad credit. No credit. No protr lit" sticker •• magnets. keychains.golf shirts _gym bags. scarves.awei/;"" 
10m! 800-569~789 Ext. 11894. ~ A,--t !. 
~ ~ "r pT. ~ 
DEBT CONSOUDA TION! cut monthly pay_ ~ p...lp ~ .. 0 • 0-
mentsto.50% Reduceaalmnateinterest.] TO hirt.. i! 
24hrapproval.Non-profit.licensed&bond- ';c 0" 14 .", 
ed. Call toll free t-888-795-7671. ,. _. 




LUMP SUM CASH NOW!! WE BUY YOUR 
INSURANCE SETTLEMENT. OR LOnERY 
WINNINGS. PAYMENTS FOR CASHI QUICK 
CLOSING 1-800-326-9520. 
WE BUY INSURANCE SETTLEMENTS. 
annuities, lotteries, mortgages & business 
notes. Cash Net, 24 hr. toll free 1-888-CASH· 
NET. 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
FACTORY DIRECT. STAINLESS STEEL 
HoVcold water Pressure washing equipt-
ment. 1200-4000 PSI. 50% OFFI 
1-800-324-6044. 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS in stock foc 
GMC, Ford. Chov .• Dodge. AMC's includ-
ing COD & Ireight $99.00 (Imports5119.00j 
delivered UPS. Call Greg at 1 ~800-561-8265 
totl free. 
GOLF CLUBS - NEW - COPIES, rrtanium 
drivers $169, Oversize irons 3·PW $109. 
Jumbo drivers $39, graphite irons$l99. Free 
catalog. 1-800-597 ·6518. 
I AM SELUNG FROM MY COLLECTION: a 
pair of matching elephant tusks, weight 86 
lbs. each_ They measure 7' on the arch. BlO 
ov..- 25.000.508-746-9632. 
LOST JOB .... MUST SEW New Steel Build-
i~'40. Call factory aboot Eddy White's 
building. 800-506-4777. 
METAL ROOFING & SIDING: Galvanized 
$1.10 linear ft ., Painted $1.55 linear ft. ,Free 
catalogue. Pete Kelty/warehouse Ibr. 
315-866-5190. 
METAL ROOFING & SIDING for 
houses/barns. Incredible proven product. 
Super attractive. low cost, easy installation. 
Guaranteed 20 years. We cuI to the inch. 
Fastdehvery! Free literature. 1-717-656-1814. 
PRIVACY HEDGE - FALL CLEARANCE. 
Cedar· Arborvitae3·4 foot tree. Reg. $29.99 
Now$10.95. Free delivety· guaranteed. 12 
tree min. Also: Birch & Lilac. Discount Tree 
Farm. 1-800-889-8238. 
RECYCLE TONER CARTRIDGES & SAVEl 
Car1ridges from $45.00. including pickup and 
delivery. Guaranteed. Discounted toner for 
copiers available. We buy empties. 
1-800-676-0749. 
T-SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED. $3.50 from 
Fruit of the Loom. Hats $2.75. mugs & more. 
Full line of embroidery. Free color catalog. 
1-800-242-2374. 
THE LOVERS WORKBOOK A Great Ori;tmas 
Gift ThaI W~ l..st A UfoDne Fa Yorn;eIf Or I>rrf 
C<X.pie!!IT oi'&rv.tr;caltoI""" I _266-5568. 
$29.95 + SOH. 15 day .... g.aa-rtee. ClCaa:ept-
ad. NO PORNClGfFHYo?ROFANfTY. 
'MUFTANNING BEOS-TANATHOM8! Buy 
<irect and save. ConTneot:iaLtio .ms from 
$199.00! lnwmOl'1lhl;~FREECOlOR 
CATALOG. CALl TOOAY! l-a:xl-842-1305. 
GIVEAWAY 
FREE- DRY HARDWOOD PALLETS- Great 
for firewood. Call Craig or Dennis F.M.1. 
883-1300 between 7am-4pm. Man-Fri. 
WANTED 
CAREGIVER NEEDED lor male quadlipleg-
ic in North Yarmouth. Free room and board 
in exchange for services or PM assistance 
3-6 nighls. 829-6295 or 829-301 8. 
DONATE VEHICLES: RV·s. BOATSto:Jew-
i:stt-tfentage for the Blind. Tax deductible. 
Freetowing.Neednotrun.I-800-236~263. 
WANTED TO BUY: WE PURCHASEISELL 
on consignments trucks, dozers, excava-
tors, backhoes. wheel loaders, trailers, farm 
tractors. etc. General Truck & Equipment, 
Ex~ 5.1-91. Westminst .... VT. 802-722-31 00. 
ARTS & CRAFfS 
SERIOUS CRAFTERS & MAN-
UFACTURERS WANTED for Maines 
largest crafter outlet. Space available from 
510.00 to $300.00 monlh lor 12x12 room. 
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November 20, 9a.m.-4p.m. 
Brooks Student Center 
USM Gorham campus 
Crafts, plants, dolls. OOsl(elS, 
dt.:t:oraunns, wood Items, prestrves, 
teddy bears, wrealhs 
FMI,780-5470 
OUnh"';ty d s<.uhem Maine 
WHEELS 
1989 NISSANSE-V6, King cab pick-up, sun-
roof, slidlrg rearwnoow, powerbfakes/steer-
ing/wmdoWSl1ockslmirrors bed-pad, lon-o-
top, tranerhltch,newtlresandmuffter. l09K. 
cleanand well cared for. $4,500. 721-1140. 
1990 JEEP CHEROKEE PIONEER, very 
clean, 4WD, 4DR, red , 98K, $9,900, 
878-8295. 
AEROSTAR VAN, 1991- Loeded. Credn 
union booked at 512,000. Will sell $7,500. 
68,000 miles. 774-8952, 774-1276. I 
AUDI CUADRO 4000 GL., 1986- black, 5-
speed,4WD, studded snow tires, well main--
tained, $2,500. 78(H)114. 
BONNEVlL.LE 1994- Leather, all extras, 
extended warranty 6yrs1100K. lmmaculate. 
sacrifice at S16,BOOIB.0. 829-4537. 
CADILAC SEVILLE, 1978- A classic, almost 
antique. Newengine& paint . Asking$3,399. 
799-5908. 
CADILLAC BROUGHAM SEDAN. 1987-
loaded. Fk>rida car. 9OK. New exhaust. 
$4,900. 773-7833. call after 6:00pm. 
CHEVROLET5-10TahoePick-up. 1988-V6. 
automatic, gold + white. $2995IBO. Call 
773-2480. 
CHEVYCITAnON.1984-~ssomebody 
wort<. Asking S3OOIB.O. Must sell. moving 
soon. 780-0013. 
CHEVY CORSICA LTN6, 1993- 4dr. black 
w/gray interior, cruise. AlC, AMlFM, auto-
matic. Immaculate! $6.995. 854-5072. 
CLASSIC CADILLAC COU~E DEVILLE. 
1974. Florida car. Top-notch condition! 
$2.300. (207)766-2137 after 7:30. 
MUSlt 
WHEELS 
Now on Site: THE PROJECT 
B-tree recording 
·24/HR, Exclusive Room 
-14'X14'$265 
'Continuous Set-up for Consecutive Days 
·Many Customized Programs 
@774-6500 
6 . Tire WarehoUse ..... 
Portland; ;195 Riverside Dr: Scarborough, Route One' 
" 828-1622 883-5308 
DODGE 318.1981- $9OOIB.0 . has sticker 
965-3326. 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS in stock 
for: GMC. Ford. Chevy. Dodge. AMC's 
including COD & freight $99.00 ~mports 
$119.00l delivered UPS. Call Greg at 
1-800-561-8265 toll free. 
HONDA ACCORD EX. 1991- lmaculate 
.,side and out. $6.000. Call 892-5118 from 
1 Dam to 5pm. 
PONTIAC 6000 LE, 1983- Minor work, 
S3OOIB.O, Stick"'ed' 865-3326. 
PONTIAC GRAND AM. 1994- 5 speed. 4 
door, air, AMlFM, cassette. Low miles, like 
new. $10.500/8.0 . 879-w:JS. 
PORSCHE 944. 1984- Black. Great condi-
lionl AIG, fW, cruise, moonroof, 5spd, 
leather, Btaupunkl stereo. Car, 97K; engine, 
391<. $5,2OOIB.0. Dave. 775-4871 (moo-In). 
PORSHE 914. 1975-1.8 itre. rebuiH engine 
& transaxle. new paint. Asking $4.200/8.0 , 
(207)657-3831 . 
SUBARU IMPREZA LS WAGON. 1993-
One-owner. AWD. ABS. loaded, Excellent 
condition. 2OK. $13.500. Available 11125196. 
846-5466. 
v.W. BUS CAMPER, 1970- Whne. 2 year 
old engine. Runs greall $2500/ 8.0. 
282-6560. 
VOlKSWAGONBUS 1959 Westfalia camp-
ing box: "The oldest. rarest. rooning splitty 
in Maine!- $2.600 781-4019 797-9772. 
WHEELS 
VOLVO 240Dl. 1984- good cond~ion" & 
out. New tires. All maintenance records. 
$3,6OOIB.0 . 934-9209. 
VW DIESEL GOLF 86' 4-door. hatchback. 
sunrool. good condition. Asking 51 .850.00 
799-6113. 
VW GOLF, 1986· Automatic, sliver, 4dr. ln 
good cond~ion . $17OO1B.O. 773-0t26 or 
623-2477. 
VW PASSAT GLX VR6. 1995- NC. 5spd .• 
leather, roof. Hot car! Moving, must sell. 
$18.00018.0 . (207)773-8027. 
MOTORtytLES 
HONDA SABRE VF-ll 00; 1985- 23K. liq-
uid cooled. Good tred. ruosgreet. $195(YB.0 . 
774-0021. 
TRUtKSIV ANS 
DODGE HIGH TOP MARK III CONVERSION 
VAN. 1990- 60K miles. TV. VCR. loaded. 
Estate sale 13.800/ B.0 . 767,2247 or 
683-2179. 
TRUtKSIV ANS 
F150 PICKUP. t993- Extended cab. rear 
bench seat, automatic. Excellent condition. 
$10.900. (207)767-7521. 
GMC SMALL SCHOOL BUS. 1979- Wheel-
chair lift. 56K miles. runs. 52.000/B.O. Call 
761 -2465 or 428-3932. 
SAFARI (GMC) VAN 1994- 8 passenger. all 
exlras, extended warranty 6yrs./100k. 
$17.8OOIB.0 . 829-4537. 
BOATS 
16' DAYSAILER W/GALV. TRAILER. Excel-
lent condition . Yellow/ white fiberglass. 
Cuddy cabin sloops-2. Roomy cockpit. 
$2.800. 799-4305. 
18'CATIlG'.T. '73 HERfESCHOff AMEftCA-
(NowaMWIaros). '91 . tShp.Merruy{low1'O.lS). 
Flag Sais(2). gaMrOzed 1raikI'. ExceIerO concI-
lion! 56.500. (5001752.,'3414. 
19' UGHTENING ClASS SAL BOAT- Classic, 
nmog..oy.Saisnlnewlrail<l'.$I:n:l.84&1l323. 
19'0'DAYMl\RlllffiDAYSAIlORWithloLrsails, 
6 hp JoInsa'I 08. drfPI nl 1raikI'. hcUIes 
lO'dlor. ""'"' PFD's, saiIc<:M!r. WI sleep far. 
$3,500; cal befom 1~ 767.J634. 
BOATS 
21' 1991 EASTPORTER 150 HPEW-rude, cabn, 
q.aterlxnks, 10.lmOO. 207-833-5113. 
21' BAYUNER ElCl'MlIDER. 1987- OMC Cobra 
KJ.g;Ovirizedlraikl'.E>'OCIo6odheed,sIaoo,_ 
IEntcordtion. $7.75(1 ~7)729-6385. 
24·PRVA1HR,I987-120VoI.o.ft'B1ynewjBIs. 
GreaI Lobst .. boetorfaroiy picroi: boat. $8,000. 
799-8481. 
2B'BAVl.Hfl78,.....,sIation~boaI..rutI 
nl mostly new. $15K 1-207-539-4200. 
31 ' PACEMAKER, Sf'OR1FISHERt.'. 1966-




BAYUNER 18-. !991) OCIH.P. With gaMrOzed 
1raIe-.Exoei<rtOO'dtion.ft'B1y..r....$6CID!l'O. 
797-2628. 
BAYLINER 24', Volvo in/out. Ust-Sto.500. 
sell for $3.000/lrade. Excellent urchin boat! 
Moored. Easl End Beach. 773-Q660. 
TOM TOMORROW 
: BUSINESS SERVICES : 
MICHAEL'S 
CLEANING SERVICE 
• Commercial I Residential 
• Insured • Free Estimates 
• Satisfaction Guaranteed 
!Dcwicl St !Dobson 
OId-J~ %wlpm 
'Variety Specialisl 
Crealiw repairs.at 829-5411 
common stnst f-.::IUS:::... ____ ~ 
House Cleaning 
Par Excellence . 
Miriltm Otis AI"_ 
1 106 High/Qnd Av<. 
S.Port/Qnd, ME 0.f106 
'2!' 207.741.2010 
~~~Jl~~~T 
. . . and omrr lif~ suppan services 
If you've: ever cleaned 
up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
after mem ... 
You need me in your life. 
TRANSCRIP110N & 
WORD PROCESSING SERVlCES 
Toll Free Dictation Une 
Pickup cnd Del ivery 
8t!OWN & MmRS 
8.16-0'20 ' 1-800,785-7505 




Repairs - Restorotlons 
Walls - Plaster Mouldings 
Smoke 8< Water Damage 
Skim Coat 
The "F"-Word is Aoor.;! 
(What were you thinking)) 
VINYL·WOOD·TlLE 
CLEANED' SEALED' POLISHED 
Jaz's l 
Cleaning , 
S . ~ ervlce \ 
I 
QUALITY CLEANING IN 
ALL KJI'IIOS OF PLACES 
(Specializing in Renewin9\ 
H ardwDOd Floors 
• Inexpensively 
• No sanding 
EXCEllENT REFERENCES 
Jaspen Towle' 828-8092 
Katherine Clark· 772-8784 
residential- commercial 
• Same day use 1"-. All Water ·based products"'-/ 
"F" also means 




JO .... " SUE'LL DO IT! 
'smlTUAl WOltlWtS IN 14. PHnl<Al WORlD" 
. RAKING ~ 
. MOVI NG 
· PAINTING 
· liGHT HAUliNG 
· DRIVEWAY HAli NG 
NO WORRI ES - WE' RE INS UR ED 
77)-4660/ B)1-0)87 
Need help getting 
your storm windows 
up, down and 
all around? 






General Contracting & Maintenance 
Remodeling. bathrooms, 
kitchens,finished basements, 
roofing. decks. additions, interior 
and exterior painting. vinyl 
siding, complete mobil home 
set-up and service . 
No job too big or s.mall. 




'SWINGERS! BISEXUALSI Get Portland 
names & home phone ntrobers. Try it. n 
wori<s! 1-000-420-0420 Ext. 161.$2.951m.,. 
1 S+ ZMC (702l593-0303. 
1-900 DATE LINE. 1-900-656-5050 ext. 
8454. $2.99/min. Must be 18+. Serv-u 
(619)654-8434. 
B&D/S&M LoveLine- Intelligent! 
Honest! Reliable! Lclling! Name.ol1omephone 
numbers ot dominant/submissNe ladies-
ETC. Events, how to meet others, Uve con-
versalionpossibilines-1-900-446-1122 
$2.991min. 18+. Love-Nancy Ava Miller. 
Albuquerque, NM www.pepIove.com. 
BISEXUALS & SWINGERS! Gays 
& Lesbians! Party lines! Dynamne date 
lines with Portland names and numbers or 






DATELINE, Mool new JIiIOpie the fun 
way! 1-900-HUG-27oo ext. 7012. 
$2.99/min. Must be 18+ . Serv-U 
(619)645-8434. 
GAY COLLEGE GUYS! Inexperi-
enced and bi-curious. Wild party Nne, date-
lines with home numbers or hot 1-00-1 . 
l-000-745-2454. 1-8CJO.407-4636. MCN .... 
$2.5Ofmin. 18+. 
GUYS! ARE YOU BURNT OUT OR OVER 
WORKED!! Call these beautifut girls lor a 
relaxing conversation!! One call could make 
adifference!!!24hors.aday. 1-90CH75-8585 
ext. 5344 . $3 .99/min. 18+. Serv-U 
(619}645-8434. 
XXX !!! Just Dial H I!! XXX 
Party Girls! 1-268-404-5498 
Eavesdrop! 011-592-578-007 
Dirty Dozenl 011 -592-561-655 
Sex Ranch! 011-239-9414 
XXX Sexl 01 1-239-9420 
Sex Store! 011-239-9910 
Bizarrel 011-239-3237 
Wild Party! 1-268-404-5496 
ParadlseI 1-664-410-1 178 
Gay! Gay! Gay! Gay! 
CruiseI1 -268-404-5406 
Gay Chat! 011-373-990-9799 
live Gayl 011-592-578-389 
Man Talesl 011-373-969-0174 
Gay XXXI 011-592-575-703 
Very Low lD From 69/mln 18+ 
If" yo 1/ l'YIeGln, (). rn I waitit')~ 
for someol')e speCIfiC, t-n~ 
~ ' I c.ns wey" is no, Tf '(011 meQII 
aM I t.l/G\ih'n,9 foY' 0. terri.fic, 
beou+i+v l woman I've neve,. 
l'Y'le.t bewre to mir~eulol1sly 
c\t'c..lde tD si t dowY) 
ClI'\O hove 
diY'lhe(" with 
me) i-n e.... 
QV)!>wer i5 
es.'1 
I PROMISE You the best sexual time of 
your In • . I'm busty 44dd 26yrs. old and IIv. 
alone. I am addtcted 10 sex, and wanl to 
meet many men. Please call Susan in box 
• 2548 I'm for real. 1-900-993-8280. 
1-800-348-2569. 18+. $2.991m.,. 
PSYCHIC READER HELPS IN AL.L PROB-
LEMS. Call and talk live!!! 1-900-562·4000 
exl. 7542. $3.991m.,. Must be 18+. 5erv-U 
(619)645-8434. 
VERY LONELY Portland girl available 
for free phone sex from my home. Also 
eKchNlge raunchy laHars & pictures with 
possible meeling wnh sexy men. Call Deb-
bie before Dec . 15th. Box #1180. 
1-900-435-6120. 1-600-473-2522. 18+. 
$2.99/min. 
SEXNET 
For Ihe Selual Li~ ,.ated 
WOMEN CALL FREE! 
1-500-4118-5~39 
.23 Toll ('h.r~ in 161m' I:'C' '- R 
Th,.llollf'At. MI~1 re\'('aling 
DalrLint: in America. 
Meeillintties & Coul!letI in ynur 
area who wanllo shal'e thf'ir 
Selual Deflirea wilh you! 
MEN CALL 
1-900-745· 7336 or 1-800-793-4877 
rncJV;NI 
tVl9 pt't~in . IRt IT SN f~NT. lJJCA 
Plrasr ~r(yclr 
v CO))i[E lU IP-?§ 




s ; p (1. ( ~5 
Now AVAILABLE WITH NEW INSTANT AD! 
TO place a personal ad, call 775-1234, or use the coupon In 
the personals section. To respond to a personal ad or place 
an Instant Ad, call 1-900-370-2041 
1.99/l1lft. 18+ • TOlKlltOnt phon, on" • casco by .... " • 207-775-1234 




Exotic Dancers & Escorts for any occasion_ 
Adorable men and women for your viewing pleasure! 
Private Shows • Parties • 2 Gir Shows· Oates • Maids 
Men or women for men or women . 
t\RST TIME EVER " 
NAKED HOT TUB . , 
761-6969 
COMPANIONS 
Relax in weI & wild privacy with th~ d~ nct'r of your dreams! 
Adorable.' wom en &: lIlell to dance naked :illtou nd the ho t rllb whil e.' 
·ou rdax and \V.uch. Some touching allowed! Can you think of 
blottcr \\'JY to ~p('nd a chilly fa U dOl>'? 
Where Fantasies Become Reality! 
Alwa s interview in Dancers & Drivers! 
r 
775-5215 




011-239-3035 HI RlItes 
GiRlS Sl1UY UVi 
BATH HOllSE ACTION 




hIIp;j /WWW...,... ..... cam 
F_ Sdtw_: 1-800-756-8884 VV'VV'VV • h ij k _ CC> I'T1 $2..3 .9QJI\,1jnute 16+Years 
.siz:ding Hot. 
Lin Adub Ta& 
• •••••• I-soo-us-LIVE 
SI.69/ndn. ft+ 
SAMANTHA-I'm pur< 
women ",bo loves wuriol 
leather (;..str1ngs.l'm a very 
oral penon with. secnt Cift 
that drives mtn crazy. I'm a 
steaming pool of love with II 
se.-drive that sares most 
ae. away. I love many 
pooitions.CALL Do. #3884 
"GET YOUR FREE 
MAILBOX 
By calling our system at 
1 900 993-8280 
Choose option # 2 at the 
~._.enu, then push # 1 
.... Wow the directions. 
:u.ited ti.e only . 
..... II 2.99 per min 
GAY MALE: 10hn I'm 
~ for. phone ,..-
... 1iYoc meeting wiIh • wIUIe hi 
or 8Il' man. I:m vern00d 
.Iookiog .. d have • pat job. 
1_ aoI Iootiq fOr auty sex 
jill. rPod cIeoD reImoDship 
1IIat may --rPod--
-. CaD s.J" 1 US 
CUDDLK with -e, P. 5'7 
135 Jbs . My breasts lire a 
natural36d Z6-J6. I love 
giving and receiving an of 
lIIyselfto clean sexy men. 
I'm into Idult toys and lOb 
of oral fun. YOIl must be 
clean and drug (ree. 
Mouiq •• Dod 1705 
$2-3.99/Minute 18+Years 
NAUGHTY LITTLE GIRL: 
Sally 34c-23-35 24 yrs old I'm 
very om! and enjoy playing 
wi'" toys. I love to be in the 
command of a strong wiUed 
sexual man who knows bow to 
treat ... ughty girl. I bave 
thick curly IWr IIDd sexy eyes. 
Cau Do. II 3033 
KILLER BODY: Il1Det 24 yr 
old sexpol. 5'7 \36Ibs. Long 
.tender legs. 36C-25-36. l'm 
looking for • specia1 man that 
can quench my sexual thirsl 
I truly need 19 have sex on & 
regular basis. I like soft sex but 
also dirty DUty sex. 
Call Do. II 0239 
SAMANATH: I promise to 
make you scream with pure 
pIeonre. l·m5' 1-107Ibs 
.-bair 34<:-22-34. I loved 
beirIg MIdIed as I slowly 
undress. Yay on! with. open 
mind to DC'W eqJCrienees. 1 
love malcing love ... 1Iatb tub 
afwarm walIor_ Bo,1I3776 
HO~HOT~I~ 
as a waitress by day serving 
men in my section. At night 
I like to serve the .. in .. y 
bedroom. I have large boobs 
with 1000e HI)' lees. You'll 
I.ve die way I treat you lib 
• kinE- No drug ulen plf-llK. 
B •• # 1896 
my body will feel out to 
youn. I'm S'2 I 100bs with. 
3th b~asb. I have a !elY 
smile with bedroom eyes. 
This package is Sib aU but 
wild. I can ncite a .. an with 
just a simple touch, and you 
know where. Can 80 .. #4042 
SEXY DEliGHTFUL, 
38 DD. I'm 22 yrs old . I love 
to rub my bllDds up and down 
mans throbbing body, it reoIJy 
get me excited to fee) I hard 
body with my soft breasrs and 
hands. Ooo' t keep me waiting.. 
CAll Dox # 3670 
HOT NURSE, Hope 5'6 
g .. at body, 38c-24-36. I will 
give you • hot bath and 
rubdown with my longue, 
paying special attention to 
those sensitive areas.1'1i do 
nice and slow. I love men 
that can stay hard for a long 
time CALL Dox II 4982 
RED UPS: Vay bomy sex 
staJved girl who loves wearing 
sexy sheer clothin8- I love 
garter belts spiked beels. I un 
always thinking about selt IUd 
love new partnm. I 'm gpod 
tooking with very firm natw'aI 
breasts. CALL 8 .. # 4537 
1 ~)(J() 99~ - )~~1 ur credit ({\rd 1 KOO )1 6 --H)x(~ 
II" . I " I ' , I ,\ , I '" , I, • I 'I, I" ( • 
, " , 
.-< 
I 
I ~ f ~ 
I I' fl. I /; k 
I I" t t 1. 


























The Journey to Self Discovery 
with David Jordan, M.S., L.c.P.c. 
Cen. Bioenergetic Therapist, Cen. Hypnotherapist (NBCCH) 
The Journey to Self Discovery is a long tenn group of 6 
to 8 people working together for personal growth. The 
members create a healing community based on trust, 
acceptance, and honesty to help each other through the 
difficult and exhilarating work of personal growth. They 
learn that as they open to unwanted emotions, they can 
also open to love, pleasure, and joy in their lives; and that 
greater intimacy with self and others is possible. 
Free Introductory Talk:Thurs. Nov 7th at 7:30 p.m. at 
Wholeheart Yoga, 150 $1. john $1. 
Introductory Workshop: Sat. Nov 9th, 9-5;$75, $50 by 11/1 
Call 1-800-650-0057or (207)-655-6960 
rAICHI FORM 
A meditatill(flBIendng exercise • with 
toning opposing 
the body fo(ce in 
& calming order to 
the mind. conl/(j it. 
STRESS REDUCTION. LONGEYlTY 
HEALTH· INTERNAl ENERGY FLOW 
"A System Promoting Balance 




Psych 0 thera pis t 
773-7993 





Opcn 9am· IOpm 
7 d2ys a week 
Shamanic $ Healing 
Massage Touch 
RACHEL DESLEY, RN. SA, CMT 
Nalwn~fied Mauav Therapu. 
ic Practitioner 
846-9427 
Embarlt "" JOur htaiinljollrnt] lDdiz) 
Traditional Natural Healing 
• Complete Constitutional !ilnalysis 
''Herbal !Medicine -'East & 'West 
• Custom 'Designed !ilromatherapy 
Ayumck AromathenpJ TmImeftts 
'Facials & !Massages 
'Deep 'R,elaxation &: Stress 'R,elief !~~~~'R~I~}~i~.rromQ(n a 
'R,ejuvenation &: 'Delox 'Pro~ms Rt'lit'n~s k in anJ a5!1isu the: 
~cne. ~lIergies. 'Weight ass. t-oJ}' in c ('ansing Itself of toxins. &I:mcn minJ, body, emotions 
Chronic digestive imbalances, "oJ "rin!. 
'Low energy + 'Fatigue Pro.widt"S occ~s m your own Inner Wi~ and C~ati\' iry, 
Classes &: 'Private ~nstruction C,II toJoy to schedule an 
Casco Bay Essentials 





Individual, Family and 
Couples Therapy 
~ AnAiety, Depreuion, SubstilnCt! Abuse 
.. Relationship Problems, Sexual 
oyrtunctkin, Etc. 
.. Creativity BIocIu, Jungian Dream 
Inlerpret,tlon 
Over 25 yean of Experience 
All InsurMKt! Plans Accepted 
Evening Houn AVilililble - Sliding SCIIe 
Initial Consultation Free 
Dr. Martin Margulis 




••• li~~ Boinett 
'l7~-5'l79 
~ ll'l'tmll\J - f \l'Ul" .. I\! 
1 11111 \1" CIt! II I' II IH. \'X t 1\1f \ \\ I [II 
METASTATIC BREAST CANCER 
btti""int JOOtI 
M<rk B~n, Ph.D .• Mich<lk Schwab Ph.D. 
772-1570 871·5n 5 
;/UwrlllKt m'mlnmablt 
up Changing . Perspectives, Inc. r· 
• Individuals • Groups • 
• Self E,teem • 
CiiUlbttb Gart .. C,rigbtl1/!, MA. L C.P.C. 
(207) 879·0816 
2 Custom House Warf 
, 
lulle Challdler 501,111 ~1 cd 
:J !'." ~ ! I ,) I . ' I 
Substan ce Abuse Iss ues ) 
Children Adult s 
Domestic Violence Issues 
Greater Portland Counseling 
Center 
Fees Negotiable ~ 
Call Today 781'4226 .-
GORHAM WHOLE H~:ALTH 
O/fmllJ{ AltenrolirN He'll/It CIlTe /fJr tI" 
WAole Fomi~.,. 
Massage & Reiki Therapy 






Elizabeth Berb • Patricia Bennett 
Mtmbm A.M. T.A. 
774-6876 





Nov. 9": HOME PRACTICE 
KlIPAlU YOGA' MEDITATION' 
15OSI. John SI.· 871 -8274 
Licensed Psychologist 
Practice Since 1970 
Anxiety, Depression, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Stress, 
Recovery Issues 
Brier or Depth Psychotherapy 




'c. Clas ...... In Modern Dance 
for Young Dancers 
and Adults 
81 Plae.nt. St., POf"t.bnd 
7eo-~ 
~ Carrie Peterson, M.A .. M.S. 
'.IrW LCPC I LMFT 
• • • • • 107 WEST ST. 
PORTL<ND, ME 04102 
By APPOINTMEr<r: 773·6912 
INDIVIDUALS - COUPLES - G ROUPS 
rf State of the Art Nail Services '. By Judith • Man'tc:ure $13.00 
Pedicure $25.00 
Full Set 0( Nalls $50.00 
Toll Free 681-2397 
IN THE CONVfNIENCE OF Youa HOt* 
QN CENTER FOR HEALING EDUCATION 
~ Shiatsu I Acupressure. Therapeutic Massage • Trager. . Naturopathy IHomeopathy • Rubenfeld Synergy • Polarity· Holographic Repattemlng 
• Rolnng IRolnng Movement· HOlistic Counseling. 
Discoverwhat I~ ... and how to 
you want.. . make it happen 
775-6860 
SEAGERASSOCIATES 
CaN'~r & Trunll iliun Planning 
• Therapeutic Massage 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Reflexology 
. • Bach Flower Remedies 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 
781 • 2132 
D",~m Work<:hop~, Yog~, 
Indlvldu~1 Theta~y. Baoed on the 
Work of Vlktor ~r~nkl. 




H oliday Gift Ce~ficatc Available 
775-4010 In th' Old Port 
.. : 
. 
,..... loll , PIt 151-4411 
Pam Easlon 
IIIIl'PIclluu 
111 Villi nUl 
............ r." ... ...., 
~ Anne E. Knights 0.8.T., C.M.T. 
" Shi4 •• 1 AN!,"'.," SwtJish 
Help Relieve: Stress, trauma, 
back pain, arthritis and anxiety. 
222 Sr. John St. 
Suit< 318. Ponl. nd ME 
879-1710 
Focililalor: liso Bu!S.y. LCPC 
Sal., Nov. 16' . 9am-12:3Opm' '* Cosl: $45 Advance registralion only 
.4 775-7927 . I " 222 St. John 51., Rm. 209, Portlond 
Guy McChesney, c'M.T. 
Member A.M,T.A. 
MASSAGE THERAPY I, 
Open Gate Health Care 
Brunswick, ME. 
BY ArPOINTMENT (207) 865 6330 
. ' '------,---,--1 
To MASSAGE OR KNOT ... 
DOROTHY DIGGS, L.M.T. 
Natioruilly Certified Massage Therapist 
Portland • 775-7252 
THAT IS THE QUESTION. 
Exploring the Art of 
T'AI (HI (H'UAN 
~ LARRY LANDAU 
m III 967-5965 
~'l!I:. ~~ 
,'" !E ~, 10 'XeMAH" ST /101 
Short - term crisis counseling 
In - depth psychotherapy 
Counseling for Soul, Mind " Heart 
Individuals/Couples 
Hal Mermelstein, M.S" LP.C. 
Licensed Professional Counselor 
Offices in Portland &. Windham 
892-9029 
' It 's more than just talk.' 
Karen Austen. M.A. . M.S .. l.M.T. 
Ibnsed Massage Therapist 
• 7 Days A Woo/r, All Holidays 
• Same day appointments 
• Gift CertifICates available 
• Regular Basis Discount 
Past Lives, Dreams, 
and Soul Travel 
Discover your own 
answers to questions 
about your past, present 
and future through the 
ancient wisdom of ECK-
ANKAR. 
Panel & Group Discussion 
Nov. 13,7:30 - 9:00 P.M . 
So. Portland Bookland 
Mall Plaza 
For more info: 781-4534 
, '-.''' ' ,""". - I'" 
~ ,.p - tt '--.If' k- .... 'k 
1 (! .. :K<liJ 1, /OJ I ; 
Dr. Renchi Zhang I,' 
l.AC., DipI.AC. NCCA: C.M.T. ' 
(physician in China for ZQ years) 'r e 
• ACUPUNCTURE 
• ACUPRESSURE &TUINA ii>' 
• MASSAGE THERAPY I , 
• CHINESE HERBAL MEDICINE . 
fOIl: NEO( & lAO( PAIN, HEADACHES, r. 
OEmSSlON, STRESS. STROKE lEHAa •• 
ASlIIMA. M.S •• ETC._ 
• TEACHING AlSO 
1) TAl CHI ClASSES 
T~ MOST POPUlAR STYlI N CiftNA 
4 Sheffield St. (near USM) 
Portland, ME . 772-5368 
= -, .' 
NOVEMBER 7. 1996 41 
November 8th 
7-8:3Opm· $12.'" 
casco lay MoItfS 'Ii 
871-1015 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CAll 












." 207'772'9812 207'865'0323 
Shear Elegance 
Hair Design & Day Spa 
Amara E.I 
Formerly of Hair Designers 11/ 
• Non-Surgical Face lift • Massage· 
• Hair. Nails & Waxing· Paraffin Treatment· 
222 St. John St., Portland 874-0693 
American 
Tim Spotted Wolfe's 
hands on instruction 
9:30-9:OOp.m., $20 
Introduction to Aromatherapy 
w/Josie Conte 
6:30-9:00p.m., $20. 
Bring Spirit Guides in 
to Your Life 
w/JiIl Leigh 
6:30-9:00 p.m., $20.00 
Tarot Game Night 
w/ Nancy Adair 
_ \ lOll • <..',,/ IO·h .)/111 '}VO"II") 
Books, Crystals, Tarot Cards and Much More! 
324 Fore Street' Portland. Maine' 207·828·1710 • Open Daily 
42 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
SERVICES 
ATIRACTIVE & WILLING TO TALK!!! 
, -900-484-2700 EXT. 3593 $2.99 per min. 
mustbe'8y ..... SERV·U' ·S'9-645-8434. 
SUNSHINE VIDEO PRODUCTION • OUr 
moHo is: '"We record anything you want to 
remember!" (207) 725-4860, 
THE GREATER MAINE SINGLES CON· 
NECTION. An Interesls/Activities Network. 
Eligible Introductioo FrieodshiplDatingClub. 
"Get Connected" 1-800-775-3090. 
WOMENDdlEN 
V Think (3) P's: Q 
P-ftK>tOs ~ 
P-Profi\e Book 




Can you ppppeek at your potential 
match:NO BLIND DATES 
M 9-8 Daily. Freeport M 
V 865"0828 V 
!!IMIN. TO UFTS. FIREPLACIE. FooTRUBS. 
Lakes Region DWF. 4' . 5'4". '40#. blklbr. 
attractive, independant. intelligent. un, 
smoker, skier (avid) kids . utility vah., 
romancelfun. Seeks tall. daring. no bag· 
gage. Near Naples. 11927' ('21") 
ABSOLUTELY AMAZING. we haven't met 
yet! Why wait? Let's begin with moon 
walks. mountain hikes. cycling, backpack-
ing, x-country skiing. the arts. quiet times, 
sharing. laughter. SWF. 49. 'D'9350(12118) 
ADVENTUROUS. PASSIONATE. activ •• 
cuddly, outdoorsy, horse-woman, teacher, 
heart on sleeve. 38. Seeking NIS compan-
ion for outdoor activities, movies, dinner, 
intelligent conversation, loving, bl, and 
advent ... e. 'D'9'54 (' '120) 
ATTllACTIVE SWF. 38. 5'9". educated. 
artistic, and graceful. Ventures to meet a 
spirited SM who is compassionate, sensi-
tive, good-humored, and ready to exptore 
the innerdimensioosofa noIationship.1 value 
equality. integrity. and heanhy wel·being. 
'D'9,6, ("127) 
AUGUSTA AREA! Let's share computer 
knowledge, nature and beach walks, mustc, 
movies, and quiet dinners. 00 you have 8 
sense of humor, areyou a physicaltyfrt gen-
tleman, with strong communication skitls 
cndfavorableethicsand~oonvdions? 
I am a youthful yet wise 50. quiet. petne 
blonde with hazel eyes and have been told 
I'm a good-looking woman. Love rainy 
days. Mondays. and low tide! 'D'9253 (' 214) 
AUTUMN SORCERESS. 53. Spring brings 
forth new beginnings while autumn lends 
her wisdom and shares her blanket of a 
myriad of colors, preparing the soul for its 
joumey into solstice. Explore autumn and 
winter with me. #9296 ('21") 
BE MY REASON TO STAY· Honest. open. 
willing. kind. good· hearted. good· looking. 
healthy, active, humorous, inte4ligent, NIS, 
NID, responsible Maine man wanted by taN, 
slim, fit, gorgeous, 4O-something artist from 
away. Not afraid to try new things, make 
mistakes. liv. and leam. N. you? 'D'9226 
(1214) 
BREAKFAST AT TlFFANY'S? Coffee at 
Arabica's? Fit, attractive, woman loves 
f>ujeyHepOOnand Doris Day movies. who-
done-it novels, wQft(ing out, real conver-
sation, new adventures, the first snow and 
laughter. I'm looking fora fit, kind man with 
his head on straight. 35-50. who's ready to 
sharehis Iffe. Gall for breakfast reservatioos. 
'D'9223 (1214) 
CLASSY. ABOVE AVERAGE. very attrac· 
tive. charming DWF. very young 50. 5'3". 
"5Ibs. seeking DWM. 50-65. tor friend· 
ship. lnterests: Tennis, golf, sailing, theatre, 
opera, antiques, and dining out. 'D'9332 
('21'8) 
CREATIVE. AWARE WOMAN SEEKS man 
from Venus to share great ideas, meals, 
music, films, conversation. Be healthy, 
earth conscious, open, compassionate and 
preferably. 40-60 yrs old. tr9344 ('21'8) 
ENERGETIC. ATHLETIC YORK CO. pro· 
fessional, single Mom seeks N/S, spiritual, 
financl3ly secure, tall & strong over 43 man 
ready to share healthy, sensual, commit-
ted relationship. Soulful, non-controllng, 
open minded preferred . • 9280 ('21") 
ENERGETIC. ATIRACTIVE. SENIOR 
WIDOW seeks companionship of a NlS. 
retired man who has time to enjoy music, 
some dancing, travel, philosophical dis-
cussions, walks, movies, and one who has 
a great sense of humor and enjoys laugh-
ter. 'D'9'86 (' t l27) 
EXTREME EXTROVERT SEEKING moder· 
ation. You: SlDWM, tall, 28·38, NIS, very 
handsome, kind, caring , intelligent, outgo-
ing, relationstnp ready. Me: 5'6- ,3' , OWF, 
BtJGR. outgoing. commuricative. intelligent. 
very attractive, playful, lady in a dress and 
a devil in blue jeans. Seeking friend, part-
ner, playmate, soulmate. Pets/children!?! 
'D'9,78 (' t l27) 
FALL INTO WINTER WITH ME· Pretty. 
blonde. _ writ .... E8fy4O·s. seeks kind· 
hearted, creative and or intellectual man 
fortriendship. maybe mora. 'D'9'63 (' '127) 
F~. Upity. New. I read. bik • • sal & hike. Attrac· 
tiv • • petite. 4O·s. l.DY8S the P.S.O. and adver>-
ture. 1I92971'21' I). 
FULL· BODIED AS IN A VINATGE PORT· 
The BoHicelli Venus has nothing on me. 
Seeks artICUlate, sawy, sensual, sensitive, 
sometimes naughty, sometimes mce, gain-
fully employed man. SOH a must. Who are 
you? 'D'935, ('21'8) 
GET ON THE BALL. start looking for a pret· 
ty lady. I'm retired, Southern Maine, blue 
eyes. 5'5". light brown hair. Uke dancing. 
movies, Sunday rides, fairs & quiet dining 
in and out. Looking for gentleman to entoy 
life with. No drinkers or drug users please. 
I'm a good cook, letmecook foryou. 19282 
(121'1) 
GRIlLE SEEKS MANIFOLD FOR long haul. 
Mileage Ihirtles to fifties. Great twin cams, 
hom works. This compact ISO four season 
vehicle; passengers, COfl\Iertlbies welcome. 
No alcohol, additives. Best offer. '!r9159 
(11127) Personal Adverliser .836. P.O. Box 
'238. Portland, ME 04104 
HAPPY WOMAN. DWP. 38. seeks happy 
man, SlOW?, 38-45ish. Kind, smart, inde-
pendent, active, seeks same (a mensch a 
plus). Books, hiker, travel, the company of 
good friends. NlS. Portland area. 'D'9342 
(t2l'8) 
HOPE SPRINGS ETlERNAL· DWPF. 35. 
BRlBL NIS. healthy. activo. educator. Love 
long walks, music, theater, art museums, 
dancing, running, traveling, strong coffee. 
ISO intelligent, honest, fit. humorous 
S/DWPM. 3O·s. 'D'9'87 (" 127) 
I CALL IT NATURE LOVER: SWF. 48. 
whitish/gray/BL, 4'8-, full-figured, attrac-
tive, NJS, affectionate, spontaneous, cam~ 
ing, dancing, art. photography. travel. look· 
ing for SWM. 5'4"-5'1 0". BRlBL 40-50. hard 
working, and above interests. 1r'9201 
('2104) 
LAUGHING SPIRIT. 27. Elarefeetdancespi· 
rals around silver bowls of rain as the indi -
go n;ght sky bathes me in moonlight, heart 
beating with the rhythms of the earth, crest-
ing waves of the ocean. You are the 
wind ... whisper softly in my ear. #9295 
(t2l,t) 
LOOKING FOR LOVE· Smart. pretty SWF. 
19, seeks SM, 19-25, who is can-ng and 
witty and enjoys dancing and spending time 
together. Non·smoker pr.ferred. 'D'9' 8' 
(' tl27) 
MEN WHO LOVE WOMEN· Southeoast 
instensly personal SUbmissive lass see.bs 
that which becomes secret and entwining 
synergistic interests with fortyish-fiftyish NlS 
dominant lad. Aw c'mon! 1!'9343 (12118) 
NOT A USED CAR OR DOG TO SELL But 
a genuine, spontaneous, attractive. DWF, 
39. Want male campanionship. Many inter-
est. NIS. LID? Central ME. #9273 ('21' ') 
OUTGOING DPF lrom UA area. 40. 5'7". 
BUBL Enjoy outdoors, walking, dancing, 
clearing pasture and riding horses. Desires 
40-SOyo man for occasional fun dates. 
'D'9,93 (1'127) 
PERSONALITY PLUS PACKAGING.AUrac· 
tive blue eyed brmette, 38, smart. caring, 
playful & sweet. Seeking attractive, secure. 
confident man with a kind heart, strength 
of spiritanc sense of hUrrlOf . • 9289 ('21' ' ) 
PLANETARY SEARCH FOR: A business· 
suited artst fartsy intellectual hippy granola 
stud muffin Buddhist new age surfer dude, 
for sparkl;ng conversation, in 30th decade, 
respond in Haiku form. '11'92381'214) 
POPEYECOMEHOMEIOliveOytseeksfid· 
die music/flea m8f1(et tolerant mate, not too 
okS to f#oW ok:t with me. I cook too SPlCey, 
havetoomany cats, go wiard on full moons, 
but I yam what I yam: 33. artist. strong. sam<>-
whatattractille. sorry no _DeN. 'D'923t 
(t2l4) 
SEEKING STRONG. SINCERE. SENSUAL 
MALE to enjoy and share life with pretty 
Pisces. 43yr. old. BVBllady. Must be a lall. 
handsome. romantic gentleman. I have no 
baggage, great sense 01 humor, am hon-
est. kind, passionate, financially and emo· 
tionally secure. Portland area only, please. 
#9286 (' 21" ) 
SLEEPLESS ON THE SEACOST· AUrac· 
live • .,telligent. dynamic. emotiooallyaccom· 
plished DPF, 40, tallish, BRIBL. with great 
SOH, wil and presence seekssimilarSIDPM 
for enlightening and entertaining conver-
sationsoverdinner, dancing, laughter, long 
walks and companionship. Must be gold-
en retrievers. 'D'9227 (' 214) 
SPENDING liMe. TOGETHER with some· 
one special!! DWF, 44, interested in a rela-
tionship where both parties CAn be them-
selves. Not haVing to be perfecl. SlDWM, 
44-54. non·ludg.menlaI. 1I9263 (t2/ " ) 
SPIRITED AND GROUNDED- Blonde. petit • • 
attract ive, young 49, independent, fun, 
warm, smart, fit , professional. Loves water, 
sun, nature, active outdoor activities. Read-
ing, theater, arts, films, dancing, garden-
ing, travel. Adventurous, intuitive, realistic. 
Seeks man, 45-55, with similar interests, 
flflSnclally/emotlOna Ily secure, competent, 
expressive, nodependent children: Greater 
Elangor area. 'D'9229 (t2l4) 
THIS SWF. 35. 5'9". heavy·set. is looking 
to meet one SWM to treat a woman like a 
woman. All responses answered, I'm worth 
the call. 'D'934' ('21'8) 
VERY CHARMING. 3'. SWF seeks matur • • 
stable. professional SWM. 30ish. You are 
active, attractive and canng With a good 
SOH. I'm down to earth and look for the 
same in others. #9298 (t2l' I ). 
--'--'----
VIBRANT. INTELLIGENT. ATIRACTIVE 
DWF, 40's, seeks contemporary masculine 
counterpar1. Forget about walking on the 
beach in the moonlight. I prefer a more excit-
Ing shared adventure. Be dominant with-
out being domi'-;ng. sophisticated but. 
comfortable in the North Woods, entre-
preneurial, active but thoughtful. NlS, inde-
pendent, monogamous, emotionally avail-
able; ptease be same. Portlan,h ..... 'D'9228 
('2141 
GET 45 WORDS FREE ON FAX FREE THURSDAY (207) 775-1615 
How to place your FREE 
personal ad with. Personal Calle: 
• Fill out the coupon and mail it to: Personals, P.O.Box 1238, 
Portland, Maine 04104; or FAX to 775-1615. ·(If faxing please 
photocopy first.) Plea.s& check approppriate category. Call 
775-1234 to place ad over the phone. 
• First 25 words are FREE with Pensonal CallCPJ. (45 words if 
FAXED on Thursday), additional words are 50¢ each. 
Companions & lost Souls are $251f1rst 25 words for a two week 
ad. Ads without PenIOnal CallCPJ are $1 per word plus $25 mail 
fowardlng or P.O.Box charges. 
• Put your personal message on line as soon as you receive 
your easy instructions. You may not retrieve responses without 
Itl 
• Retrieve responses to your ad any lime, 24 hours a day. 
through your own FREE 600#. It's safe, confidential, and FUNI 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
• Read the ads. Circle your favorites. 
• Call 1-900-370-2041 from a touch-tone phone. 
• Following the voice prompts, punch in the 4-digihr# of the 
ad you wish to respond to, or you may browse a specific 
category. The date following an ad is the last date you can reply 
to the ad. 
• Cans cost $1.99 per minute. You must be over 18 yrs. old. 
• Ads with a three-digit Personal Advertiser # can be contacted 
through the mail by writing to: Personal Advertiser#~p.O.Box 
1238, Portland, ME 04104. 
25-Character Headline: Includes spaces, Qe creative I 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII! 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal CaI~ 
Guidelines: 
Free Personals ads are available 
for single people seeking 
relationships. Others. Companions 
and Lost Souls require 
prepayment. Ads seeking to buy 
or sell sexual services will be 
refused. No lull names. street 
addresses or phone numbers will 
be published . Ads containing 
explicit sexual or anatomical 
language will not be published. 
We reserve the right to edit. refuse 
or recategorlze any ad. 
Advertisers must be over 1 B years 
of age. 
Catego:-y/Rates: 
FREE 4-WE£Il ADS S25iFlI!ST 25 WO!!DS. 
o women .. men 2 weEK ADS 
omen .. men 0 companions 
0-. w_ 0 lost lOuis 
FREE 2"WEEK ADS 
Ome~ .. women 
oothel'1l 
Confidential information: 
CNe cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: ___________________ _ 
narne: ______________________________ ___ 
address: ______________ _ 
city: ____________________________ __ 
state: zip: _____ __ 
First 25 words & head!ine 
with Personal Call®: FREE 
add'! words @ 50¢ each: _______ __ 
Without Personal Call@ 
all words@ $1 each: ____________ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box(add $25): ___ _ 
Total: ___________ __ 
o Yes, place my FREE Personal Ad 
in the Maine Times also! 
o VISA OMC expo date:. ______ _ 
#_------------------------------
WOMEN wMEN 
WANNA BE SAIUERISKIER in Southern 
Maine. Desire L TR & life of sailing, family 
and leaming to entoy Maine winters. With 
5O-55y.o. N/S. fit. communicative portner 
with S.O.H. and ability to smell the ro .... 
11928' 1'21") 
WOMAN WHO RUNS WITH THE DOG· 
Loves the dog. the cats. the garden. the 
home. good friends. dancing. laughter. Ufe 
rs good and I'd love to share it with a fit, 
attractive man, circa 1946-1961 , who has 
loves and a good Iff. of his own. 'D'922' 
('214) 
ZERO GRAVITY· If the chemistry's rightl 
Looking for "spar1de" for my -stars." Me: 
Attractive, petite. slim, 35, and full of spunk! 
You: 35-45, attracttve, healthy, secure and 
ready to enjoyl ~No trash- from otX pasts, 
just a reiescope for the Murel De you have 
time for us? 'D'9225 ('214) 
MEN w WOMEN 
29. SM. NID. NlS.lrte long klamer. teacher. 
utilitarian philospher, reader, writer, travel-
er, solde & officer, centrist voter, Macuser, 
web-surier, walker, biker, reluctant jogger, 
awkward dancer, restaurant & movie goer.. 
shopper, infrequent TV viewer, video pr0-
ducer. wor1< .... play .... smile<.laugher. hug· 
ger and dreamer seeks partner .• 9291 
('21' ') 
A BLONDE OR DARK BEAUTY (lflSide and 
out). 5'6" • • 35 and UP. desired for shared 
Ino and all ~ has to off ... with bright. hand· 
some (more cuto perhaps). financially anc 
emotionally very secure man who has a 
strong. athletic body and wid. range ofout· 
door and indoor interests. Independence. 
autonomy, healthy lifestyle, social respon-
sibility. and oquality a must. 'D'9338 ('21'8) 
A POET. HEART OF GOLD. This sens~ive 
mand, 35, seeks a sensittve, inteUtgent 
woman with an open mind and a big ~rt. 
I believe every relationship should 51art with 
friendship. 119287 ('211 ') 
AAARATED!HONEST&TRULY!SWM.4O •• 
tned these 54 with HtUe orne response. I'm 
reelly a nice guy. settled (with cat). employed. 
9""'t SOH. So what does n take to get you 
gals to calt? Can me and tell me, w~1 ya 
already? NID. NID. NIS. pteasel 'D'9330 
1'21'8) 
AND GOD CREATED WOMAN. You maybe 
the one he created forme. I'll keep search-
ing; I know you're worth ~ . Me: DWPM. 47, 
5" 0". '80'. NIS. NID. 9259 (t2lt') 
AREMAINE'SMOSTINTRIGUINGWOMEN 
ALL MARRIED1Attractive, artK:ulate, intu-
nive Portland professional SWM 42. seeks 
aHractilie. trim SF 32-45 or therabouts with 
sense ofhumorand advenllxe. Prefer down-
to-earth, intelligent, sensual, independent 
woman wfth a bttk! craziness and time for 
friendship or relationship. Extra points for 
spar1ding eyes! I possess and vakJe rella- ~ 
bllity. honesty. confidence. quick wit. easy 
smile and ability to communicate and not 
be boring . Enjoy the Ms. movies. dining. 
roeding . hiking. bicycling. traveling and int~ 
mat.conwrsatioo. Amemotionalyand~· 
tcallyhealthywlth no maJOrvk:es and desire 
_ I don'taI< sports. youdon,tal< astr0l-
ogy. 0theIwise ~· s endless possibilities. Per· 
sonaIAdveriiser.9266.642. P.O. Box '238. 
Portland. ME 04'04 
ATTRACTIVE AND FIT· SWM. 46. 6'2". 
'92Ibs, great shape, secure, likes dining, 
dancing. traveling outdoors. Seeking &UNF. 
attractive, 40-45, similar interests. tl'9313 
~~) ------------------
ATTRACTIVE DWM PORTlAND· Zero flirt· 
ing skills. so I'n by lhe personals. I'm told 
I'm extr~ attractive inside and out. 42, 
6'. '951bs. soft BM<ind BL. NIS. NID. wnh 
phenomenal SOH. deep integrity. oasygo-
ing. delightfully playful and warmly aHec· 
tionat • . One ofthe remaining good·natured 
guys with a kind heart. I enjoy storms. kiss· 
es, wann conversation, mountain lops, film, 
woOd music, passton and tenderness, trav-
el. wilderness campinganc canoeing. peech-
... flying. hot sauces. thunder and lightning. 
skimy dipping •• thnic loads. 3rd world cu~ 
Ilnls. wild. taught .... animals. cuddling. min ... 
j'd like to meet a reasonabty attractive, fair-
ly int!'lligent woman of any agewith a sense 
of delight who enjoys SPice, affectoo, and 
truth. Your photo gets mine. Friends first. 
P"""""I Adverliser .835. P.O. Box '238. 
Portland. ME 04'04 
CURIOUS. CREATIVE, COMPASSIONATE 
DWM, 45, intuitive, spiritua~ good sense of 
humor, seff-8ware, eioysactMties 1rom skt-
ing, saililg, hiking, to the arts, and candle-
fight dinners. Looking for equal partner abfe 
to share some interests, as well as life's toY 
and dreams. Be daring. caN. 'D'9336 ('21'8) 
ElLSWORTHAREASWM.3'.seeksattrac· 
live, NIS, woman of substance. I enjoy 
movies. cooking. music. and flea mar1<ets. 
Looking for friendship and romance ASAP. 
'D'9346 ('21'8) 
EXIUED IN AROOSTOOK. DWM. 45. renais· 
sance man, sensitive, romantic, tall, fit, 
healthy. professional. enjoys candlelight 
dinners, bicycling, antiques, XJC skiing. 
Seekingwomanofdepth. caring. intelligence. 
articulate, active, interesting with a sense 
of adventuroand zest forlffe. 1I92851'21' ') 
FLYBOY TOM CRUISE RESEMBUER Is 
looking to accompany an attractive, estab-
lished woman on the town or even just a 
romanttc quiet evening. I am fit, intelligent, 
and can talk as well as I can listen. l know 
wewililool< good together. 'D'934O ('21'8) 
FREE·SPlRITED SWM SEEKING SF. , 6-50 
(I'm 40's) who knows how to let the good 
tines rol. No fitness freaks, anti-smokers, 
or thearapy addicts. Interests include play. 
ing the blues. cooking and taking Iffe easy. 
_77('21") 
HAPPY GO LUCKY. FINANCIALLY secure 
SWM. ege 6' . '75Ibs. 5"0". considered 
good.looI<ing. semi·retired. Erjoys dancing. 
fishing. cooking, museums, swimming. 
Would like woman, 45+, who can cook, for 
romance and serious lasting relationship. 
'D'9348 ('21'8) 
HONESTY FROM THE ST ARTI Well. here 
goes nothing. I'm searching for a SIDWf 
who is not irrtinIdated orttveatened by cross· 
dressing. I'm honest. sensitive. perceptive. 
compassionate, kind, nice guy. WPTH, late 
3O's DWM. You: 29-42. liberal. open-mind. 
ed. open heart. honest. ccmpassionate. c0m-
fortable in your sexuality. LTR. 'D'93'6 
1'21'8) 
SEEKING SHY ASIAN FEMALE. You: 20-35. 
fit, honest, romanttc, able to have fun with-
out partying. Me: WM. 30. shy type. likes 
outdoors. movies. quletevenings. Brmswick 
area. 19275 ('21'1) 
SINGUE WHY? SWM. 30. handsome. tal. 
athletic. down·to-earth guy with good sense· 
of htmOrwho'snot realty into the bar scene, 
nor am I into big cliques. Need to get out 
more. maybe I' ll start at the donut shop. 
Coffee and tea anyone? 1r93331121'8) 
SOME MEN HAVE MORE to oH .... Good· 
IooI<lng. WM. 32. professional. 5"'". siim. 
fit, with uncommon gift, seeks cute, trim, 
eroticailyminded. WF. '8-42. to escape for 
occasional but memorabk! evenings of sen-
suous ft.r1. CaU or write in confidence. 9267 
Personal Adverl~ .843. P.O. Box t238. 
Portland. ME 04'04 ('21") 
TRIED OF GAME PLAYING? Then lets play 
for real. Seeking S/DPF. 40·s. NlS. who is 
wei grounded. sharp thinking. and vibrant 
with inner sunshine. Friendship. n. n? Cail 
for delails. 92621'21") 
TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT. Very good 
looking SWM searching for SF interested 
in LTR and Iifesty1es '97 convention in SO. 
Atklastcallanc ietmeexplain. If9293('21t ') 
WANTS A UFE PARTNER. I·v. got what I 
'-.noIwhatlwant. Newhouse. newtruck 
& professional job. This slim. 6'5". 47y.o. 
wants a Iffe partner.lf9283 (121") 
YOUNGER LOOKING FOR OLDER. SWM. 
25. '65'. Very good looking. searching for 
• classy lady 2' -40 with an open mind to 
endless possibitnies and L TR. I'm tired of 
head games and Bar scene. but always in 
the mood to bysomething new. You'lInever 
know unless you call.1!9292 ('21") 
WOMEN Ii' WOMEN 
1 AM A GENTILEMAN WHO IS not afraid of 
letting you know who I am. how I am feel· 
ing. and what I would like. I can off ... you 
honesty. respect. and acceptance for who "ADVENTURE. LIVE IT UP" 23y.o. WF. you are and appreciate you as you are. 1 am seeking clean WF _ Most be fit, 21-27 likes-tall, good looking and very successful. I am erotic things, dancing, toys, music. No interested in meeting a 45 year old woman comitment-looking for fun, call me. 19274 who would enjoy a comtortable Iffe style. a ~('_21_'_' :...) ____________________ _ lifeof enjoyment, being a sincere friend, and 
having a partner who is there for her. Per· ATTRACTIVE, SENSUAL. bIont hair. blue sonaIAdverli ..... 844. P.O. Box '238. Port· eyes. GWFlooI<ingforthatspecialfeminine. land, ME 04'04 passionate, romantic woman. I am a very 
young looking 43. NIS. NID.1f9270 ('21' ') 
ISLAND ADVENTURES AWAIT. 24, short. 
dar1<. handsome. mat .... SWPM. seeks SF. BEAUTIFUL MYTHlCAlcreotUJosoughtby 2'. to lighten up lonely dar!< winter nights. fantasy role-playing princess. BiF. aUrae· Must be discreet, adventurous, humorous tive, intelligent femme seeking same, 18 to and dedicated. 119278 ('21") 35. for fun. fantasy. and friendship. Loves 
D&D and other fantasy. travel. cats. pool. LONEWOLFSEEKSWOlFMAIDEN.SWM. beer. and dancing. Come play with me! 37. seeks a lover. souknate. best friend . QUid. 'D'9320 (t 21' 8) 
ing angel. wffey wnchy poo. Prefer a tun· ------ ------------figured wnch. age 49. who loves being BI CURIOUS FEMAUE seeking attractiv •• drowned in TLC, being admired, appreci_ fntelligentbifemaleforfunandgames,S'S-, ated. a respected equal. Drives aGMC truck. 'lIl1bs. seeking similar. 'D'9205 ('2104) 
enjoysCelineDion,Steve Perry, BobbyVtn-
ton tunas. Marry me7 'D'93,0 ('21'8) CIlASSIC '965UESBIAN looI<ing to hit n off 
with other similar .1 hits. Coffee and COll-
LOOKING FOR INTELLIGENCIE· SWM. 3'. v~tion a must. Slightly warped but. still aUraetive. fit. affluent. athletic seeks intel· wor1<s well. 'D'92t, (t2l4) 
ligent. fit. aHraCliveSIDF. 2t -45. whoenjoys COME ON AN RIDE MY TRAIN. Erotic lee. the outdOOfS. sports. intelligent conversa· 
tion. 'D'9322 ('21'8) bianseekssame.Promisetosheremychocr chao but. don·t pull my chain. West End 
ME & YOlJ- SWM, 39, 5'9-, 175tbs, NIS, straysweloome.MothersandBarbiesneed 
NID. II odei stad' '9. ful. Ii<es walks. movies. not apply. tt9:125 ('21'8) 
bowting. pool. quiet times. Seeks SIDWf. 
35. for -.dship. poosible LTA. 'D'9326 CRASHING SURF. A FULL MOON and youl ('21'8) GF. 39. petite. educated. warm heart. t ... • 
rlblyromantic with eclectic int ...... ts. search-
NEW TO BRUNSWICK AREA· Good i00i<. ingforsince<e. sensoous. balanced lesbian Ing. financially very secur • • 43yo. adven- to share friendship and what .... er? 'D'9204 tureus professional. 5" 0". '85lbs. fit. and (:.,!2104 __ ..:.) _______________ __ 
in good shape. live on ocean. Enjoy skiing. boating. dancing • • xploring. and Sharing. GWF. 25. SEEKING GF 25-JO.. I eniOY ski· Divorced, no children. Please be attractive, iog, traveling, spending quiet evenings frt. 3O·s. shapely and ful. This cooId be the ~.Ihav.aWlllmheartanc.-S<lrT1&-beginning of something great. 'ft9327 one to share it with. Looking 'or friendship (t2l'8) or relationship. 'D'9317 ('21'8) 
ORDER NOW FOR CHRISThfAS. Warm. LETS GO CRAZY! 20. 5'5". '3OIbs. aHrac· cuddly. affectionate. 40ish. Has lots of love live anc sensual looking for sam. ('8-26). to give. Plays inside or out. Good with chit- Please be feminine. with no games. Enjoys dren and fomales over 25. Comes with 2 fitness and hanging out. Oancing? Coffee? 
offspring. 'D'9323 ('21'8) - 'D'93,9 (121'8) 
PEAR SHAPED. PLUMP. AN HOURGLASS 
with more sand In the bottom, a distress 
free damsel with spirit, passion, nerve, 
desired by silly, sensuous, handsome, 
housebroken. weII·traveled. politically incor· 
rect, irreverent. ectectic, Latin looking drag-
on-slayer with knighthood pending and 
capebleofheroicdeeds. Me: SWM.4O.5·'0". 
l7Otbs. fit . fun. frisky. baUeries included. 
Portland area. 'D'9329 (12118) 
PLAYFUL. YET SOPHISTICATED. inde-
pendent but. aft_e. tall. attractivoDWF. 
seeks attractive. NIS. S/DWM. 3949. 5" ' " • • 
for companionship and fun. I vaJue integri-
ty. SOH. fitness • .,telligenco. and financial 
stability. Enjoy the arts, recreational alhlet-
k:s, good conversation, intimate dink'lg in 
or out. De you cook? Greatl 'D'9339 (' 21' 8) 
SHOWMETHEWAY· 26y.o .• romantic. poet. 
tc novtca seeks 35-45y.o. experienced, 
gentle soul to hetp "Set my desires free"· 
You klad and I'll follow . • 9279 (t2l' I). 
SWEET SECRETS· Bi curious female. late 
30's, feminine, seeks same for occasional, 
lighthearted fun. Let's make ours the pret-
tiest closet in town. Portland to Augusta. 
'D'9207It2l04) 
SWEET. SEXY AND LOVING. BiF. ISO BiF 
interested in long term friendship/relation· 
ship. I am 5'4-, petite, brown hair and 
attractive. UB open minded, fun and clean. 
I enjoy movies, toys, relaxing at home, 
caldlelight. and going out and having fun. 
Race not a concern .• 9264 ('2111) . 
WOMENBi'WOMEN 
VAMPIRE UESBO ISO SOUL FOOD· SOish. 
intelligent, non-aerobic, funny, N1S, N/O, 
hefty. ~. sentimental and compas· 
sionatewatcher and Ioverofthe mythmsof 
the planet. looking for helpmat.to strip away 
the layers of lifeand exposetheMure. Gyp-
sys okay, no tramps or thieves. 'D'9'67 
(' '127) 
WOLFHOWUNGTOTHEM<lON-38yohon-
est. energetic. athletic. slightly shy woman. 
fJll8.11y discovering true self, is searching for 
a creative, energetic, sincere lesbian who 
loves music, throwing a frisbee, hiking, 
shooting hoops, andean let the moonguide 
her on new adventures. friendships and what· 
ever. 'D'9337 ('21'8) 
MEN wMEN 
"THANKS JULIE NEWMAR"· 50ya NlS 
white male seeks attractive passing NITS 
for datingl~ationship. Any age, race. NIS, 
clean, healthy. discreet, expect same. 
'D'92'5 ('214) 
AMIRACLE PERHAPS· GM. 50. trim. good 
hea~h. head. heart. valuo honesty. stabii· 
ty. caring. Open to friendship. perhaps 
mo<e. 'D'92'2 ('214) 
ALLAIioUTLOVE· 24yoaffectionate. attrac· 
tive. caring. and relationship-oriented YGM 
(6' . , 6OIbs) seeks another YGM (lMlder 30) 
with similar qualittes for true love. NIS, NID. 
'D'925t ('214) PnonaJAdvertiser.840. P.O. 
Box '238. Portland. ME 04'04 
ATIRACTIVE CHAMEUEON who adapts. 
en;oys all of life, muscular, sensual, artis-
tic.lntellectual. down·to·earth. professior>-
aI. heanhy. Yes.l·vo been hiding. No chubs. 
drugs. 'D'93' 6 (' 21' 8) 
BI·MALE. AVERAGE NICE GUY. 39. 5'10". 
1601. Would like to hear from you if you're 
k>oking forfriendship, sincere, discreet. not 
in perfect shape and fun. 9261 ('21' ') 
BlWSHEMALEWITCHSEEKINGtoenchant 
topcat. my plac • . I'll be your hot Halloween 
succubus, if you'H be my animal all night 
Oct. 3'st and mor • . 'D'9'89 It '127) 
BLACK MALE WANTED- 43yo wM. bot" 
tom wishes to meet we4l-buit black male to 
service. Must beclean and discreet. Let me 
make you feel good. 'D'91561' '120) 
CLOSETED. MASCULINE WM. 23. S·. 
, 75/bs. good·looking. athletic. and in-shapo. 
.Iike straight bars. sports. music. Seeking 
similar young WM. '8-25. who is in·shape. 
masculin. and good·looI<ing tor friendship 
and possible new experiences. 11'9334 
('21'8) 
DISCREET 24YO. CLEAN·CUT USM stu· 
dent, 5'9". '6OIbs. BRlBR.looking to meet 
other straight acting and looking guys 
between '8-28. 'D'9309 ('21'8) 
FRIENDS SAY I'M CUTE, I know I'm single 
and I'm looI<ing for a good looI<ing. straight 
actin!j. honest mend. 'D'92,6 ('214) 
GREEN GM 83 SEEKS OLDER OR 
YOUNGER· Am booIcworm intellectual. For 
nonsensual games. conversation, whatev-
er; or possibly cheaply sharing wint", heg~ 
raa to frost·free places. 'D'93'4 ('21'6) 
GWM. 33. 5'7". , 4Otbs. BRlGR, bottom seek· 
ing body builder top. Mo: Stable. gainfully 
employed. U: Same. wellllifted for deep 
desires. 'D'9349 ('21'8) 
INDEPENDENT GWM. 3O·s. 5·tO". '85lbs. 
healthy. good looks. seeks thin. well·built. 
attr'active guy, 20's or 30's, dominant type. 
No drugs. boozo. get·togethers. 'D'92,3 
('214) 
INDEPENDENT s·acting NlS. disease free 
2,y.o.GWM.BrIBI..5·'0". t65#.Seeksslim. 
attractive GWM (' 8-24) forful times togeth-
er •. 9260 (121") 
IS THE 3rd. TIME REALLY A CHARM? I've 
had two relationships. each longer than the 
other. lamattractive(5'8-, 133', brlbr), car-
ing. oasy-going. heanhy. honest. intelligent. 
lovable. masculine, open & simple. I have 
manyinteres1.looking for someone between 
25 and 37. is aUractive. easygoing and hon-
est. 119265 (121") 
JUST ME· 26yo GM. edL<:ated and in acar· 
ing profession, not interested in being w -
fect or anyone else who is. 'D'9242 ('214) 
LET'S GET A LIFE I 33yo. , 45lbs. 5'8". 
BRIBR. relatively normal. S<lrMWhat life-less. 
(but lively), working man seeks very similar 
guy to share the life we get. Let'sget going. 
'D'92'4 ('214) 
LOOKING FOR QUALITY TIME? Loyal. 
happy. wor1<"g guy. 27. ISO similar guy. 
20-30. Friendship. possible L TR. ~·s about 
time ... 'D'922O ('214) 
LOOKING TO EXPERIMENT? I'm early 2O·s. 
bi-curious, and looking for a first time. My 
preference is that you're the same but, all 
offers will be considered. Philosophy 
required. 'D'92'8 ('214) 
NO BUUL W!II.. 35. 5'7". 175 •• NlS. Only 
honest. faithful. W!II.. 35-45. Sincere. hon· 
est, romantK; only. Ukes walks, quiet times 
together. 119269 ('21") 
NO MAtI IS AN ISLAND. And a rock feels 
pain. This 53 year old 6'2-, 230., kind, lov-
klg man is looking for male friendlcompanion 
to share quality t_s. 1I9272 ('21") 
OLDER IS BETTER· GWM. 45. seeks GM. 
50165, any race, for friendshiplhol times 
together. UBsliml1rimisoxy anc ready. Let's 
be hot together this winter. No fats. Please 
call. 1r9203 ('2104) 
ONE SIMPUE DAY. ONE FRIEND. one d .... 
tiny· looking for devoled friend with ugly 
car but. fancy for long lasting relationship. 
Good luck 10 you. 'D'9255 (1214) 
POLAND AREA· Looking for a real man. not 
into games. I am fortyish, good.looI<ing. with 
numerous interests. You be 30's-40's for 
friendshipand maybe mor9.1J'9' 74 (' ' /27) 
PRE·OP M TO F TRANSEXUAL ESCORT· 
Red hair, b'ue eyes, seeks stressed busi-
ness man, 18-45, for stress relieving ses-
sioo. 'D'9347 ('21'8) 
SEEKINGAGRESSIVETOP. Young. 35y.o. 
nice IooI<lng. masculine GM. clean shaven. 
short brown hair. blue eyeo. 5"'". ,SOt. 
physicaIy fit, clean. sincere. sensitive. bright • 
serious. with S.O.H .• NIS. Seeking to date 
similar. (or talfefj handsome. sal •• patient, 
eggressiv •• verbal top. Under 40. NID. 
_1121' ') 
SEEKING RELATIONSHIP- Me: 28. 5'7". 
, 36lbs. smooth. wor1<out. BRiBR. hard· 
wQf1(ing , seeking very muscular, smooth, 
smart. fair/good·looI<ing big brothertype for 
discreet relationship. 'D'9t9' (1'127) 
SENSITIVE MAN SEARCH· Tall BiWM. IooI<· 
ing for a masculine, inteUigent man to share 
quiet, sensual, inlimatetimes. Must be NlS, 
N/D, cJean, enjoy my cross-dressing, mas-
sages. toys. etc. 'D'9244 ('214) 
SERVICE NEEDED· SUbmissive boUom 
seeking masculinetopfor--tciscreetmom-
jng or lat8 night play time. Me: 29, 5'10-, 
t5Olbs. slim. You: 20-45. in shape. 'D'9239 
1'214) 
STRAY CAT. 5'. seeks anathercool cat to 
strut with. Be vlilfing to share your felines 
and your lap. pat me head and make me 
purr. There is more to life than fleas, fur· 
balls, naps and eating. Let's make beauti-
ful mewsic together. 'D'9233 ('214) 
TlMETOSPAREBUTNOONEtosharewith? 
Mornings, aftemoons, wor1<outs, mov~, 
videos. shopping. hot tubs. clean. trim • ..,...1 
good. Let's ;ust have fun. Prefer G/Bi under 
30. 119264 ('2111) 
TlREDOFBABYSITIING-43yoGWM. tired 
of guys under 30 who don't know what they 
Wort Seeking man. 35-40. slim. central Maino 
...... forlovelnolationship. Me: 5·t 0". , 5OIbs. 
BRlBL loving. shy. 'D'9237 ('214) 
TlREDOFYOUNGAND DUMB-2'yo. clean 
cut guy seeks gentleman. 48-80. for com· 
panklnship and maybe more. "m for real. 
Ne you? 'D'933' ('21'8) 
WANTED: YOUNG MAN for intimate and 
meaningful moments. Movies, walks, quiet 
times together. Me: 23. BHlBE. honest. sin-
c ..... Personal Adverliser '834. P.O. Box '238. Portland. ME 04'04 
WHAT DO GUYS DO IN THIS TOWN FOR 
FUN? Single. ful GWM. looI<ing to meet 
another. 2!>-35. forhiking. biking. skiing. din-
ners. coffee. otc. let·sdo something besides 
hang out at that hoi hole! 'D'9'82 ("127) 
YORK COUNTY CHALLENGE· 39y0. mas· 
culine. romantic. intelligent. good IooI<lng 
outdoorsrTBl seeks a blue eyed devI to tempt 
me inside. 5" ' ". , 9Ofbs. BLKlBR. 'D'9217 
('214) 
YOUNGER BROTHER WANTED- BiWM. 35. 
5'1 to . 1701bs. seeking someone 23-30. 
good-looking jock, clean-shaven, into out-
door activites, movies, and indoor fun . 
LAlCentral ME. 'D'9,66 (t'l27) 
OTHERS 
BLACKLOVE. Seeking white woman. Rrst 
timers welcome. AveryhandsomeSBM 32. 
special. easygoing. open. Gan c ... oyouwith 
kwe, sexual fantasiesofyolJ'S. Call me, you'll 
begladyoudid. 30-50. 200-250 •. Rea1caJ1ors 
please. TLC. LTR. .9286 ('21") 
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OTHERS 
BRING Y0UR1MAGlNA TlON! WM •• xcelling 
in role playing Mel sensual adventure seeks 
co-star in a two person play. Willing to try 
any script at ~st once. Call me, be 'Ie spy 
or damsel in distress. 'D'93" (l21t8) 
FEMAUEVOLUNTEERS NEEDED for French 
kissing research project. Must be cklan. 
healthy. discreet. dec.nt shape. 2t • • NIS. 
available daytimes. Should lave to kiss. Sen-
sual body heat transfer optional and defi-
nite plus. Playful discreet only need awly. 
(Is this a real protect? - nah, but call any-
way!) 'D'9345 ('21'8) 
HELP WANTED. Adventerous, attractive, 
clean SM 26 seeks 2 BiF to hetp fulfill my 
fantasies. I won't disappoint you! «9290 
('21") 
HOTWINTER FUN· MWC Iooki1g forstraight 
males. 2()..40 years old. easygoing. to ful· 
fill her fantasies, become friends, and have 
some real ful. 'D'9353 (121'8) 
ISO BISEXUAL ENCOUNTER5- BiWMC 
looking to meet bisexual men and women, 
single or married (rouples welcome) for fun 
and erotic encwnters. Reqlirements: Friend· 
ship and discretion. 11'9315 (12118) 
MASCULINE BEAR TYPE· 6"".235. 3O·s. 
seeking others (especially couples) for erot· 
ic. sate. discreet encounters. 'D'9335('21t 8) 
MWC. ATTRACTIVE. ClEAN and discreet. 
seeking S or MF for friendship and added 
pleasure tor him. Please be clean anc dis· 
creet. We are down to earth and real. 
trpJ52 (121'8) 
MWM. 35. BI NOVICIESEEKING special sin-
gle coupl. lor discnlet encounter&. Enjoy 
good smoI<e.lIght drink. x-movies. hot fun . 
Finally ready and open to all. You niake the 
first move and calli 'D'9324 ('21'8) . 
PHONE FANTASY· Seeking a woman for 
intimate phone fantasy. I am handsome and 
insatiat»e. Let's talk and salisy eachother. 
No strings. I'm easy. 'D'932' ('21'8) 
SENSUOUS BiF SEEKS SAME! Looking for 
that one woman who'd enjoy being thecen-
ter of attention ... The man in my life and I 
want to make you feel special and desired. 
Weare creative, tun, safe and open to Ideas. 
Curious? I'd love to talk. .• 1r93281121'8) 
SET THE NIGHT TO MUSIC· Let·s get 
acquainted and share our lives. If you enjoy 
sensuous fun, hemp, erotica, and adult 
movies and treats. call us. 'D'9312 (12118) 
LOST SOULS 
SHAWSMILLCREEK.SAT. '0/'9.Rrstsaw 
you in frozen foods. In checkout. you and 
kids in neJ(t line. Our eyes met much longer 
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